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FRAMED AGAINST the beautiful blue of an autumn sky, the
Cross atop College Hall dominates the campus skyline. College
Hall and the Faculty Building (left), patterned in the Colle-
giate Gothic style, are two of the three units simultaneously con-
structed in 1929. The campus now numbers fourteen buildings.
TOWERING SYCAMORE plane trees provide semi-seclusion for
relaxation between classes. Benches, lining the Quadrangle
Walk, invite faculty and students to pause for quiet conversa-
tion in the days' busy activity.
brick, mortar, and steel..
SILENTLY IMPOSING, the La Salle College Library, opened in 1952, incorpor-
ates the latest principles of library architecture and planning. The glass en-
closed main stairway was designed to take full advantage of natural illumi-
nation and to provide a view of the Philadelphia skyline. The Library is an
"academic center," the heart of the intellectual life of the College, where stu-
dents, faculty, and alumni pursue intellectual activities in attractive surround-
ings and in an atmosphere conducive to intensive study. Besides accommodating
200,000 volumes, the Library provides technical services, audio-visual facilities,
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(Above) RICH IN ASSOCIATIONS, life in the
four Residence Halls provides good relations,
schools and molds young men for leadership in
later life. Each Residence Hall contains thirty-
five double rooms suitably furnished for student
comfort and convenience. A large reception and
TV room is located on the first floor of each
building.
(Left) TO GAIN a mature appreciation of faith,
the La Salle College student studies Theology for
four years. The Christian Brothers Scholastics
add a fifth year of theological studies in the Col-
lege's Graduate Theology Program. La Salle
College aims to fashion young men who will
take just pride in the heritage of their faith
and who will have the intellectual fitness to face
and solve the complex social, moral, and reli-
gious problems of their day.
(Below) THIRTY-FOUR CHRISTIAN BROTHERS live in the
Faculty House, one of the three original buildings completed in
1929. The building contains the Brothers' Community Chapel
which presently serves the spiritual needs of the students. The
President's Offices are at the far end of the building which con-
nects with College Hall.
CRADLED WITHIN the arms
of massive campus buildings,
the Shrine of the Sacred Heart,
located in the center of the
Quadrangle, provides vivid
memories of deeply moving and
sanctifying spiritual moments
to many an undergraduate and





(Far Right) FINGERING THE
SKY, the College Hall tower
rises majestically, and from it
peal, as the campus day begins
and ends, the lovely melodies of
the carillon, the gift of the stu-
dents of 1958. Wister Hall is at
the right.
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EARLY AUTUMN SUNLIGHT filters through the trees and against Wister
Hall. This building contains a large gymnasium accommodating approximately
1,500 spectators. Separate dressing rooms, equipment rooms, and offices for the
Athletic Department complete the ground floor. A language lab and classrooms
for the Philosophy Department are on the second floor. ROTC classes occupy
the rooms on the third floor.
(Beloiv) SOMEWHAT DWARFED by
Wister Hall, the College Union Build-
ing is the hub for all non-academic, stu-
dent-centered activities. Four dining
rooms, equipped to serve 815 students
at one time, are located on the ground
floor. (Right) WITHIN THE SHADOW
of the College Union Building is the
Shrine of Our Lady of Lourdes 'which
was erected in 1940 as a memorial to the
young men who suffered and died in
World War I.
DEDICATION OF
AS BISHOP-ELECT of Philadelphia, The Most Reverend Francis
J. Furey, D.D., blesses the La Salle Science Center. Assisting at
the ceremony are Edward Senlick; Anthony Walsh; Reverend
Mark Heath, O.P.; Alfred Duffy; Reverend Joseph D. Dough-
erty; and Reverend James A. Driscoll, O.P.
ON THE WINDSWEPT CAMPUS Brother Daniel Bernian,
President, extends a welcome to the crowd gathered for the dedi-
cation on October 20, 1960.
(Right) SYMBOLIC OF DEDICATION to Christian purposes,
the Cross stands majestically in the courtyard. The blessing of
the Cross was a part of the Science Center consecration.
DEDICATION—LA SALLE SCIENCE CENTER
PROGRAM
The Most Reverend Francis J. Furey, D.D., Bishop-Elect,
Presiding
Processional R.O.T.C. Band
National Anthem R.O.T.C. Band
Vocalist, Mr. Stanley Pirzchalski
Invocation Rev. John Bogacz, Ph.D., of the Faculty
Welcome Rev. Brother Daniel Bernian, F.S.C., President
Remarks on the Dedication
Dr. Roland Holroyd, Ph.D., of the Faculty
Blessing of the Cross and of the Science Center




ON A BLEAK OCTOBER DAY, Brother Fidelian, F.S.C., Vice-President
for Academic Affairs; Dr. Marston Morse of the Institute for Advanced
Study; Brother D. John, F.S.C., Provincial; Brother Daniel Bernian, F.S.C.,
President; and His Excellency, Francis J. Furey, D.D., listen as Dr. Roland
Holroyd delivers the address from the Science Center porch.
SHEATHED IN VER-
MONT GREEN SLATE,
with panels of Georgia
white marble on the sol-
id surfaces, the Science
Center provides facili-




IN STRIKING CONTEMPORARY DESIGN, the architecture of the build-
ing is simple and uncluttered. Exciting use of color has been made in the
interior with bold blues and reds accentuating the more restrained tones.
HIS
Saint John Baptist De La Salle
Patron of the College
Patron of All Teachers
Founder of the Brothers of the Christian Schools
DEDICATION
SERIES US WELL
Educators and students everywhere are sharing in the
realization of a mighty dream. In the seventeenth century
Saint John Baptist De La Salle envisioned education for the
many, not just for the wealthy individuals able to afford
such a luxury. On lire with zeal to educate the poor, he was
not an educational theorist; he was an intensely practical
man. As a pioneer in education, he made it possible for stu-
dents to study their lessons in their native tongue, to be
taught in class groups, and to have the use of libraries and
visual aids. These are only a few of the innovations which
Saint La Salle brought into being.
Educators and students everywhere find inspiration, en-
couragement, and guidance in the life and teachings of this
great man. His example inspires them; his wisdom enlight-
ens them; and, above all, his spirit animates and guides
them. His contribution to the field of education lies in a
body of Christian teachers, formed according to his mind
and spirit, and living dedicated lives patterned according
to the ideas and ideals exemplified in his life and contained
in his writings.
Despite the obvious tremendous difference between Saint
La Salle's time and our own, the eternal verities which en-
lightened his vision, the goal toward which he strove like
a man by a dream possessed, remain from age to age. Our
spirit must not differ essentially from his; his Faith must
animate us, motivate us, and transform the almost killing
drudgery of study and teaching into meaningful and re-
warding activity.
Words diminish great achievements. This was a true
saying when it was first uttered, and it is truer still today
when men use words more loosely than ever before. To
develop adequately the fulfillment of the La Sallian dream,
we wish we had words like new coins, untarnished by use.
Lacking them, we can only say that Saint La Salle's con-
tributions to the field of education and their subsequent





REVEREND BROTHER DANIEL BERNIAN, F.S.C., Ph.D., LL.D.
REPRESENTATIVE OF
Brother Daniel Bernian began his career with
the College in 1951 as Assistant Professor of
French. In 1953 he was appointed Director of
the College Residence Halls and from 1954 to
1958 he held the office of Dean of Students.
During this latter period he also held the title
of Vice-President of the College. In 1958 he
was named the twenty-third President of the
College and of the Board of Managers of the
La Salle College Corporation.
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THE MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY
listen to the President's opening remarks
at the October Faculty Meeting in the
College Union Theater.
PETER DOYLE presents the President
with tickets for the Masque's production
of "Tiger at the Gates."
AT THE OCTOBER HONORS CON-
VOCATION, Brother Daniel Bernian
confers the honorary degree of Doctor
of Science on Dr. Marston Morse of
Princeton, New Jersey. Dr. Thomas




BROTHER GAVIN PAUL, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Vice-President for Student Affairs
Brother Paul supervises all phases of student life
at La Salle. Policies formulated in his office
affect fraternities, extra-curricular activities,
and all men in residence.
BROTHER FIDELIAN OF MARY, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Vice-President for Academic Affairs
Brother Fidelian is responsible for establishing
and maintaining the academic structure of the
College. The direction of the divisions and of
the departments of the College is an important
part of his work.
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
JOHN L. McCLOSKEY, M.B.A.
Vice-President for Public Relations
Mr. John McCloskey supervises and co-ordinates
the Alumni, Development and Placement De-
partments, and the News Bureau of the College.
The services of these departments are available
to all students.
JOSEPH SPRISSLER, B.A., D.C.S.
Dr. Sprissler supervises and co-ordinates that
area which includes financial accounting, the Of-
fice of the Bursar, the Department of Buildings
and Grounds, and the management of the vari-
ous auxiliary enterprises of the College.
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BROTHER G. ROBERT, F.S.C., M.A.,
Dean of Arts and Sciences—Brother G.
Robert is the chief executive officer of
the School of Arts and Sciences 'which
offers general or liberal arts programs
and programs in science and mathe-
matics.
BROTHER DAVID CASSIAN, F.S.C.,
M.A., Dean of Business Administration
—Brother David Cassian is the chief ex-
ecutive officer of the School of Business
Administration which was established in
195 5. Such a development does not
minimize the fundamental character of
the College as a college of liberal arts.
BROTHER GREGORIAN PAUL, F.S.C.,
Ph.D., LL.D., Dean of the Evening Di-
vision—Brother G. Paul is the chief ex-
ecutive officer of the Evening Division
which has programs in Business and in
Science leading to the Bachelor of Sci-
ence degree, as well as programs leading
to a Certificate of Proficiency.
BROTHER F. CHRISTOPHER,
F.S.C., Ph.D.—Director of Ad-
missions.







FRANCIS J. NATHANS, M.A.
—Director of Rostering.
BROTHER EDMUND JOSEPH,
F.S.C, B.S. in L.S.—Director of
the Library.
CHARLES GLACKIN, B.A.—
Resident Director of La Salle
College in Europe.
DAVID J. SMITH, B.A.—Assis-
tant to the Dean of the Evening
Division.
STUDEIT AFFAIRS
JOHN A. GUISCHARD, Ph.D.—Director
of Student Organizations.
REVEREND RICHARD MARK HEATH,
O.P., Ph.D.—College Chaplain.
CHARLES V. KELLY, M.A.—Assistant Di-
rector of Student Organizations.
THOMAS McCARTHY, Ph.D.—Director of
the Counseling Center.
BROTHER E. AUSTIN, F.S.C., Ph.D.—As-
sistant Director of the Counseling Center.
BROTHER F. ADRIAN, F.S.C., M.A.—Dir-
ector of Housing.
JAMES J. HENRY, LL.D.—Director of
Athletics.
THOMAS McTEAR, M.D.—College Physi-
MRS. ANDREW SERCHAK, R.N.—College
Nurse.
JOHN H. VEEN, B.A.—Director of the Col-
lege Union.
CHARLES HILPL—Director of the Proper-
ties Office.
BUSINESS AFFAIRS
BROTHER EDWARD JOHN, F.S.C.,
M.A., D.C.S.—Bursar.
BROTHER EDELWALD JAMES, F.S.C.,
M.A., LL.D.—Assistant Treasurer.




WILLIAM HALL — Director of Food
Services.
FRANCIS DESALES KERR, B.S.—Man-
ager of Campus Store.
JOSEPH L. HANLEY,









M.B.A. — Director of
Development.
JOSEPH J. SGRO, B.S.— Assistant to the Di-
rector of Development.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Top Rote: EDWIN W. ADAMS, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Education. BRO-
THER FRANCIS ADRIAN, F.S.C., M.A., Assistant Professor, Theology. BRO-
THER E. ALBAN, F.S.C., Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Mathematics. ERWIN F.
ALBRECHT, JR., Captain, U.S. Army, B.S., Assistant Professor, Military
Science. Second Row: CARL J. ALLEN, M.A., Assistant Professor, Philosophy.
BROTHER DAVID ALOYSIUS, F.S.C., M.Ed., Director, Reading Services.
AUSTIN J. APP, Ph.D., Associate Professor, English. JOSEPH F. ARMSTRONG,
M.S., Lecturer, Accounting. Third Ron-. BROTHER D. AUGUSTINE, F.S.C.,
Ph.D., Chairman, Sociology. BROTHER E. AUSTIN, F.S.C., Ph.D., Assistant
Professor, Psychology. BROTHER F. AZARIAS, F.S.C., M.A., Chairman, Edu-
cation. MAX BAR1H, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Chemistry. Bottom Roiv:
REVEREND BERNARD BENISCHECK, M.A., Lecturer, English. ARTHUR
H. BENNER, Ph.D., Lecturer, Physics. WILLIAM J. BENNETT, Lt. Colonel,




Top Row: WILLIAM J. BINKOWSKI, M.A., Assistant Professor, Education and
History. REVEREND JOHN BOGACZ, Doctor of Science, Assistant Professor,
Biology. RICHARD P. BOUDREAU, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, French.
LAWRENCE G. BOWMAN, B.A., Lecturer, English. Bottom Rotv: VINCENT
D. BRADLEY, M.B.A., Lecturer, Finance. MARY E. BRODERICK, B.S., Circu-
lation Librarian. VICTOR D. BROOKS, Ed.D., Lecturer, Psychology. REV-
EREND ANDREW P. BROWN, M.A., Lecturer, Modern Language.
Top Rotv: REVEREND JOSEPH C. BURNS, O.P., S.T.L., Instructor, Philosophy.
RAYMOND S. BURNS, M.A., Lecturer, English. THOMAS R. CALLAN, JR.,
B.A., Lecturer, Chemistry. JOSEPH M. CARRIO, B.A.S., Assistant Professor,
Spanish. JOHN H. CHRISTIE, B.S., Lecturer, Insurance. Bottom Rotv: CASI-
MIR CIESLA, Dr. Rer. Pol., Associate Professor, Economics. WALTER CLAVAN,
Ph.D., Lecturer, Chemistry. C. RICHARD CLEARY, Ph.D., Chairman, Gov-
ernment.
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Top Roiv: JOHN A. CLEMENT, JR., LL.B., Lecturer, Business law. BROTHER
E. CLEMENTIAN, F.S.C., M.A., Associate Professor, English GERALD F. CON-
NELL, B.S., Lecturer, Mathematics. JOHN F. CONNOLLY, C.P.A., Lecturer,
Accounting. Bottom Row: JOHN F. CONNORS, M.A., Assistant Professor,
Sociology. VINCENT A. COOKE, B.S., Lecturer, Industry. ALFRED E. COR-
BETT, B.S., Lecturer, Industry. JOHN M. COULSON, M.A., Lecturer, Eng-
lish.
Top Roiv: ROBERT J. COURTNEY, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Government:
JOSEPH E. CROWLEY, LL.B., Lecturer, Industry. WILLIAM C. CURTIS,
Ph.D., Lecturer, Physics. JOHN S. CZIRAKY, Ph.D., Instructor, History.
Bottom Roiv: BROTHER DAMIAN JULIUS, F.S.C., Ph.D., Chairman, Mathe-
matics. MICHAEL DE ANGELIS, M.S., Associate Professor, Accounting.
JOHN K. DE FRANCESCO, M.A., Instructor, Italian. JOHN J. DE LA COUR,
C.P.A., Lecturer, Accounting.
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Top Roiv. ARTHUR J. DELANY, JR., B.A., Lecturer, Philosophy. VICTOR
DI CHRISTINA, M.S., Lecturer, Mathematics. BERNARD L. DI FELICE, B.A.,
Assistant Professor, Physics. DOMENICO A. DI MARCO, D.Litt., Assistant
Profesor, Italian. Second Roiv: EDWARD DOMINESKE, LL.B., Assistant Pro-
fessor, Business Law. FRANCIS J. DONAHOE, Ph.D., Lecturer, Physics.
FRANCIS X. DONAHOE, B.A., Lecturer, English. UGO DONINI, M.A., Chair-
man, History. Third Row: REVEREND JOHN W. DOUGHERTY, S.T.L.,
Lecturer, Theology. CHARLES J. DOUGHTY, B.S., Lecturer, Accounting.
REVEREND JAMES A. DRISCOLL, O.P., S.T.L., Assistant Professor, Philosophy.
JOHN M. DRONSON, M.A., Lecturer, Economics. Bottom Roiv: CHESTER O.
DUDZIAK, B.S., Lecturer, Mathematics. FRANCIS A. DUFFY, B.A., Lecturer,
English. BROTHER M. EDWARD, F.S.C., Litt.M., Associate Professor, Chem-
istry. SIDNEY N. EINHORN, M.S., Lecturer, Mathematics.
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Top Roiv: CHARLES H. EISENGREIN, M.S., Lecturer, Industry. BROTHER
FRANCIS EMERY, F.S.C., Ph.D., Assistant Professor, English. BROTHER E.
FELIX, F.S.C., Ph.D., Professor, Mathematics. BROTHER FIDELIAN OF
MARY, F.S.C., Ph.D., Assistant Professor, English. Bottom Roiv: JAMES W.
FINEGAN, B.A., Lecturer, English. RICHARD E. FITZGERALD, M.F.A.,
Assistant Professor, English. JOSEPH F. FLUBACHER, Ed.D., Chairman,
Economics. BROTHER F. FRANCIS, F.S.C., M.A., Assistant Professor, Eco-
Top Row: BROTHER G. FRANCIS, F.S.C., M.A., Assistant Professor, English.
HAROLD FRIEDLAND, M.B.A., Lecturer, Marketing. WILLIAM B. FYNES,
M.B.A., Lecturer, Industry. JOHN F. GALLAGHER, M.A., Instructor, Govern-
ment. Bottom Row: WILLIAM F. GARRITY, M.B.A., Instructor, Accounting.
JOSEPH E. GEMBALA, LL.B., Lecturer, Business Law. RICHARD T. GERU-
SON, M.A., Instructor, Economics. HARRY J. GIBBONS, B.S., Lecturer,
Accounting.
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Top Roiv: GEORGE E. GIBBONS, M.S., Lecturer, Mathematics. BURTON C.
GLAZER, M.S., Lecturer, Physics. FREDERICK GOEHRINGER, 3rd, M.B.A.,
Lecturer, Indutsry. FRANK X. GOELZ, M.A., Lecturer, Industry. Second
Roiv: BERNARD B. GOLDNER, Ph.D., Chairman, Industry. BERTRAM J.
GOLDSTONE, M.S., Lecturer, Physics. GEORGE J. GRADEL, M.S., Lecturer,
Chemistry. JOHN GRADY, B.A., Instructor, Economics. Third Row: SYLVAN
H. GREENE, M.A., Lecturer, Mathematics. FRANCIS V. GRIFFIN, B.A.,
Lecturer, English. FRANCIS J. GUERIN, C.P.A., Chairman, Accounting.
JOHN A. GUISCHARD, Ph.D., Chairman, French. Bottom Roiv: ROBERT
GUNNING, JR., Captain, Artillery, B.S., Assistant Professor, Military Science.
PAUL M. HAFEY, B.A., Lecturer, Government. CHARLES A. HALPIN, JR.,
M.A., Associate Professor, Industry. JOSEPH HANLEY, B.A., Instructor,
English.
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Top Row: E. FRANCIS HANLON, B.A., Lecturer, English. HOWARD L.
HANNUM, M.A., Lecturer, English. JOHN L. HARBISON, M.A., Lecturer,
History. REVEREND MARK HEATH, O.P., Ph.D., Professor, Theology.
Bottom Row: REVEREND HENRY HEMINGHAUS, O.S.F.S., M.A., Instructor,
Philosophy. JAMES J. HENRY, LL.D., Professor, Finance. REVEREND
JOSEPH A. HENRY, J.C.D., Lecturer, Theology. WILLIAM H. HENRY, JR.,
M.A., Lecturer, English.
Top Row: CLIFFORD T. HERZBERGER, Captain, Artillery, B.S., Assistant
Professor, Military Science. EDWARD P. HILL, M.A., Lecturer, Economics.
ROLAND HOLROYD, Ph.D., Professor, Biology. REVEREND JOHN J. IVERS,
S.T.L., Lecturer, Theology. Bottom Row. HERMAN JACOBOWITZ, M.S.,
Lecturer, Physics. BROTHER F. JAMES, F.S.C., S.T.D., Chairman, Theology.
BROTHER FIRMINIAN JOSEPH, F.S.C, M.A., Assistant Professor, German.
BROTHER FORTINIAN JOSEPH, F.S.C, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, English.
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Top Row: BROTHER G. JOSEPH, F.S.C., Ped.D., Professor, Physics. WALTER
J. KAISER, C.P.A., Associate Professor, Accounting. WALTER M. KANE,
M.S., Lecturer, Physics. JOHN J. KEENAN, M.A., Assistant Professor, English.
Bottom Row: CHARLES V. KELLY, M.A., Assistant Professor, English. RON-
ALD J. KERN, M.S., Lecturer, Physics. BROTHER G. KEVIN, F.S.C., M.S.,
Assistant Professor, Chemistry. JOHN J. KING, B.A., Lecturer, English.
Top Rotv: CLAUDE F. KOCH, M.A., Associate Professor, English. RICHARD
KROLL, M.A., Instructor, Biology. RAYMOND KSIAZEK, B.A., Assistant Pro-
fessor, Biology. STANLEY KUBACKI, LL.B., Lecturer, Business Law. Bottom
Rotv: LEONARD C. KURFUERST, B.S., Lecturer, Industry. J. QUENTIN
LANE, B.S., Lecturer, Industry. ROBERT F. LAVELLE, LL.B., Lecturer,




Top Row: RICHARD C. LEONARD. M.A., Assistant Professor, Sociology.
BROTHER ELIPHUS LEWIS, F.S.C., M.Ed., Assistant Professor, History.
HENRY J. LOPEZ, C.P.A., Lecturer, Accounting. REVEREND FRANCIS
LOUGHRAN, M.A., Lecturer, English. Bottom Rotv: SIDNEY J. MacLEOD,
JR., M.F.A., Instructor, English. JOHN F. MALLOY, M.A., Lecturer, Philoso-
phy. MARTIN P. MARION, M.S., Lecturer, Mathematics. JOSEPH G. MARK-
MANN, C.P.A., Instructor, Accounting.
Top Row: DENNIS J. McCARTHY, M.A., Assistant Professor, History.
THOMAS N. McCARTHY, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Psychology. JOHN Mc-
CLOSKEY, M.B.A., Assistant Professor, Marketing. ROBERT McDONOUGH,
M.A., Assistant Professor, German. Bottom Rotv: REVEREND LEO McGEE,
M.A., Lecturer, Theology. JOHN F. McGLYNN, M.A., Assistant Professor,
English. JAMES J. McKENNA, JR., M.A., Lecturer, Sociology. FRANCIS J.
McNAMARA, B.S., Lecturer, Finance.
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Top Row: ANDRE S. MICHALSKI, M.A., Assistant Professor, Spanish. JO-
SEPH C. MIHALICH, M.A., Assistant Professor, Philosophy. FRANCIS J.
MONAGHAN, JR., Ed.M., Lecturer, English. JOSEPH P. MOONEY, M.A.,
Assistant Professor, Economics. Bottom Row: EDWIN E. MOORE, B.S., Lec-
turer, Industry. JOHN J. MOORE, M.A., Lecturer, English. JOSEPH L.
MORAN, M.A., Assistant Professor, Spanish. REVEREND ROBERT A. MOR-
RISON, M.A., Lecturer, Theology.
Top Row: PAUL M. MOSER, M.S., Lecturer, Physics. GEORGETTE M. MOST,
B.S. in L.S., Reference Librarian. EDWARD M. MURAWSKI, B.A., Lecturer,
Philosophy. REVEREND JOSEPH T. MURPHY, M.A., Lecturer, Theology.
Bottom Row: GEORGE T. MYERS, B.S., Lecturer, Chemistry. RALPH NAPLES,
Major U. S. Army Reserve, B.S., Assistaant Professor, Military Science. FRAN-
CIS J. NATHANS, M.A., Assistant Professor, Government. E. RUSSELL
NAUGHTON, Ph.D., Chairman, Philosophy.
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Top Row. JOHN D. NEEL, B.A., Lecturer, Insurance. JUDSON E. NEWBURG,
Ed.M., Lecturer, English. EDWARD J. NOLAN, M.S., Lecturer, Mathematics.
JOSEPH P. O'GRADY, M.A., Instructor, History. Second Roiv: REVEREND
JOHN A. OTTO, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Philosophy. FREDERICK PATKA,
Ph.D., Lecturer, Psychology. BROTHER EDWARD PATRICK, F.S.C., M.A.,
Chairman, English. BROTHER FELICIAN PATRICK, F.S.C., Ph.D., Assistant
Professor, English. Third Roto: BROTHER E. PAUL, F.S.C., M.A., Assistant
Professor, Spanish. BROTHER GAVIN PAUL, F.S.C., Ph.D., Assistant Professor,
Sociology. JOHN S. PENNY, Ph.D., Chairman, Biology. BENJAMIN J. PEN-
SIERO, M.B.A. Lecturer, Industry. Bottom Rotv: NICHOLAS F. PENSIERO,
B.S., Lecturer, Marketing. EDWARD D. PINDER, B.A., Lecturer, Accounting.
SOLOMON R. POLLACK, M.S., Lecturer, Mathematics. ROBERT K. PRES-




Top Roiv: BROTHER G. RAYMOND, F.S.C., Ph.D., Chairman, Chemistry.
THOMAS REIFSTECK, M.B.A., Assistant Professor, Marketing. FRANK A.
REILLY, Captain, Artillery, B.S., Assistant Professor, Military Science.
CHARLES F. RICKERT, M.S., Lecturer, English. Second Row: JOSEPH A.
RIDER, M.A., Lecturer, Accounting. AUGUSTINE J. RIEFFEL, LL.B., Lec-
turer, Business Law. DANIEL J. RODDEN, M.F.A., Associate Professor, Eng-
lish. JAMES W. RODGERS, Ed.M., Lecturer, English. Third Rotv: JOHN J.
ROONEY, Ph.D., Chairman, Psychology. ROBERT J. ROWLAND, SR., M.A.,
Lecturer, English. ROBERT J. ROWLAND, JR., B.A., Lecturer, English. IVAN
RUDNYTSKY, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, History. Bottom Row: RICHARD
W. RUDOLPH, M.B.A., Lecturer, Industry. JOHN P. RYAN, B.S., Lecturer,
Accounting. THOMAS J. RYAN, M.B.A., Lecturer, Industry. REVEREND
WILLIAM SAILER, Ph.D., Director of the Glee Club.
%cihline OF MIJVD
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Top Roiv: NARCISCO SALA, B.A., Lecturer, Spanish. HERBERT SAMPTER,
Ph.B., Lecturer, Industry. REVEREND CHARLES J. SCHAEFLEIN, M.A.,
Lecturer, Theology. Bottom Row: A. CLYDE SCHOCK, M.A., Lecturer, Mathe-
matics. JAMES F. SCHROTZ, M.A., Instructor, French. LOUISE A. SCHULTE,
B.S., Circulation Librarian. H. RICHARD SELTZER, M.A., Lecturer, Indus-
try. RABAB A. SHAHBENDER, Ph.D., Lecturer, Physics.
Top Roiv: JOSEPH W. SIMMONS, M.S., Assistant Professor, Physics. JOHN C.
SINGER, B.A., Lecturer, Insurance. REVEREND ANDREW L. SLAFKOSKY,
Ph.L., Lecturer, Philosophy. JOHN ALEXANDER SMITH, M.S., Instructor,
Counseling Center. Bottom Roiv: ROBERT F. SMITH, M.A., Assistant Profes-
sor, English. REVEREND WILLIAM J. STANTON, M.A., Lecturer, Theology.
REVEREND GERALD A. STEFFE, M.A., Lecturer, Theology. CORNELIUS F.
SULLIVAN, M.A., Lecturer, History.
WSL _ \.ML. 4*
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Top Rotv: PETER J. SWEENEY, M.B.A., Assistant Professor, Accounting. WIL-
LARD SWEETSER, M.S., Assistant Professor, Mathematics. GEORGE R.
SWOYER, M.B.A., Chairman, Marketing. PAUL K. TAYLOR, Ph.D., Lecturer,
Mathematics. Bottom Rotv: REVEREND RAYMOND TELLER, M.A., Lec-
turer, Theology. BROTHER D. THOMAS, F.S.C., Ph.D., Professor, Theology.
GERALD A. TREMBLAY, M.A., Lecturer, English. LOUIS T. USLIN, M.S.,
Lecturer, Physics.
HABITS OF RIGHT THINKING
Top Rotv: WALTER VAN STAN, B.A., Lecturer, English. ANGELO VEN-
TRESCA, M.B.A., Instructor, Chemistry. ANTHONY M. WALTRICH, B.A.,
Lecturer, English. THOMAS J. WARD, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Physics.
Bottom Rotv: REVEREND THADDEUS A. WASAS, M.A., Lecturer, Philosophy.
FRANK WETZLER, M.A., Associate Professor, German. ACHIM WILKIE,
M.A., Instructor, German. LAWRENCE H. WILLIAMS, Captain, Artillery,




JOSEPH L. BACHMAN, B.S., Lecturer, Finance.
REVEREND R. BALDUCELLI, O.S.F.S., S.T.D.,
Assistant Professor, Theology. ELVIRA BEL-
TRAMO, B.S. in L.S., Cataloguer. REVEREND
LEONARD BROUGHAN, M.A., Lecturer, The-
ology. RICHARD CONBOY, Captain, U. S.
Army, B.S., Assistant Professor, Military Science.
HARRY J. CONNOLLY, B.S., Lecturer, Ac-
counting. DENNIS CUNNINGHAM, M.A., In-
structor, English. JOSEPH ELWOOD, M B.A.,
Lecturer, Insurance. EUGENE J. FITZGER-
ALD, M.A., Assistant Professor, Philosophy.
JOHN F. GIBBONS, Ph.L., Assistant Professor,
Philosophy. CHARLES E. HOFMANN, B.A.,
Instructor, Mathematics. RICHARD HOLLEY,
JR., Sergeant, U. S. Army, Instructor, Military
Science. CHARLES KAUFMAN, Sergeant 1st
Class, Artillery, Instructor, Military Science.
REVEREND MICHAEL J. LONG, M.A., Lec-
turer, Theology. JOHN LUKACS, Ph.D., Lec-
turer, History. REVEREND WILLIAM R.
MURPHY, S.S., S.T.D., Assistant Professor,
Theology. JAMES PHILLIPS, M.A., Lecturer,
English. FREDERICK ROSS, Master Sergeant,
U. S. Army, Instructor, Military Science. BRON-
ISLAW S. SADNICKI, Doctor of Economics and
Commerce, Lecturer, Economics. RICHARD F.
STROSSER, M.A., Assistant Professor, Philoso-
phy. THOMAS C. TWEEDIE, M.S., Lecturer,
Mathematics.
Top Rorv: EDWIN L. WIRTZ, B.S., Lecturer, Physics. MELVIN F.
WOODS, M.A., Assistant Professor, Finance. REVEREND JOHN E.
WRIGLEY, M.A., Lecturer, Theology. Bottom Row: WALTER F. ZEN-
NER, M.A., Lecturer, Sociology. WILLIAM ZWIEBEL, M.A., Instruc-
tor, German.
BOARD OF MANAGERS (bottom left, clockwise)
:
John B. Quinn, Esq., Legal Advisor; Brother Eingan
Francis, F.S.C., M.A.; Right Reverend Monsignor
Thomas F. McNally, P.S., LL.D.; Brother Edward
John, F.S.C., M.A., D.C.S.; Brother Edwin Anselm,
F.S.C., M.A., LL.D.; Brother Daniel Bernian, F.S.C.,
Ph.D., LL.D., President ; Brother Didymus John, F.S.C.,
M.A., Ph.D., Chairman; Brother Felix Francis, F.S.C.,
M.A., Secretary; Brother Edelwald James, F.S.C.,
M.A., LL.D.; William F. Kelly, LL.D.; Joseph
Schmitz, Jr., Sc.D.; John McShain, Sc.D.; Joseph
Sprissler, D.C.S., Financial Advisor.
-,—,——-
S FIR ITU A L GROWTH
IS STIMILITED
We of La Salle do not possess the singular ideal of the Renais
sance man; rather, we tend to stimulate growth along the path
of Aristotle's perfect social being. Operating under our titular
principles—La Salle, A Catholic Liberal Arts College—our basic
objective is the over-all development of each student. The
education of the intellect alone would lead to the utter defeat
of this aim.
Our concept of education includes the education of the "corn-
pleat man." This distinguishes us from many other Liberal Arts
Colleges. As Catholics, our spiritual achievement is our supreme
goal. The existence of this objective demands that Religion be
the apex of our educational development. Belief crowns knowl-
edge.
Each La Sallian generation is exposed to the vast heritage of
the Faith. Our heirlooms—the Mass, Sacraments, and Scrip-
ture—are introduced to us in the classroom; however, what is
more important is the ever-present opportunity for spiritual
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INTELLIGENTLY FORMULATING plans for future actions,
an inquisitive student discusses his particular interests and
hopes with reliable authority. Brother Gervald Henry, Director




OFFERING TANGIBLE EVIDENCE of their
endeavors, Club Presidents assist at the annual
Hallowing Mass which is celebrated each year
on the eve of All Saints Day in the auditorium
of College Hall.
FOUR TIMES DAILY, the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass is offered
in the College Chapel. The stu-
dents pictured at the left are
assisting at the noonday Mass
which is offered each week day
at twelve-thirty by Father
Mark Heath, O.P. The Domin-
ican rite, rich in tradition and
ceremony, complements the
Great Occasion. Earlier Masses,
offered daily at six-thirty,
seven-thirty, and eight o'clock,
give the students ample oppor-
tunity to attend the ageless
Sacrifice of Calvary.
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A TIME OF NEED comes to everyone. Shoulders are bowed under crosses that
seem unbearable, and it is necessary to rely on assistance from without. The
Office of the College Chaplain, located on the ground floor of College Hall, is
a beacon to those distressed; the presence of Father Heath ensures both com-
petent help and welcome friendship.
WITH DAILY
OPPORTUNITIES TO
RENEW IT . . .
AN ANNUAL RETREAT is made by all Catholic students.
They may fulfill this requirement at Malvern, Pennsylvania, or
at St. Pius X Retreat House in Blackwood, New Jersey. A
three-day retreat is scheduled annually on campus the first
three days of Holy Week. In addition, a Day of Recollection
is held for all married students and their wives during the
Spring Semester. The Sacrament of Penance is an integral part
of every retreat.
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LOGICALLY DELVING into the meaning, purpose, and value of the Sacra-
ments, Brother F. James lectures to his Theology 415 class. The numerous
courses offered in Theology are spread over the four-year period and range
from Scripture in the freshman year to Sacramental Theology in the senior
year.
"LET US REMEMBER that we are in
the holy presence of God." Such a
thought is ever-present in the students'
minds as the La Sallian tradition of be-
ginning each lecture with a prayer is





Wisdom is the ability to integrate apparently unrelated facts,
effecting prudent and sagacious judgment and action. This is
our goal; its realization is dependent upon over-all provisions
for learning spiritually, academically, and socially.
A sound academic background is a necessity in today's world.
Fully aware of the varied interests and incei
dents, La Salle College provides a diversified curriculum tailored
to fit present requirements and adaptable to whatever demands
the future may present. Courses are continually updated or
completely revised to provide the best educational background
for the greatest number.
Our progress in the facility-growth area has been unprece-
dented; faculty numbers, student enrollment, and physical plant
have been tremendously increased in the last ten years. We are
continuing to grow today. Future progress will be measured
by the continued efforts of our devoted administrators and
faculty. It is on these men of vision and leadership that the







Effecting wisdom requires a liberality un-
founded in specialization. La Salle's curricu-
lum is divided into Arts and Sciences and Busi-
ness Administration; there is, however, no un-
mitigated specialization. Philosophy and the
Humanities are required courses for all students.
INTELLIGIBILITY FLOWS slowly as ears
gradually become accustomed to foreign sounds.
Aided by modern tape recorders, relaxing in
sound-proof booths, students are permitted to
select from a wide range of tapes recorded in
six languages.
Knowledge is valuable only when it can be used to
advantage. Self-knowledge, then, is valuable when it is
used for our edification. Contrary to popular belief, we,
as true students, hold that learning for the sake of learning
is good. We are individuals facing a mass of men. We
need strength; internal strength is gained through realiza-
tion and acquisition of more important values.
AFTER THE GRANTING of student awards for intellectual
achievement, an honorary degree 'was conferred upon Dr. Mar-
ston Morse at the autumn Honors Convocation, held October
20th in the College Union Theater. Dr. Morse then delivered
a stirring address on "Science and Man."
RIGIDLY CONCENTRATING on the varia-
tions of accounting fundamentals which the
students have encountered during their previous
three years of endeavor in the field, Mr. Michael
De Engelis lectures to an Advanced Accounting
class. Accounting, as well as the subjects in
other departments, is intensified in its approach
in the senior year.
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THE NEW LECTURE HALLS in the Science Center are a perfect set-
ting for learning. The lecture, an academic process, is one of the most
important features of education. It is nothing less than the knowledge
of one man imparted to many. The lecture, a form older than the
Greeks, set in a modern building with perfect acoustics, elevated chairs,
and eye-ease greenboards,is a complete union of past and present on the
physical level.
EXPLORING PSYCHOLOGICAL
PHENOMENA is one phase of the
Advanced Science Program at La
Salle. Under the direction of
Brother E. Austin of the Psychology
Department, Thomas Sabol operates
a reflex-measurement apparatus
with Joseph Hickey as his subject.
DEVELOPS ALL FACETS
OF STUDEIT ABILITY
If we are to learn, we must strive for the mastery. True knowl-
edge, properly valued, never seems to come easily. A lesson well
learned is one which is learned with difficulty. The ceaseless
repetition and the endless drilling serve to implant ideas firmly
in our minds. Humanity sorely needs these ideas.
DISSECTING A MUD-PUPPY,
Dr. John Penny, Chairman of
the Biology Department, holds
the attention of Frank Mlynar-
czyk, Theodore Mecklenburg,
and Nicholas Masington in the
Comparative Anatomy Labora-
tory -which is located on the
second floor of the Science
Center.
LA SALLK COLLEGE
VISUAL AIDS—YESTERDAY . . . blackboard,
chalk, and an expressive finger are used in this
Economics Statistics class as Mr. Joseph Mooney
instructs his students in proper graph interpre-
tation which applies the science of mathematics
to the vibrantly fluxing business 'world.
VISUAL AIDS—TODAY . . . challenging scale
models are used in many classes. Mr. Richard
Rudolph points out salient features of a model
plant as he lectures on Plant Management. Vis-
ual representation enlists the aid of an additional
sense in the sometime difficult process of knowl-
edge assimilation.
CREATIVITY IN EXPERIMENTATION is an
outstanding characteristic of the Chemistry De-
partment. In this scene students are conduct-
ing an outstanding experiment in La Salle's
ultra-modern Science Center. Anthony Taddeo,
with beaker in hand, stands by apprehensively
as fellow students Henry DiRienzo, Francis
Chesnalavage, Frank Prokop, John Schmieg,
Brother Francis Wade, F.S.C., Eugene Valen-
tine, and Frank McElisce anticipate the outcome
of the experiment.
IS A PROVING GROUND
Classrooms, laboratories, and lecture halls are
vast training areas where errors aid one's under-
standing and achievement produces a sense of satis-
faction. The training on these proving grounds
is vital to the individual, for the College prepares
the individual in the vast chain of human progress.
It is the individual that produces everything, alone
and in concert with others. The vast and endless
chain of progress stretches throughout the ages,
but the importance of the training period cannot
be measured; it is limitless. It is one of man's few
contacts with the realm of that which is beyond
measure. It provides the foundation for discovery,






Empirical knowledge alone is not sufficient for the
development of the well-rounded man. Theory, when
combined with practical experience, provides the basis on
which the graduating senior is prepared further to increase
his knowledge under the auspices of industry, government,
or graduate study. After four short years of diligent
study and experimentation, the La Salle graduate is well
prepared to make the transition from the theoretical
aspects of his chosen profession to the practical applica-
tion of his acquired knowledge.
AN ULTRA-MODERN LECTURE
HALL in the Science Center is the scene
as Mr. Paul Moser works out some ele-
ments of Gauss' Theory for Evening
Division men of Physics IB.
MR. LOUIS USLIN (second from left)
of the Evening Division demonstrates
equipment for Joseph Stead, John
Strong, Richard Jones, James Mascoli,
and William Brindley, members of a
class in electronics.m
LA SALLE'S ANNEX in Montgomery
County, approximately five miles from
the Olney campus, presents a familiar
picture to the camera's eye -when the
combination of students and books is put
before it. In this case, the Student
Brothers are preparing assignments in
the Community Room at Anselm Hall,
Elkins Park. Academic and religious
activities occupy the Brothers' days on
campus and at the Annex.
SPECIAL SERVICES on campus include
the operation of the Counseling Center
under the direction of Dr. Thomas
McCarthy. During the course of the
year, the Counseling Center was trans-
ferred from its location in College Hall
to remodeled quarters, expertly










ROBERT McATEER (seated), Joseph Duffy,
Jack Sweeney, and Brother Adrian, Director
of Housing, familiarize Robert Grandjean,
an incoming freshman, with the rules and
regulations of Residence Hall life. Listen-
ing to the informative comments are Mr.
and Mrs. Grandjean who shortly will be
helping their son to get settled in St. Al-
bert's Hall.
LA SALLE PLEBES attend their first college
function, the Dink Dance, in Wister Hall
gym. Held on September 24, 1960, the
dance was a SRO affair, attracting many
individuals from the girls' colleges in the
area. The Committee of Explorers received
the plaudits of the crowd for the decora-
tions which consisted of blue and gold
streamers and gay, multi-colored, treasure-
filled balloons.
THE NEWEST MEMBERS of Student Coun-
cil Freshmen Class Officers Michael Casey
(Secretary), James Mulhern (President),
John Johnson (Treasurer), and James
Kirschke (Vice-President) earnestly discuss
the possibilities of fulfilling their campaign
promises.
It is difficult to estimate a group impression;
all react to given stimuli with varied responses.
For some, the first La Salle College jacket pro-
vides identification with achievement. Others,
usually those whose homes are outside Phila-
delphia, seem to evidence a keener interest in
acquiring, as quickly as possible, a knowledge
of the facilities on and off campus. In retro-
spect, however, as the freshman year draws to
a close, two things seem to stand out for the
soon-to-be-sophomores: the first day on campus
with parents and the Frosh Dink Dance. The
former enables a young man, under the rein-
forcement of parental presence, to take the
most difficult step—from home to campus.
This accomplished, a definite transformation is
noticeable: Frosh men are now able to escort
their favorite young ladies to their first college
dance with an air of superior indifference to
surroundings. Over-night these individuals
have changed from boys to men. They have
begun to acquire the ability to adapt.
SO
HAVING EMBRACED the responsibilities of class
officership, sophomores Thomas Brennan (Presi-
dent), Albert Fortuna (Treasurer), Edward Slavish
(Vice-President), and Joseph Donato (Secretary)
fulfill their duties, devoting many after class hours
in attending Council meetings and planning class
functions. ^
PREPARING FOR INSPECTION and drill are Thomas
Kelly, James McBrearty, Patrick Connor, and John
Gustis. Each Tuesday the sophomores who are non-
commissioned cadet officers exercise their leadership
talents on the drill field of McCarthy Stadium.
"I think that nought is worth a thought,
And I'm a fool for thinking."
By derivation, a sophomore is a wise fool.
The definition, fortunately, cannot be univers-
ally applied, but many sophomores can look
back and admit its truth. Those who are look-
ing forward can try not to become another
application. By the second year on campus,
sophomores have learned much. There are few
haunts that remain undiscovered; there are few
tricks that have not been adopted. Campus
life for many now becomes a continual battle
of wit-matching with each other and. with the
faculty. Much of the resourcefulness that will
be a necessity later in life is rapidly developed
by the sophomores as they get themselves out
of one trying situation after another.
REFRESHMENTS of
coffee and doughnuts,









and Raymond De Mask
These sophomore mem-
bers of the Union Com-
mittees have just at-
tended a joint evening
meeting of the various
committees.
CHECKING THE MINUTES of a previous
meeting, Wayne Kullman (President), Edward
Kelly (Secretary), and Daniel Kerrane (Treas-
urer) plan discussion points of upcoming events
for the next scheduled meeting.
The atmosphere surrounding an upper-
classman is decidedly different from that of
the Frosh-Soph individuals. Rather than
being new members of an organization,
Juniors begin to take the lead in campus
activities. The realization of responsibility
has been two years in arriving, and now,
being well rooted, it begins to produce re-
sults of merit. Study becomes no longer
occasional; open books are seen every day
rather than only in January and June.
Identification with La Salle is now founded
on deserving bases. Junior students have
become an integral part of a movement
toward maturity.
APPROVING SMILES are evidenced as Mr.
Frank Kerr (Manager of the Campus Store)
displays class rings for the approval of Donald
Ariosto, John Clayton, and Jon Proko.
HUBERT O. AEPLI, Chancellor of the University
of Fribourg, Switzerland, and members of the Stu-
dent Council of the University explain the policies
of the Exchange Program to Joseph Engler, John
Fitzpatrick, Joseph Downey, Robert Murphy,
Michael Bucsek, Ashley Angert, Thomas Goetz,
Robert Cohen, Henry Doehne, Thomas Sweeney,
and Joseph McGuire. Seated beside Chancellor Aepli
is Mr. Charles Glacken, Resident Director of La
Salle students on the Fribourg campus.
>
OFFICERS OF THE SENIOR
CLASS of the Evening Division
meet in the College Union Build-
ing before classes to discuss
some details of the Winter
Dance scheduled for January
14th. Pictured are Joseph Don-
nelly (Treasurer), Philip Fisher
(Vice-President), Charles Ag-
new, Jr. (President), and Fred-
erick Aiken (Secretary).
Representative government at the college level leads to the per-
sonification of the Class in its officers. The election of an official
places in that person the trust of his fellow classmates concerning
his ability and integrity. The officers of the Senior Class have the
double responsibility of personifying their Class and their school.
Their service throughout the year affirms the correctness of their
classmates' choice.
SANDWICHED BETWEEN
their schedule of classes, Senior
Class Officers manage to ac-
complish the administration of
class activities. Edward Padin-
ske (Treasurer), Michael Ott
(Secretary), and Eugene Mc-
Vey (Vice-President) appear to





BROTHER DAMIAN BERNARD, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue,
Elkins Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER DANIEL DAVID, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER DANIEL GERALD, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elki
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER DANIEL JOHN, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
Top Row:
BROTHER DANIEL MYLES, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER DENNIS RICHARD, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Masrcr of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER DAVID TIMOTHY, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elki.
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER DOMINIC GREGORY, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue,
Elkins Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER DENIS BENEDICT, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elki
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER DOMINIC RICHARD, F.S.C. — 915 Spring A\
Elkins Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER DENIS OF JESUS, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkii
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER EPHREM VINCENT, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue,
Elkins Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
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BROTHER ERIC AUGUSTINE, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER ERIC LAWRENCE, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkii
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER EUGENE PAUL, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER FRANCIS MARK, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
Graduates ofMl
BROTHER FRANCIS MARTIN, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Av
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
e, Elkins
BROTHER FRANCIS MICHAEL, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue,
Elkins Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER GERALD HENRY, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER GERALD KEVIN, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER GERALD ROBERT, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER GERARD ALPHONSUS, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue,
Elkins Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER GREGORY ANTHONY, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Ave
Elkins Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
BROTHER GUY EMERY, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Master of Arts in Theology.
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MAURICE E. ABEOTT — 273 2 Swarts Street, Chester, Pa.
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Kelations — Industrial Relatii
Commission 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
MICHAEL J. ABBOTT — 153 1 South Newkirk Street, Philadelphia
46, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Marketing Associ-
ation 1, 4, 5, 6.
EUGENE J. ABEL — 343 3 Arthur Street, Philadelphia 3 6, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 6.
PAUL V. ADAMS — 3 047 Tuckahoe Road, Camden 4, New Jersey
— Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Pi Sigma Epsilon 3, 4;
Marketing Association 2, 3, 4.
La Salle College
CHARLES A. AGNEW, JR. — 408 Roselyn Street, Philadelphia 20,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — Golden
Circle 4, 5, 6; Industrial Relations Society 1, 2 (Secretary),
3 (Treasurer), 4 (Vice-President), 5, 6; Marketing Association
5, 6; Student Congress 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (Secretary), 6; Senior Class
President (Evening Division).
FREDERICK W. AIKEN — 4123 Whiting Place, Philadelphia 14,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Golden Circle 4, 5
(Vice-President), 6; Marketing Association 1, 2, 3 (Vice-Presi-
dent), 4 (Vice-President), 5, 6; Student Congress 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
Senior Class Secretary.
JOSEPH F. ALTER — 1325 Friendship Street, Philadelphia 11, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association
2, 3, 4; Newtonian Society 1, 2, 3, 4.
DON T. ALVAREZ — 72 3 North 6 3rd Street, Philadelphia 3 1, Pa.
— Bachelor of Arts in Education — Caisson Club 3, 4; Chymian
Society 1; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Swimming 2, 4; Varsity Club
1, 2, 3, 4; ROTC Band 1, 2, 3.
JOSEPH A. AMBROSE — 59 5 East Avenue, Vineland, New Jersey
— Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics — Baseball 2, 3, 4; Kappa
Mu Epsilon 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 3, 4.
VINCENT P. ANDERSON — 3211 Saint Vincent Street, Philadel-
phia 49, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in French — Caisson Club 4;
Collegian 3, 4; Le Circle Claudel 1, 2 (Vice-President), 3, 4;
Pi Delta Phi 3, 4 (Vice-President); Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
ANTHONY J. ANDREWS — 5641 Ormes Street, Philadelphia 20,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts i.i Psychology — Benilde Club 3; Caisson
Club 3, 4; Crew (F.), 2 (J.V.), 3, 4; Psychology Club 2, 3, 4;
Varsity Club 1, 2.
RONALD G. ARMITAGE — 619 West Courtland Street, Phila-
delphia 40, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Account-
ing Asosciation 6; Collegian 4, 5, 6 (Editor); Explorer 5; Golden
Circle 6; Marketing Association 2, 3, 4, 5 (Secretary), 6; Student
Congress 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Senior Class Representative.
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WILLIAM G. ARMSTRONG — 164 Greene Road, Warminster,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Marketing Associa-
tion 4; Student Congress 2; Senior Class Representative.
EDWARD V. BACHOFER — 23 5 East Sedgwick Street, Philadelphia
19, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry — Alpha Phi Omega
2, 3; Caisson Club 3, 4; Chymian Society 1, 2, 3, 4; College
Union Committees 3, 4; Newtonian Society 1; Tennis 2, 3, 4;
Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
ROBERT J. BAKER — 63 6 Brill Street, Philadelphia 20, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 2,
3, 4; Alpha Phi Omega 2, 3 (Sergeant-at-Arms) , 4; NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4.
CHARLES R. BARKER — 3 3 02 Glenview Street, Philadelphia 49,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
tion 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
Graduates ofMl
JERROLD P. BARROSSE — 8019 Roanoke Street, Philadelphia 18,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Physics — Dean's List 3,4, 5.
GEORGE T. BAUDER — 107 West Ruscomb Street, Philadelphia
20, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Basketball 1;
Marketing Association 2, 3, 4; S.A.M. 4; Pi Sigma Epsilon 3, 4.
JOHN BECKNO, JR. — 4119 Bennington Street, Philadelphia 24,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education — International Relations
Club 3, 4.
IRA T. BELLEW — 5636 Chester Avenue, Philadelphia 43, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Physics — Newtonian Society 4.
JOSEPH P. BENSON — 333 3 Hartville Street, Philadelphia 34, Pa
— Bachelor of Arts in History — Benilde Club 2, 3.
EDWARD J. BERNIER — 343 5 Meridian Street, Philadelphia 36,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Student Congress 2.
PAUL F. BETZ — Davisville Road, Hatboro, Pa. — Bachelor of
Arts in English — Benilde 2, 3 (Vice-President), 4 (Vice-Presi-
dent); College Union Committees 3, 4; Gavel Society 1, 2 (Vice-
President), 3 (President, 4 (President); German Club 1, 2, 3;
Lambda Iota Tau 2, 3 (Secretary), 4 (Vice-President); Pi Delta
Phi 2, 3, 4; Herbert S. Weber Society 3, 4 (Editor of Tricon);
Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
EDWARD J. BIDDLE — 4085 Ford Road, Philadelphia 31, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Sociology — NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Sociology
Club 2, 3, 4 (Vice-President).
5"?
JOHN J. BIENIEK, JR. — 2 3 06 North Broad Street, Colmak, Pa.
— Bachelor of Arts in Biology — College Union Committees 3
;
Fabrician Society 1, 2, 3, 4 (President); German Club I, 2;
Glee Club 2, 3; Polish Club 4.
JAMES J. BINNS — 7006 Ardleigh Street, Philadelphia 19, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 1, 2,
3, 4 (Vice-President); Industrial Relations Commission 2, 3;
Marketing Association 3; Phi Sigma Upsilon 3 (Treasurer),
4 (Treasurer).
ADOLPH P. BIRKENBERGER — 143 Potuccos Ring Road, Wolcott
1 6, Connecticut — Bachelor of Arts in Education — College
Union Committees 3, 4; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Swimming 1 (F.),
2 (V.), 3 (V.), 4 (V.); Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
ROBERT Q. BISHOP — 46 Ridge Lane, I
of Science in Industrial Management.
Pa. — Bachelo
Top Row:
GEORGE E. BLACKMORE — 979 Carver Street, Philadelphia 24,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Marketing Associa-
tion 5.
Bottom Row:
EDWARD G. BOLAND — 6 Jolly Lane, Levittown, Pa. — Bachelor
of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 1, 2; Society
for Advancement of Management 1.
JAMES R. BLANKENBILLER — 3 897 Martin Road, Huntingdon
Valley, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — College Union
Committees 3; Marketing Association 1, 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3,
4; Pi Sigma Epsilon 3, 4.
JOSEPH G. BOLAND — 489 Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia 11, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Alpha Phi
Omega 1, 2, 3, 4 (Vice-President); Industrial Relations Com-
mission 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3.
JOHN E. BLAY — 1724 Spring Garden Street, Philadelphia 3 0,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Finance.
EDWARD L. BORNEMAN — 126 West Garfield Avenue, Norwood,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Social Studies and Education — Benilde
Club 2; Caisson Club 4; Gavel Society 1; The Masque 2; NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4; Track 2, 3, 4.
CHARLES T. BOGLE — 921 E. Stafford St., Philadelphia 38, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Physics — Newtonian Society 3, 4.
PETER R. BOSSOW — 220 2 West Cheltenham Avenue, Philadel-
phia 38, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Laiv — Collegian 3, 4;
Crew 1; Le Circle Claudel 4; The Masque 1, 2, 3, 4.
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MATTHEW A. BOWE — 3 123 North Marston Street, Philadelphia
3 2, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Political Science — Caisson Club
3, 4 (Treasurer); NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
CHARLES A. BOWEN — 24 Home Road, Hatboro, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration — Society for
Advancement of Management 4; Student Congress 6.
BERNARD R. BOXILL — 67 Micoud, Castries, St. Lucia, West
Indies — Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics — Kappa Mu Epsilon
3; Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
BERNARD BOYLE — 715 Knorr Street, Philadelphia 11, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in General Business.
Top Ron-:
JOHN J. BRABAZON — Bristol Road, Ivyland, Pa. — Bachelor of
Arts in Biology — Alpha Epsilon Delta 3, 4; Caisson Club 3,
4; Fabrician Society 3, 4; Glee Club 1, 2, 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4;
Track 1 (F.), 2 (V.), 3 (V.), 4 (V); Varsity Club 1, 3, 4.
Bottom Rob:
DANIEL M. BRENNAN — 297 Copley Road, Upper Darby, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in French-Education — College Union Com-
mittees 4.
FRANCIS T. BRADLEY — 5520 Ardleigh Street, Philadelphia 38,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Spanish — Benilde Club 1, 2; El Club
Hispano 1, 2; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
DONALD J. BRENNAN — 5859 Stockton Road, Philadelphia 38,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Marketing Associa-
tion 2, 3, 4; Pi Sigma Epsilon 3, 4.
JOHN W. BRADY — 5919 Alma Street, Philadelphia 49, Pa.
Bachelor of Science in Marketing.
JAMES M. BRETT, JR. — 8 16 Tomlinson Road, Philadelphia 16,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Marketing Associa-
tion 5, 6; Senior Class Representative.
FREDERICK V. BRENEK — 2545 Jasper Street, Philadelphia 25,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Alpha
Phi Omega 1, 2 (Secretary), 3, 4; NFCCS 2, 3, 4.
WILLIAM E. BRINDLEY — 3 04 Zelley Avenue, Moorestown, Ne
Jersey — Bachelor of Science in Physics.
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DONALD J. BROOKS — 1713 Solly Avenue, Philadelphia 15, Pa.
Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
JOSEPH P. BRYNER — 3335 "H" Street, Philadelphia 34, Pa
Bachelor of Science in General Business.
STANLEY J. BRZYSKI — 2048 Lardner Street, Philadelphia 49,
Pa. — Certificate of Proficiency in Accounting.
JOHN L. BURKE — 151 West Godfrey Avenue, Philadelphia 20,
pa . — Bachelor of Arts in Spanish-Education — El Club His-
pano 1, 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
JOSEPH P. BURKE — 4472 Carwithan Road, Philadelphia 36,
Pa. — Certificate of Proficiency in Insurance.
THOMAS J. BURKE — 2106 East Monmouth Street, Philadelphia
3 4, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting
Association 1, 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
WADIM BUZAN — 415 5 North Reese Street, Philadelphia 40,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Asso-
ciation 4.
ROBERT A. CAFFREY — 3012 Fairmount Avenue, Atlantic City,
New Jersey — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting
Association 1, 4; Glee Club 2, 3, 4; The Masque 1, 2, 3 (Vice-
President), 4 (Vice-President).
WILLIAM E. CAHILL — 1992 West Elston Street, Philadelphia
3 8, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management —
Society for Advancement of Management 6; Senior Class Rep-
resentative.
JOSEPH J. CAIN, JR. — 911 Kerper Street, Philadelphia 11,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Biology — College Union Committees









— NFCCS 1, 2,
DANIEL CAMPBELL — 2144 Grange Street, Philadelphia 38,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Economics — College Union Com-
mittees 3, 4; Economics Club 3, 4 (Secretary).
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JOHN J. CAMPBELL — 1428 Somerville Avenue, Philadelphia
41, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Economics.
JOHN J. CAMPBELL, III. — 11 Wedgewood Walk, Merchantville
8, New Jersey — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management
— Society for Advancement of Management 1, 2, 6; Student
Congress 1, 2.
JAMES J. CAMPION — 1834 Beverly Road, Philadelphia 38,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry — Chymian Society 3,4;
L>ean's List 2, 3, 4.
ANTHONY H. CANNONE — 703 Lees Lane, Collingswood 7,
New Jersey — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management.
GERARD J. CANTWELL — 800 Rhawn Street, Philadelphia 11,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
JOHN C. CARAS — 174 Springton Road, Upper Darby, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Track 2, 3, 4;
Varsity Club 4; Cross Country 2, 3, 4.
WILLIAM J. CAREY — 8420 Pickering Street, Philadelphia 50,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Sociology — Explorer 4; Golf 4;
Institute of Radio Engineers 4; The Masque 1; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4;
N.S.A. 3, 4; Podium Society 2, 3, 4; Sociology Club 1, 2, 3, 4
(Secretary)
.
JOHN N. CARIDES — 3 08 Drexel Avenue, Wenonah, New
Jersey — Bachelor of Science in Physics — Dean's List 1, 2;
Institute of Radio Engineers 6.
FRANCIS J. CARLIN, JR. — 26 Bentley Road, Simonds Gardens,
New Castle, Delaware — Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry —
Caisson Club 3, 4; Chymian Society 1, 2, 4; College Union
Committees 4; Glee Club 3, 4.
JEREMIAH J. CARNEY — 340 Roberts Avenue, Glenside, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management.
RICHARD T. CARR — 243 Woodlawn Avenue, Trenton 9, New
Jersey — Bachelor of Arts in English — Benilde Club 4; Col-
lege Union Committees 3 (Vice-President), 4; German Club 1,
2, 3, 4; Glee Club 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma Beta Kappa
4; Swimming 1; Herbert S. Weber Society 3, 4.
GEORGE A. CARROLL — 1509 Hamilton Avenue, Trenton 9,
New Jersey — Bachelor of Arts in Economics — Caisson Club
4; Economics Club 2, 3, 4 (Treasurer); Crew 1, 2; NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 2, 3, 4.
6i
RONALD T. CASANI — 603 Lancaster Avenue, Reading, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Physics — German Club 1; Newtonian So-
ciety 2, 3, 4 (President); Student Organizations Commission 4
(President); Student Council 4; Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
HARRY B. CASEY — 2452 Arlington Avenue, Roslyn, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Physics — Dean's List 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
Institute of Radio Engineers 4.
THOMAS J. CASEY, JR. —6921 Forrest Avenue, Philadelphia
3 8, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management —
Caisson Club 3, 4; Industrial Relations Commission 2; S.A.M. 4.
JAMES F. CAVANAUGH — 540 E. Cheltenham Avenue, Phila
delphia 20, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Account




NICHOLAS G. CAVAROCCHI — 1147 Marlyn Road, Philadelphi
31, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accountin,
Association 2, 3, 4; Explorer 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
JOSEPH A. CENTONZE — 143 7 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia
47, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Laiv — Fabrician Society 1
;
II Circolo La Salliano 1, 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Podium
Society 1; St. Thomas More Society 3, 4.
EDWARD J. CERMACK — 118 Bentley Avenue, Cynwyd, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — Industrial Rela-
tions Commission 3.
RICHARD W. CHAMPLAIN — Mile Creek Road, Old Lyme,
Conn. — Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law — Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4;
Golf 3, 4; History Club 3, 4; The Masque 2, 3; NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4; Praefectus Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Vice-President 4; Residence
Hall Counselor 3, 4; Varsity Club 4.
WILLIAM H. CHAPPELL, JR. — 42 59 North Bodine Street, Phila
delphia, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Chemistry — Golde:
Circle 4.
ALEXANDER B. CHERNYK — 13 23 West Roosevelt Boulevard,
Philadelphia 40, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Biology — Fabr
Society 2, 3, 4; German Club 3.
WAYNE G. CHERRY — 878 Bridge Street, Philadelphia 24, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Psychology — Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4; Polish Club 2, 3; Praefectus Club 2; Rifle 1, 2;
Sigma Beta Kappa 1, 2, 3, 4; Psychology 1, 2, 3, 4.
FRANCIS A. CHESNALAVAGE — 2820 Amber Street, Philadel-
phia 34, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry — Caisson Club
4; Chymian Society 1, 2.
M
WALTER J. CHILMAN, JR. — 15 58 Brownsville Road, Trevose,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Economics — Economics Club 3, 4;
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; R.O.T.C. Band 1, 2.
JOSEPH J. CIASULLO — 4512 North Eleventh Street, Philadel-
phia 40, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
JOSEPH F. CICCIMARO — 2652 Ann Street, Philadelphia 34,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English-Education — Caisson Club
3, 4; Le Circle Claudel 1,2; NFCCS 2.
PETER A. CILIBERTO — 226 West Seventh Street, Lansdale,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in French-Education — Le Circle
Claudel 2, 3, 4.
Graduates ofMi
DONALD A. CIOCCA — 50 Clayton Road, Glenside, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management.
ROBERT J. CITRINO — 4011 "J" Street, Philadelphia 24, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration — Accounting
Association 1
.
ROBERT A. CLANCY — 2457 Cedar Street, Philadelphia 25,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in History-Education — Industrial
Relations- Society 1; Polish Club 2.
JOSEPH H. CLORAN — 3 530 East Crown Avenue, Philadelphi
14, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Business Administration.
MICHAEL J. COLLINS — 901 Adams Avenue, Philadelphia 24,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law — International Relations
Club 3; Crew 1; Soccer 3; Tennis 4; Varsity Club 3.
WILLIAM E. COLLINS — 1720 South Ringgold Street, Philadel-
phia 45, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting
Association 1, 2 (President), 3, 4; College Union Committees 3;
Student Congress 3.
JAMES J. CONNELLY — 5 5 19 Greene Street, Philadelphia 44,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — S.A.M.
2; Student Congress 2.
THOMAS N. COOK — 609 Devonshire Drive, Sewell, N. J.
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration.
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TIMOTHY J. COONAHAN — 144 East Broad Street, Bethlehem,
pa , — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Asso-
ciation 1, 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 4; Praefectus Club 2, 3, 4 (President);
Track 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 2, 3, 4.
EDWARD R. CORCORAN, JR. — 201 East Wishart Street, Phila-
delphia 34, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Biology — Alpha Epsilon
Delta 2, 3, 4; Fabrician Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
ROBERT P. CORLIES — 1918 East Castor Avenue, Philadelphi;
34, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations.
THOMAS E. CORSO — 45 Willow Drive, Levittown, Pa. —
Certificate of Proficiency in Accounting — Accounting Asso-
ciation 3.
Top Row:
WILLIAM R. COSGROVE — 920 Ramona Avenue, Philadelphia
24, Pa. — Certificate of Proficiency in Industrial Management.
Bottom Row:
JOSEPH T. CUNNINGHAM — 3 34 Eighth Avenue, Bethlehem,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics — German Club 1.
HARRY J. COSTELLO — 6428 North Lambert Street, Philadel-
phia 3 8, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management.
JOHN J. CUSICK — 2614 Bonnafon Street, Philadelphia 42,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Asso-
ciation 3, 4; Chymian Society 1; German Club 2; NFCCS 1, 2,
3, 4; Podium Society 3.
CORNELIUS T. CREEDEN — 1380 Arline Avenue, Roslyn, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law — Caisson Club 3, 4 (President);
Dean's List 2, 3, 4. STEPHEN A. CYMERMAN — 331 East Wyoming Avenue, Phila
delphia 20, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
LAURENCE T. CROSSAN — 1006 East Chelten Avenue, Phila-
delphia 3 8, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Account-
ing Association 3, 4; NFCCS 2, 3, 4.
JAMES F. DALEY — 6926 Cedar Park Avenue, Philadelphia 3S
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Chemistry.
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THOMAS J. DALFO — 1452 East Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Philadel-
phia 50, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
BROTHER DAMIAN CARL, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-Government —
Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
RICHARD E. DARCY — 870 North 27th Street, Philadelphia 30,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Asso-
ciation 1, 2, 3 (Treasurer), 4; Caisson Club 3, 4; Collegian 4;
German Club 2; NFCCS 4.
BROTHER DAVID JOHN, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-Social Studies.
4*LM
Top Row:
BROTHER DAVID KENNETH, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue,
Elkins Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-Social Studies.
Bottom Row:
PETER C. DeFEO — 1704 Dickinson Street, Philadelphia 46, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 3,
4; Caisson Club 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
EDWARD L. DEAN — 53 3 2 Wingohocking Terrace, Philadelphia
44, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics — Kappa Mu Epsilon
4; Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
PETER DeFILIPPIS — 23 3 East Centre Street, Mahanoy City,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in French — II Circolo La Salliano 2,
3, 4; LeCercle Claudel 4; Pi Delta Phi 4 (Secretary); Dean's
List 2, 3, 4.
THOMAS V. DEAN — 2947 Gransback Street, Philadelphia 34,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Vre-Law — Student Council 1, 2, 3.
JOSEPH L. DeFRANCESCO — 6526 Cobbs Creek Parkway, Phila-
delphia 42, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Psychology — Fabrician
Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Psychology Club 3, 4.
CHARLES R. DEES, JR. — 4022 Penn Street, Pittsburgh 24,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education — Baseball 2, 3, 4; Basket-
ball 1; College Union Committees 3, 4; Phi Sigma Upsilon 3, 4;
Varsity Club 2, 3, 4.
EDWARD A. DEHNER — 429 Penn Avenue, North Hills, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Marketing — College Union Committees
6; Collegian 5, 6 (Photographic Editor); Explorer 5 (Photo-




WILLIAM P. DEIGHAN — 19 North Virginia Avenue, Atlantic
City, New Jersey — Bachelor of Arts in Biology-Education —
College Union Committees 3, 4; Fabrician Society 2, 3, 4; Le
Cercle Claudel 1, 2, 3, 4.
ANTHONY C. DELGADO — 3 3 30 North Waterloo Street, Phila-
delphia 40, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Account-
ing Association 6; Explorer 6; Institute of Radio Engineers 6;
Marketing Association 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (Vice-President), 6 (Presi-
dent); S.A.M. 4, 5, 6; Student Congress 6.
JOSEPH W. DELGROSS — 7807 Revere Street, Philadelphia 15, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association
3, 4; Marketing Association 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
ALDO B. DELPINO — 3 Victor Avenue, West Long Branch, Ne
Jersey — Bachelor of Arts in Education-Spanish.
CHARLES J. DELROSSI — 3 19 Wyoming Avenue, Audubon 6, New
Jersey — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting As-
sociation 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1 (F.), 2, 3, 4; Varsity
Club 4.
NICHOLAS M. DELVECCHIO — 2506 S. Garnet Street, Philadel-
phia 45, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in French — Le Cercle Claudel
1, 2; The Masque 1, 2, 3, 4. ihm
ANTHONY L. DENI — 191 West Sparks Street, Philadelphia 20,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Spanish — German Club 3.
BROTHER DENIS ANDREW, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-English.
BROTHER DENIS LUKE, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-Government.
LOUIS A. DESANCTIS — 2153 South Lambert Street, Philadelphia
45, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Mathematics — II Circolo La




3 029 Guilford Street, Philadelphia, Pa. -
Education — Benilde Club 3; Podium So
PAUL E. D'HEDOUVILLE — 123 North Texas Avenue, Atlantic
City, New Jersey — Bachelor of Arts in Government — Gavel
Society 1, 2 (Secretary), 3 (Treasurer), 4 (Treasurer); Inter-
national Relations Club 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; St. Thomas More
Society 3; Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
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LOUIS MARTIN DIBELLO — 2953 South Smedley Street, Phila-
delphia 45, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Chemistry.
JOSEPH E. DIERKES — 918 East Stafford Street, Philadelphia 3 8,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Physics.
JAMES F. DIGAN — 915 Woodland Avenue, Sharon Hill, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Accounting Association 1,2;
Economics Club 2, 3, 4; Marketing 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Pi
Sigma Epsilon 3, 4.
HOWARD V. DILKES — 248 West Fisher Avenue, Philadelphia 20,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education.
DONALD C. DILL — 1205 West Butler Street, Philadelphia 40,
Pa. — Accounting Association 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
VINCENT D. DIRENZO — 7705 Revere Street, Philadelphia 15,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management.
DONALD J. DIRESO — 549 East Godfrey Avenue, Philadelphia 20,
Pa. — Certificate of Proficiency in General Business Adminis-
tration.
HENRY M. DIRIENZO — 15 Oak Avenue, Penndel, Pa. — Bache-
lor of Arts in Pre-Medicine — Alpha Epsilon Delta 2,3,4 (Vice-
President) ; Fabrician Society 1, 2, 3, 4; II Circolo La Salliano
3, 4.
RICHARD A. DOCKWELL — 234 Stratford Drive, Churchville,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — Industrial
Relations Society 6; Society for Advancement of Management 6.
FRANCIS J. DOLLARTON, JR. — 6320 Battersby Street, Phila-
delphia 49, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry — Caisson
Club 4; Chymian Society 1, 2, 4.
CHARLES G. DOMALAVAGE — 246 Nottingham Street, Plymouth,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Chemistry — Chymian Society 1, 2,
EDWARD J. DONAHUE — 1865 Tuplehocken Street, Philadel-
phia 3 8, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting
Association 4; The Masque 4; Rifle 1 (F.), 2 (V.); Sigma Beta
Kappa 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 2.
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ANTHONY L. DONDREA — 104 Lyle Avenue, Belmont Hills 27,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
ation 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
JOSEPH J. DONEGAN — R. D. #1, Easton, Pa. — Bachelor of
Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 2, 3, 4; El Club
Hispano 1, 2.
JOSEPH F. DONNELLY — 539 East Queen Lane, Philadelphia 44,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Dean's List 4, 5, 6;
Accounting Association 1, 2; Marketing Association 1, 2, 3
(Treasurer), 4 (Treasurer), 5 (Treasurer), 6; Student Congress
3, 4, 5, 6; Senior Class Treasurer,
ANTHONY W. D'ONOFRIO — 3 25 South Broad Street, Kennett
Square, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Pre-Latv — II Circolo La
Salliano 1, 2, 3, 4.
to Salle College
RICHARD G. D'ONOFRIO — 325 South Broad Street, Kennett
Square, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law.
ROBERT A. DONOVAN, III — 23 5 South 62nd Street, Philadelphia
3 9, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting
Association 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 2, 3; Crew
1 (F.), 2, 3.
THOMAS P. DOOLEY — 3619 Essex Lane, Philadelphia 14, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management.
PATRICK J. DOONER — 6520 Algard Street, Philadelphia 35,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Economics — Economics Club 3, 4;
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
JOHN F. DORRIAN — 1820 Ritner Street, Philadelphia 45, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Physics — Glee Club 1; Newtonian Society 2.
JOHN J. DOUGHERTY — 846 South 56th Street, Philadelphia 43,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
tion 1, 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
THOMAS J. DOUGHERTY — 7869 Michener Avenue, Philadelphia
50, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting
Association 1, 2, 3, 4; Chymian Society 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4;
Podium Society 2.
WILLIAM J. DOUGHERTY — 5 28 Brick Street, Allentown, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association
3, 4; NFCCS 4.
m
li 4ii
GERARD F. DRACH — 414 Ryers Avenue, Cheltenham, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association
3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
EUGENE A. DRAGANOSKY — 4700 Greene Street, Philadelphia
44, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Biology — Alpha Epsilon Delta
2, 3, 4 (Secretary); Caisson Club 3, 4; Fabrician Society 1, 2,
3, 4 (Vice-President); Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
JOHN J. DRAKELEY — 8114 Temple Road, Philadelphia 50, Pa.
Bachelor of Science in Finance.
PRESTON E. DRAYER — 8 Clearview Avenue, Glassboro, New
Jersey — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Dean's
Graduates of IUI
ARNOLD N. DUBELL — 5753 North Fairhill Street, Philadelphia
20, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Government — Glee Club 2; The
Masque 2; ROTC Drill Team 3.
THOMAS A. DUFFY — 906 Wilde Avenue, Drexel Hill, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law — NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club
2, 3, 4; Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4.
MICHAEL A. DUGAN — 42 Main Road, Lost Creek, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association
2, 3, 4; Collegian 3, 4; Explorer 4; German Club 1; NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4.
GEORGE S. DUNCAN — 6514 Dicks Avenue, Philadelphia 42, Pa
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — IRC 1.
GEORGE F. ECK — 20 Quaint Road, Levittown, Pa. — Bachelor of
Science in Physics.
CHRISTOPHER ECONOMOS — 9 23 2 Crispin Street, Philadelphia
14, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in General Business — Accounting
Association 1.
BROTHER EDMUND DENIS, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elki.
Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-German.
JAMES P. EDWARDS — 34 Woodlawn Avenue, Willow Grove, Pa
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — IRS 4, 6.
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JOHN J. EGAN — 8104 Ardleigh Street, Philadelphia 18, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in English — IRC 4; Le Cercle Claudel 1,
2 (Secretary), 3 (President), 4; NFCCS 3, 4; Podium Society
2, 3, 4; Herbert S. Weber Society 3, 4.
JOSEPH P. EGAN — 1501 Alcott Street, Philadelphia 49, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 2, 3,
4; College Union Committees 4; Explorer 4; Glee Club 1, 2;
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma Beta Kappa 1, 2, 3, 4.
WILSON W. ELLIOTT — 1212 South Harmony Street, Philadel-
phia 46, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting
Association 2, 3, 4; Explorer 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
ROBERT J. ELLIS — 3 245 Saint Vincent Street, Philadelphia 49,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Biology — Alpha Epsilon Delta 3, 4;
Benilde Club 1; Fabrician Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Phi Sigma Upsilon
2, 3, 4; Crew 1.
Top Row:
DAVID J. ESPOSITO — 6805 Greenway Avenue, Philadelphia 42,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Sociology — NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4;
Sociology Club 2, 3, 4; Psychology Club 4.
Bottom Row:
THOMAS F. FENDELL — 2816 Hcllerman Street, Philadelphia 49,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — S.A.M.
3, 4, 5, 6.
BROTHER EUGENE CHRISTOPHER, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenu
Elkins Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-History. JOAQUIM A. FIGUEIREDO — 546 School House Lane, Willow
Grove, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Physics.
ANTHONY J. EVANGELISTO — 614 Tasker Street, Philadelphia
48, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English — Benilde Club 4; Ex-
plorer 3, 4; Glee Club 2, 3; II Circolo La Salliano 3, 4; NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4; St. Thomas More Society 3, 4.
JOHN P. FINNEGAN — 1479 Stevens Street, Philadelphia 49, Pa.
— Bachelor of Arts in History.
LOUIS P. FARRELL — 8 Kormar Road, Plymouth Valley, Norris-
town, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Finance.
BENJAMIN G. FISHER — 10 Johns Road, Cheltenham, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — S.A.M. 3, 6.
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PHILIP J. FISHER — 5022 North 12th Street, Philadelphia 41, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association
6; Explorer 6; Marketing Association 6; Student Congress 1, 2, 4,
5, 6; Vice-President of Senior Class.
GERALD C. FITZGERALD — 7111 Boyer Street, Philadelphia 19,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
THOMAS J. FITZGERALD — New Road, Southampton, Pa. -
Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Marketing Association 1,
3, 4, 5, 6.
JOHN J. FITZPATRICK — 1620 West Walnut Street, Shamokin,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English.
Top Rozt:
RICHARD R. FLINT — 933 Hartel Avenue, Philadelphia 11, Pa.
— Bachelor of Arts in Education — El Club Hispano 3; Track
1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 3, 4; Cross Country 1, 2, 3, 4.
Bottom Row.
JOSEPH V. FOLCHER — 239 Reading Avenue, Barrington, N. J. —
Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics — Kappa Mu Epsilon 4; New-
tonian Society 2, 3.
CHARLES J. FLYNN — 3925 "J" Street, Philadelphia 24, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Dean's List 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6; Marketing Association 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
CLESS M. FORDYCE — 7838 Ellenham Road, Ruston, Md. —
Bachelor of Arts in Biology — College Union Committees 4; His-
tory Club 3; The Masque 2, 3, 4; Polish Club 3, 4; NFCCS 3.
EDWARD D. FLYNN — 7202 North Broad Street, Philadelphia
26, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Basketball 1(F.);
Marketing Association 3, 4; Phi Sigma Upsilon 3, 4.
EDWARD T. FORTE — 6241 Ogontz Avenue, Philadelphia 41, Pa.
— Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics — Crew 4; Kappa Mu Epsilon
4; Soccer 4; Varsity Club 4.
JAMES R. FOGACCI — 6 5 Lexington Avenue, Jersey City 4, N. J.
— Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry — Caisson Club 3 ; Chymian
Society 1, 2, 4; College Union Committees 4; Glee Club 2, 3, 4;
NFCCS 3.
JOHN V. FOX — 217 W. Calvert Street, Philadelphia 20, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — S.A.M. 3, 6.
La Salle College
JOHN J. FRANKS — 4511 Unruh Street, Philadelphia 3 5, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Golden Circle
1, 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; S.A.M. 4.
HUGH J. FRIES — 221 Berkley Street, Philadelphia 44, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Education — NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Herbert S.
Weber Society 3, 4.
ROBERT P. FRITZSCHE — 103 East Mount Airy Avenue, Phila-
delphia 19, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education — Benilde Club
1, 2, 3; El Club Hispano 1; Le Cercle Claudel 2, 3, 4; NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4; Excitators 1, 2; C.O.E. 4; Freshman Orientation 2,
3, 4; Harvest Dance 4; Blue and Gold Ball 4.
FRANCIS T. FROSCHLE — 5 15 Lincoln Avenue, Prospect Park,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Economics — Economics Club 3
,
(President) 4; Glee Club 1,2.
FRANCIS J. FRY — 2 2 Cambridge Circle, Maple Shade, N. J. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Student Con-
gress 1, 3.
JAMES J. GALLAGHER — 2817 South Smedley Street, Philadel-
phia 45, Pa. — Certificate of Proficiency in Insurance.
tihtk
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RICHARD Q. GALLAGHER — 7610 Essex Avenue, Springfield,
Va. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — College Union Com-
mittees 3, 4; Marketing Association 3; NFCCS 2, 3, 4; History
Club 3.
JOHN S. GAUKER — 7100 Rising Sun Avenue, Philadelphia 11,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — Industrial
Relations Commission 3, 4.
LOUIS GAZEN — 6 5 29 Grays Avenue, Philadelphia 42, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Physics — Institute of Radio Engineers
1, 2, 3.
JOHN F. GEE — 5 2 W. Woodcrest Avenue, Maple Shade, N. J. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Drill Team 2, 3.
RICHARD A. GENONI — Harding Highway, Landisville, N. J. —
Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics—Education — Basketball 1, 2.
BROTHER GERALD MALACHY, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue,
Elkins Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education—Government.
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PETER J. GIBBONS — 6221 North 18th Street, Philadelphia 41,
Pa. — Bachelor fo Science in Accounting — Dean's List 2, 3,
4; Accounting Association 1, Secretary 2, (President) 3, (Presi-
dent) 4; Collegian 2, 3, (Copy Editor) 4; NFCCS 4; St. Thomas
More Society 4.
ROBERT E. GIBSON — 650 Van Kirk Street, Philadelphia 20, Pa
— Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
OTTO L. GIERSTORFER — 4213 North 6th Street, Philadelphia
40, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in French — Benilde Club 2; Ger-
man Club 1, 2; Le Cercle Claudel 1, 2; Marketing Association 4;
Pi Sigma Epsilon 4.
EDMOND F. GILDEA — 817 Oakwood Drive, Glenolden, Pa.
Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
CLIFF M. GILLESPIE — 616 Twickenham Road, Glenside, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Caisson Club 3, 4 (Secre-
tary); Explorer 4; Marketing Association 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3,
4; Pi Sigma Epsilon 3, 4 (Vice-President); Soccer 2, 3, 4; Tennis
2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 2, 3, 4 (Treasurer); Phi Sigma Upsilon 3, 4.
THOMAS R. GILLESPIE — 5109 Marion Street, Philadelphia 44,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Account-
ing Association 3, 4; Industrial Relations Commission 2; NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4; S.A.M. 1, 2, 3, 4.
HOWARD F. GILSON — 5 62 8 Sydenham Street, Philadelphia 41,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — Society for
Advancement of Management 1, 2, 3, 4.
JOSEPH D. GIOVANETTI — 7142 Clover Lane, Upper Darby, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
VINCENT J. GISONDI — 3 08 Riverside Avenue, Prospect Park,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management.
ALFRED C. GIUFFRIDA — 15 3 3rd Street, Sea Isle City, N. J. —
Bachelor of Arts in Economics — College Union Committees 3, 4;
Economics Club 3, 4; II Circolo La Salliano 1, 2, 3; Phi Sigma
Upsilon 3, 4.
KENNETH L. GNAU — 1825 Glenifer Street, Philadelphia 41, Pa
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management.
PAUL A. GOLA — 5 3 86 Oxford Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Marketing — College Union Committees 4;
Marketing Association 2, 3, 4.
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JOHN J. GOLDEN — 529 Saude Avenue, Essington, Pa. — Bache-
lor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 2, 6;
Collegian 5, 6; Explorer 6; Marketing Association 6; Student
Congress 2, 6; Senior Class Representative.
JOHN T. GOODWIN — 2840 N. Bambrey Street, Philadelphia 3 2,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy.
WILLIAM J. GOSNEAR — 4519 Vista Street, Philadelphia 36, Pa.— Bachelor of Science in Marketing.
THEODORE W. GRABOWSKI — 11020 Knights Road, Philadel-
phia 14, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Physics — Newtonian So-
ciety 3, 4.
la Salle College
RAYMOND W. GRAMLICH — 207 W. Rockland Street, Philadel-
phia 2 0, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management —
Society for Advancement of Management 6.
ERNEST A. GRANT — P.O. Box 614, Tuskegee, Alabama — Bache-
lor of Arts in Physics — Institute of Radio Engineers 1, 2, 3, 4;
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Newtonian Society 3, 4.
RICHARD J. GRECZYN — 6347 Mershon Street, Philadelphia 49,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Alpha Phi Omega
2, 3, 4; Marketing Association 2, 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Pi Sigma
Epsilon 3, 4.
BROTHER GREGORY PETER, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education—Latin.
BROTHER GREGORY WILLIAM, F.S.C. — 915 Spring A
Elkins Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education—English.
PAUL E. GREXA — 60 6 W. Cheltenham Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
— Bachelor of Arts in Physics — Basketball 1; Crew 2 (J.V.), 4;
Newtonian Society 3, 4.
ROGER E. GRIMALDI — 5034 North Fifth St
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law.
Philadelphia 20,
JOSEPH J. GROSS, JR. — 3132 Weikel Street, Philadelphia 34, Pa.— Bachelor of Science in General Business — Industrial Relations
Commission 4; Society for Advancement of Management 4.
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JOSEPH X. GROSSO — 12 66 Providence Road, Secane, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Biology — Fabrician Society 3, 4; Track 1, 2.
EDWARD S. GRYCZYNSKI — 4247 North Sydenham Street,
Philadelphia 40, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in German — Caisson
Club 4; Chymian Society 1; German Club 1, 2, 3 (President), 4;
II Circolo La Salliano 3; Podium Society 3; Polish Club 3.
THOMAS E. GUARINI — 1341 East Cheltenham Avenue, Philadel-
phia 24, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Physics — NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4;
Newtonian Society 3, 4; American Institute of Physics 4.
JOHN C. GUCKAVAN — 901 Llanfair Road, Ambler, Pa. — Bach-
elor of Scie?ice in Marketing — Marketing Association 2, 3, 4.
Graduates of HIM
BROTHER GUY FRANCIS, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elki
Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education—Biology.
HILMAR P. HAGEN — 1410 Union Street, Allentown, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in General Business — Golf 3 (Manager);
Industrial Relations Commission 4; S.A.M. 4.
RAYMOND F. HAGEN — 819 E. Willard Street, Philadelphia 34,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
tion 5, 6; Student Congress 6.
EUGENE R. HAHN, 1533 Daws Road, Norristown, Pa. — Bachelo
of Science in Industrial Management.
WILLIAM W. HAINES — 5934 Crystal Street, Philadelphia 20, Pa.— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — Industrial Rela-
tions Society 3, 4, 5, 6 (V.P.) ; Society for Advancement of Man-
agement 2.
JOSEPH J. HALLMAN — 5608 Miram Road, Philadelphia 24, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Industrial
Relations Commission 1, 2; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; S.A.M. 3, 4.
JOSEPH L. HANCOX — 1001 Kenwood Avenue, Camden 3, N. J.— Bachelor of Arts in Physics — Newtonian Society 3, 4.
JOSEPH T. HANEY — 2914 Gelena Road, Philadelphia 3 6, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 3, 4.
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KEVIN J. HANNIGAN — 4723 Melrose Street, Philadelphia 37,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English.
JOSEPH P. HANUSCIN — Box 3 59, Richeyville, Pa. — Bachelor
of Arts in Biology — Fabrician Society 3.
CHARLES T. HARKINS — 2418 E. Clearfield Street, Philadelphia
34, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in History—Education.
THOMAS J. HARTSOUGH — 872 Carver Street, Philadelphia 24,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
Top Row:
HAROLD W. HEIL — 5 80 5 Stockton Road, Philadelphia 3 8, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in English — Benilde Club 1, 2; International
Relations Club 2, 3, 4 (Treasurer); NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
Bottom Rote:
FRANCIS J. HELVERSON — 5 341 North 13th Street, Philadel-
phia 41, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Sociology — Caisson Club 3, 4;
NFCCS 3, 4; Podium Society 2; Sociology Club 3, 4 (President).
RICHARD M. HEIL — 143 Lebbie Lane, Fairless Hills, Pa.
Certificate of Proficiency in Industrial Management.
JAMES F. HENDERSON — 8 Davisville Road, Hatboro, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Psychology — German Club 2 ; Le Cercle
Claudel 3; Psychology Club 2, 3, 4 (President).
JOHN K. HELD — 6412 Montour Street, Philadelphia 11, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — Golden Circle 6;
Industrial Relations Society 3, 4 (Treasurer), 5 (Vice-President),
6 (President); Society for Advancement of Management 2; Stu-
dent Congress 4; Senior Class Representative.
JOSEPH L. HEPP — 5 58 Penn Avenue, Ardsley, Pa. — Bachelor
of Arts in History-Education — Benilde Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Cross
Country 1, 2; Collegian 1, 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Track
Varsity 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
JOHN R. HELINEK — 1445 E. Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia 25,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
tion 3, 4; Caisson Club 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
RICHARD L. HEPP — 5137 North Sydenham Street, Philadelphia
41, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in History-Education — Track
1, 2, 3, 4; Cross Country 1, 2, 3, 4; Vice-President of Sopho-
more Class.
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JAMES M. HERRMANN, JR. — 12047 Millbrook Road, Philadel-
phia 14, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Insurance.
WILLIAM G. HIGGINBOTHAM, JR. — 15 50 Edgewood Avenue,
Roslyn, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management —
Society for Advancement of Management 3, 4; Student Congress
1, 2, 3, 4, 6.
JAMES F. HILDENBERGER — 542 5 North 12th Street, Philadel-
phia 41, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — In-
dustrial Relations Society 4, 5, 6.
NORMAN L. HINZ — 3836 Terrace Street, Philadelphia 27, Pa.
— Bachelor of Arts in Economics — Economics Club 4.
Top Row:
GERALD T. HIPP — 7813 Linden Road, Philadelphia 18, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Economics — Benilde Club 2; Caisson Club
3, 4; Economics Club 2, 3, 4 (Vice-President); Crew 1, 2, 3, 4;
German Club 1; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Phi Sigma Upsilon 3, 4; Var-
sity Club 2, 3, 4.
Bottom Row:
JAMES A. HORSHOCK — 16 S. 6th Avenue, Coatesville, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Baseball 1, 2;
Industrial Relations Commission 1; The Masque 2, 3 (Treasurer),
4; Phi Sigma Upsilon 3, 4; President of Sophomore Class; Podium
Society 2; S.A.M. 1; Student Council 2, 3; Varsity Club 2, 3, 4
(Vice-President); Residence Hall Council 3 (President).
WILLIAM E. HOBAN — 6210 Hasbrook Avenue, Philadelphia 11,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Economics — Economics Club 4;
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
PAUL R. HORTON — 1028 Detwiler Avenue, Beverly, N. J. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management.
ROBERT E. HONE — 1572 Osbourne Avenue, Roslyn, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Spanish — El Club Hispano 1; Nu Sigma
Beta 3, 4.
PATRICK T. HOUGHTON -
Pa. — Certificate of Profic
3 700 Azalea Drive, Philadelphia 3 6,
ncy in Industrial Management.
JOHN B. HOPKINS — 5446 Discher Street, Philadelphia 24, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Marketing Association 2, 4,
5, 6 .
THOMAS E. HUME — 1213 Maple Street, Bethlehem, Pa. — Bache-
lor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 3, 4; Mar-
keting Association 4; NFCCS 2, 3, 4.
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La Salle College
WALTER P. HUND — 3812 Arendell Av
— Bachelor of Science in General Bnsini
tion 1
.
e, Philadelphia 14, Pa.
— Accounting Associa-
ANTHONY J. IATAROLA — 23 15 South Bucknell Street, Phila-
delphia 45, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English-Education — Fabri-
cian Society 1, 2; II Circolo La Salliano 2, 3, 4 (Vice-President);
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
JOHN F. INCOLLINGO — 393 5 North 8th Street, Philadelphia
40, Pa. — Certificate of Proficiency in Marketing — Marketing
Association 4.
RONALD P. JACKSON — 5907 Cedar Avenue, Philadelphia 43,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Social Studies-Education — Track 1, 2.
BROTHER JAMES LEO, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins Park,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-History.
MATTHEW D. JANCZEWSKI — 1941 E. Cheltenham Avenue,
Philadelphia 24, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English — Collegian
1, 2, 3, 4; Lambda Iota Tau 2, 3 (President), 4 (President); Le
Cercle Claudel 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Tricon 3 (Editor), 4 (Asso-
ciate Editor); Herbert S. Weber Society 1, 2 (Secretary), 3
(Vice-President), 4; Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
DONALD N. JEFFERY — 4410 N. Marshall Street, Philadelphia
40, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Economics — Economics Club 4.
BROTHER JOHN NICHOLAS, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-Mathematics.
PERRY W. JONES — 6020 Wister Street, Philadelphia 3 8, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Physics — Institute of Radio Engineers 4, 5;
Student Congress 2, 3, 4.
RICHARD A. JONES — 116 9th Avenue, Haddon Heights, N. J. —
Bachelor of Science in Physics.
GEORGE S. JORDAN — 8145 Terry Street, Philadelphia 3 6, Pa
Bachelor of Science in General Business.
BROTHER JOSEPH CAMILLUS, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue,
Elkins Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-History.
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BROTHER JOSEPH PETER, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-Classics.
COLEMAN P. JOYCE — 3063 Aramingo Avenue, Philadelphia 34,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Market-
ing Association 6; Society for Advancement of Management 6.
JOSEPH E. JUNIER — 4003 North 6th Street, Philadelphia 40, Pa
— Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics — Kappa Mu Epsilon 4.
JOHN E. KATZ — 5618 North 15th Street, Philadelphia 41, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Industrial Relations Society
6; Marketing Association 5, 6; Society for Advancement of Man-
agement 4, 5, 6; Student Congress 1, 2; Senior Class Representa-
tive.
HENRY KATZEN — 3 10 McKean Street, Philadelphia 48, Pa. —
Certificate of Proficiency in Industry.
WILLIAM J. KAUFFMAN — 1909 Lardner Street, Philadelphia 49,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
tion 3, 4, 5, 6.
MICHAEL J. KAVANAUGH — 3196 Westfield Avenue, Camden
5, N. J. — Bachelor of Arts in Physics — Fabrician Society 1, 2;
Newtonian Society 3, 4 (Vice-President).
ANTHONY J. KAVETSKI — 812 East 8th Street, Chester, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — Industrial Rela-
tions Commission 1, 2, 3 (Treasurer), 4.
DAVID L. KAZMIERCZAK — 3 261 Tilton Street, Philadelphia 34,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — Industrial
Relations Commission 2,' 3, 4.
ROBERT C. KEANE — 3 09 E. Main Street, Maple Shade, N. J. —
Bachelor of Arts in History — Alpha Phi Omega 1, 2, 3, 4;
Caisson Club 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
WILLIAM J. KEEN — 3 04 Drexel Avenue, Wenonah, N. J. —
Bachelor of Science in Physics — Dean's List 1 ; Institute of Radio
Engineers 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Marketing Association 6.
WILLIAM J. KEENAN — 3 74 Willington Terrace, Jenkintown
Manor, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Blue and
Gold 3; Marketing Association 2, 3 (Secretary), 4 (President);
Junior Class President; Student Council 2, 3; Executive Board
of Student Council 4; Phi Sigma Upsilon 3 (President), 4 (Presi-
dent); Pi Sigma Epsilon 3, 4; Student-Faculty Committee 4; Var-
sity Club 1, 2, 3, 4; President of Senior Class; Student Organiza-
tions Commission 3, 4.
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JAMES J. KELLY — 2815 Benner Street, Philadelphia, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
JOHN B. KELLY — 5132 North "C" Street, Philadelphia 20, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 2, 3;
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
PAUL J. KELLY, JR. — 194 West Fern Street, Philadelphia 20, Pa.— Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association
4; Student Congress 1, 2.
PAUL L. KELLY — 5911 Weymouth Street, Philadelphia 20, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — Dean's List 2;
Student Congress 1.
la Silk College
THOMAS P. KELLY — 910 Bridge Street, Philadelphia 24, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in General Business — Collegian 5, 6 (Feature
Editor); Explorer 6; Marketing Association 5, 6; Student Con-
gress 5; Senior Class Representative.
WILLIAM J. KENT — 183 Bustleton Pike, Feasterville, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Sociology — Sociology Club 4; Swimming 1, 2,
3, 4; Varsity Club 4.
JOSEPH H. KEOUGH, JR. — 23 3 Cadwalader Avenue, Elkins
Park 17, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations —
Dean's List 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Industrial Relations Society 4, 5 (Secre-
tary) 6 (Treasurer); Student Congress 4, 5.
RICHARD M. KERNAN — 1844 Plymouth Street, Philadelphia 26,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law — Caisson Club 3, 4; El Club
Hispano 2; Saint Thomas More Society 4.
JOHN J. KERNS, 3964 North 7th Street, Philadelphia 40, Pa.
Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law.
DONALD J. KERPER — 905 East Mermaid Lane, Philadelphia 18,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in History-Education — Crew 1, 2, 3, 4;
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 2, 3, 4.
JOHN J. KERWIN — 548 Woodlawn Street, Philadelphia 44, Pa.— Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 1
.
EDWARD M. KIERNAN — 1211 W. Butler Street, Philadelphia
40, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education.
m
EDWARD J. KILEY — 54 Kindle Lane, Levittown, Pa. — Bachelor
of Science in Industrial Management.
JAMES J. KLINIKOWSKI — 21 Jeffe— Bachelor of Science in Physics.
Avenue. Marlto N. J.
SIDNEY J. KOWALCZYK— 3 29 Magee Street, Philadelphia 49, Pa— Bachelor of Arts in French — Le Cercle Claudel 1, 2; The
Masque 1, 2, 3, 4; Podium Society 2, 3, 4.
PAUL J. KULOWITCH — 1249 South Jefferson Street, Allentown,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Accounting Associa-
tion 1, 2; Marketing Association 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Sociology
Club 1; Pi Sigma Epsilon 3, 4.
Graduates ofMl
RICHARD N. LACOVARA — 19 E. Summerfield Avenue, Collings-
wood, N. J. — Bachelor of Arts in History-Education — NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4; Saint Thomas More Society 4.
JOSEPH J. LANG — 375 5 Burns Road, Huntingdon Valley, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 1, 2,
3, 4; College Union Committees 3, 4; Marketing Association 3;
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
HARRY LANGLEY — 122 Front Street, Feasterville, Pa. — Bache
lor of Science in Industrial Management — Society for Advance
ment of Management 6.
JOHN J. LARKINS—43 3 West Cheltenham Avenue, Philadelphia
26, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy — Benilde Club 4;
College Union Committees 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
ANDREW B. LAVERTY — 5856 Henry Avenue, Philadelphia 28,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Dean's List 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6.
GERALD LAWRENCE — Executive Mansion, Harrisburg, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law — International Relations Club 1, 2,
3, 4; Centenary Chairman 3, 4; Orientation Committee 2, 3, 4;
Sigma Beta Kappa 1, 2, 3 (Vice-President), 4.
RICHARD B. LEACH — 1608 44th Street N.W., Washington 7,
D. C. — Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law — History Club 2, 3; In-
ternational Relations Club 2, 3, 4; The Masque 3, 4.
EUGENE R. LEE — 163 2 Church Lane, Philadelphia 41, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Economics Club
3; Golden Circle 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; S.A.M. 3.
iMmM
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JOSEPH A. LENDVAY — 6930 North 19th Street, Philadelphia
26, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Sociology — Collegian 2, 3; The
Masque 1, 2, 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Sociology Club 3, 4.
FRANK R. LENEWEAVER — 6937 Cedar Park Avenue, Phila
delphia 3 8, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
GEORGE M. LENKER — 343 6 Helen Street, Philadelphia 34, Pa.
Bachelor of Science in Physics.
JOHN A. LEPORATI — 3119 Unruh Street, Philadelphia 49, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Accounting
Association 1; Benilde Club 1, 2, 3, 4; College Union Committees
4; Economics Club 4; Explorer (Faculty Editor) 4; NFCCS 1, 2,
3, 4; S.A.M. 3, 4.
Top Row:
JOSEPH W. LESSER — 9889 Ferndale Street, Philadelphia 15, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Economics.
ALFRED LEVY — 263 Crystal Lake Avenue, Haddonfield, N. J. —
Bachelor of Science in Physics — Institute of Radio Engii
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
Bottom Roiv:
JAMES E. LION — 16 Merwood Drive, Upper Darby, Pa. — Bache-
lor of Science in Marketing — College Union Committees 3 ; Glee
Club 3 ; Industrial Relations Commission 3 ; Marketing Association
3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Phi Sigma Upsilon 3, 4; Pi Sigma Ep-
silon 3, 4.
SIEGFRIED E. LISS — 114 Church Road, Rockledge, Philadelphia
11, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Marketing Asso-
ciation 4, 5, 6.
HAROLD E. LINDENHOFEN — 112 Rosemar Street, Philadelphia
20, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry — Caisson Club 3, 4;
Chymian Society 2, 3, 4; College Union Committees 4; NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4.
DONALD P. LITTLE — 2787 Welsh Road, Philadelphia 36, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in History Education — EI Club Hispano 1, 2;
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
WILLIAM J. LINEY — 4927 Hazel Avenue, Philadelphia 43, Pa.
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management.
JOHN J. LITTLEY — 3 745 Pennypack Street, Philadelphia 3 6, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Dean's List
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Society for Advancement of Management 6.
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AMERIGO L. LONZI — 7038 Old Yark Road, Philadelphia 26, Pa.
— Bachelor of Arts in Government — College Union Committees
3, 4; Industrial Relations Commission 2; Crew 1; Phi Sigma Up-
silon 2, 3, 4; Podium Society 2; Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4.
PHILLIP G. LOSCOE — 42 5 West Chelten Avenue, Philadelphia
44, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Physics — German Club 2; The
Masque 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Newtonian Society 4; American
Institute of Physics 4.
JOSEPH T. LUTZ — 413 1 Glendale Street, Philadelphia 24, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — International Rela-
tions Club 2, 3, 4.
THOMAS F. LYNCH — 653 North Clinton Avenue, Trenton 9,
N. J. — Bachelor of Arts in History Education — Soccer 3; Var-
sity Club 4.
Top Roic:
EDWARD J. LYNN — 2142 East Orleans Street, Philadelphia 34,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
Bottom Row:
ROBERT L. MACAULAY — 1361 Van Kirk Street, Philadelphia
49, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Cais-
son Club 3, 4; S.A.M. 4.
GERARD A. LYONS — 8050 Rowland Avenue, Philadelphia 36,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
tion 1, 2, 3.
ROBERT S. LYONS — 7029 Cedar Park Avenue, Philadelphia 38,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Vre-haiv — Collegian 1, 2, 3 (Sports
Co-Editor), 4 (Editor-in-Chief); Explorer 2, 3 (Sports Co-Edi-
tor), International Relations Club 3, 4; LaSalle Magazine 4
(Sports Editor); Student Organizations Commission 4; Herbert
S. Weber Society 3, 4.
JAMES P. MacELDERRY — 8747 Crispin Street, Philadelphia 36,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English — Herbert S. Weber Society
3, 4.
JACK MacLAUGHLAN — 5 75 7 North Fairhill Street, Philadelphia
20, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Finance.
ALEXANDER S. MACAIONE — 920 Moore Street, Philadelphia
48, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Biology — Fabrician Society 1, 2,
3, 4 (Treasurer); German Club 1, 2.
JAMES J. MADDEN — 1020 Park A
Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law — Pod
More Society 3, 4.
Collingswood, N. J. —
Society 2; St. Thomas
S3
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JOSEPH P. MAHER — 948 North Saint Bernard Street, Philadel-
phia 31, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Psychology — Collegian 3, 4;
Fabrician Society 1, 2; German Club 1, 2, 3; Podium Society 1;
Psychology Club 3, 4.
THOMAS J. MAHER — 145 S. Kenwood Drive, Levittown, Pa.
Bachelor of Arts in Government.
JOSEPH T. MAIMONA — 942 Melrose Avenue, Trenton 9, N. J. —
Bachelor of Arts in History — Caisson Club 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2,
3, 4; Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Crew 1, 2.
RAYMOND D. MARASCO — 1643 Lancaster Avenue, Reading, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — Accounting
Association 1; College Union Committees 3, 4; Industrial Rela-
tions Commission 1, 2, 3, 4 (Treasurer); NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
JOSEPH P. MARCHIONE — 620 Ashland Avenue, Folcroft, Pa.
Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics — Kappa Mu Epsilon 4.
DONALD F. MARKOL — 4219 Claridge Street, Philadelphia 24,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Dean's List 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6; Golden Circle 5; Industrial Relations Society 2; Marketing
Association 4, 5, 6; Senior Class Representative.
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GERARD F. MARPLE — 48 21 North Marshall Street, Philadelphia
20, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Biology — Fabrician Society 1, 2,
3, 4; German Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Podium Society 2.
VINCENT J. MASCOLI — 77 Tilford Road, Somerdale, N. J.
Bachelor of Science in Physics.
ROBERT N. MASUCCI — 5125 North 15th Street, Philadelphia
41, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting As-
sociation 2, 4; II Circolo La Salliano 1; NFCCS 2, 3, 4.
SYLVESTER J. MATTIE — 72 6 Mildred Avenue, Somerdale, N. J.— Bachelor of Science in Physics — Student Congress 1.
WILLIAM R. MAYER — 5 340 East Roosevelt Boulevard, Philadel-
phia 24, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law.
JOSEPH S. McAULIFFE — 1840 Arthur Street, Philadelphia 15,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English — Caisson Club 4; Collegian
2, 3 (Feature Editor), 4 (Feature Editor); Gavel Society 2, 3, 4;
Lambda Iota Tau 3, 4 (Vice-President); Le Cercle Claudel
1, 2, 3, 4 (Vice-President); Pi Delta Phi 3 (Vice-President), 4




BERNARD J. McCANN — 3882 Terrace Street, Philadelphia 28,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
tion 1, 2; Student Congress 1, 2, 3.
DANIEL J. McCARTHY — 1 64 Green Hill Road, King of Prussia,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting As;
tion 2, 6.
THOMAS J. McCLEAN — 3 262 Gerry Walk, Camden 4, N. J. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 2,
3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 4.
JOHN W. McCLELLAN — 232 East Meade Street, Philadelphia 18,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English — Le Cercle Claudel 2, 3, 4
(President); Herbert S. Weber Society 1, 2.
ROBERT F. McCOOL — 116 West Albanos Street, Philadelphia 20,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in General Business.
HARRY J. McCORMICK — 1622 North 2nd Street, Philadelphia
22, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English Education.
LOUIS J. McCORMICK — 2040 Conlyn Street, Philadelphia 3 8, Pa.
— Bachelor of Arts in English — Collegian 1; German Club 2, 3;
NFCCS 4.
JOHN F. McDONALD, JR. — 130 South Pennock Avenue, Upper
Darby, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Psychology — Alpha Phi
Omega 1, 2, 3, 4; Fabrician Society 1, 2, 3; German Club 1, 2;
Psychology Club 3, 4.
JAMES J. McDONNELL — 134 Widener Street, Philadelphia 2 0,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Asso-
ciation 1, 2, 3, 4; Caisson Club 3, 4 (Vice-President); NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4.
MARTIN J. McDONNELL — 34 East Abbottsford Road, Philadel-
phia 44, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting
Association 3, 4.
FREDERICK J. McELIECE — 510 Kathmere Road, Havertown, Pa.
— Bachelor of Arts in Biology — Alpha Epsilon Delta 3, 4;
Fabrician Society 1, 2, 3, 4.
JOHN L. McERLAIN — 3016 Rawle Street, Philadelphia 49, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 1.
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JAMES M. McFADDEN — 6056 North American Street, Philadel-
phia 20, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4.
JOHN J. McFADDEN — 5044 North Smedley Street, Philadelphia
41, Pa.— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management— Society
for Advancement of Management 2, 5.
JOSEPH P. McFADDEN — 5837 North Lawrence Street, Philadel-
phia 20, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Government — Caisson Club
4; Collegian 2, 3 (Sports Editor), 4 (Sports Editor); International
Relations Club 2, 3, 4 (Secretary); NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
JAMES J. McGILL — 3 27 W. Spencer Street, Philadelphia 20, Pa.— Bachelor of Arts in Sociology — Caisson Club 4; German Club
1, 2 (Secretary), 3 (Vice-President), 4; Sociology Club 3, 4.
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TERENCE M. McGOVERN — 242 5 South 54th Street, Philadel-
phia 43, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English Education — Track
2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 3, 4.
JOHN F. McHALE — 724 Baylor Street, Riverside, N. J. — Bache-
lor of Science in Industrial Relations — Industrial Relations So-
city 6.
JOHN J. McHALE — 73 8 Mitchell Street, Ridley Park, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry.
WILLIAM L. McINTYRE, JR. — 317 East Indiana Avenue, Phila-
delphia 34, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — College
Union Committees 3, 4; College Union Board 3 (Treasurer),
4 (Chairman); Explorer 4 (Activities Editor); Marketing Asso-
ciation 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Pi Sigma Epsilon 3, 4.
ROBERT E. McKENNA — 2920 Rawle Street, Philadelphia 49, Pa.
— Bachelor of Arts in Spanish Education — Soccer 3; Swimming
1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 2, 3, 4 (President).
EDWARD G. McKEON — 1156 Price Street, Philadelphia 38, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Accounting
Association 3, 4; El Club Hispano 1, 2; Marketing Association 4;
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; S.A.M. 3, 4.
EDWARD W. McLAUGHLIN — 7934 Bayard Street, Philadelphia
50, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
FRANCIS X. McLAUGHLIN — 184 West Champlost Avenue, Phil-
adelphia 20, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Account-
ing Association 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
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GERARD F. McLAUGHLIN — 1212 West Pine Street, Trevose, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations.
JAMES T. McLAUGHLIN — 69 3 5 Cedar Park Avenue, Philadel-
phia 3 8, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting
Association 4; Caisson Club 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma Beta
Kappa I, 2, 3, 4.
THOMAS J. McLAUGHLIN — 158 W. Chew Avenue, Philadelphia
20, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in History-Education.
ANDREW J. McLEES — 4713 N. Lawrence Street, Philadelphia
20, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Asso-
ciation 3 (Treasurer), 4 (Treasurer), 5, 6; Senior Class Rep-
resentative.
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MURDOCH J. McLEOD — 5000 North 19th Street, Philadelphi;
41, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in General Business.
JOSEPH F. McMAHON — 7118 Erdrick Street, Philadelphia 35,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in French — NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Podium
Society 2.
DAVID J. McMASTER — 604 Fanshawe Street, Philadelphia 11,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Dean's List 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6; Accounting Association 3.
ELMER W. McNAMEE, JR. — 115 Lafayette Road, Audubon 6,
N. J. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Asso-
ciation 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; S.A.M. 3, 4.
JAMES T. McPEAK — 1603 Mayland Street, Philadelphia 38, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in General Business — S.A.M. 6.
JAMES J. McPHILLIPS — 43 43 Deerpath Lane, Philadelphia 14,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Accounting Associa-
tion 1; Golden Circle 4; Marketing Association 3, 4, 5; S.A.M.
4, 5; Student Congress 2.
JACK D. McQUAIG — 2 5 99 Carrell Lane, North Willow Grove,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — S.A. M. 6.
JOSEPH H. McSHEA — 4946 Saul Street, Philadelphia 24, Pa.
Bachelor of Arts in Biology Education.
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EUGENE J. McVEY — 3 829 Elsinore Street, Philadelphia 24, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Marketing — College Union Committees 3
(Chairman), 4; International Relations Club 1; Marketing As-
sociation 3 (Treasurer), 4 (President); NFCCS I, 2, 3, 4; Phi
Sigma Upsilon 3, 4; Student Council I, 3, 4; Vice-President Jun-
ior Class; Vice-President Senior Class; Pi Sigma Epsilon 3, 4;
Student Organizations Commission 4; Treasurer Freshman Class.
KENNETH M. MEADE — 1034 Avenue Saint John, New York
City 5 5, N. Y. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting
Association 1, 2, 3, 4; El Club Hispano 1, 2; Explorer 2, 3, 4;
The Masque 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma Beta Kappa 1, 2,
3, 4; Crew 1.
JAMES P. MEEHAN — 411 West Ashdale Street, Philadelphia 20,
pa , Bachelor of Science in General Business — Accounting
Association 1, 2.
JAMES R. MELINSON — 4241 "M" Street, Philadelphia 24, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in English-Education — Lambda Iota Tau 3,4;
Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
Top Row:
THOMAS C. MELLEY — 8 04 Borbeck Street, Philadelphia 11, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Accounting
Association 6; Industrial Relations Society 2; Institute of Radio
Engineers 5; Marketing Association 6; Society for Advancement
of Management 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6; Student Congress 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
(Vice-President), 6 (President).
Bottom Row:
ANTHONY J. MIGNON — 545 West Glenside Avenue, Glenside,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
tion 2, 3, 4; Marketing Association 4.
BERNARD M. MILUS — 1544 South 5 5th Street, Philadelphia 43,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in General Business.
JOSEPH N. METALLO, JR. — 42 5 Fenn Street, Pittsfield, Mass. —
Bachelor of Arts in English-Education — College Union Commit-
tees 4; Cheerleader 2, 3.
GIULIO R. MINCHELLA — 1846 Ritner Street, Philadelphia 45,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Sociology — II Circolo La Salliano 2;
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Sociology Club 3, 4.
BROTHER MICHAEL FRANCIS, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue,
Elkins Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-English.
BROTHER MICHAEL NICHOLAS, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avcrn.
Elkins Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English-Education.
WILLIAM J. MISTICHELLI — 2015 Emily Street, Philadelphia 45,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English Literature — Collegian 3, 4;
II Circolo La Salliano 1, 2, 3, 4; Lambda Iota Tau 2, 3 (Treas-
urer), 4 (Treasurer); Herbert S. Weber Society 1, 2, 3 (Treas-
urer), 4 (Vice-President); Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
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JOSEPH J. MOMORELLA — 221 North Easton Road, Willow
Grove 7, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management —
Caisson Club 3, 4; The Masque 1, 2, 3, 4 (Vice-President); Soci-
ety for Advancement of Management 3, 4.
OLLIE B. MONACELLI — 73 7 S. Hutchinson Street, Philadelphia
47, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in General Business.
DONALD P. MONAGHAN — 6325 Revere Street, Philadelphia 49,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Society
for Advancement of Management 6; Student Congress 2, 4.
HOWARD E. MORGAN — 4146 Barnett Street, Philadelphia 3 5,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — College Union Com-
mittees 3, 4; Explorer 4 (Editor-in-Chief) ; Marketing Associa-




Pa. — Bachelor of Sci,
ciation 1, 2, 3, 4; Cais;
6615 Limekiln Pike, Philadelphia 38,
e in Accounting — Accounting Asso-
Club 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
RICHARD F. MOY — 532 South 52nd Street, Philadelphia 43, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 2;
Caisson Club 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
Bottom Row:
ROBERT J. MULLIGAN — 3469 Bowman Street, Philadelphia 29,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Explorer 4; Marketing
Association 2, 3, 4; The Masque 1, 2; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Pi
Sigma Epsilon 3, 4 (Secretary); Blue and Gold 4.
WILLIAM T. MULLIGAN — 48 24 North 16th Street, Philadelphia
41, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Business Administration.
JOHN H. MULHOLLAND — 406 Evergreen Avenue, Westmont,
N. J. — Bachelor of Arts in English — College Union Commit-
tees 3, 4; Collegian 1, 2, 3, 4; Glee Club 3, 4; The Masque 1;
Praefectus Club 3, 4; Swimming 4; Herbert S. Weber Society
1, 2, 3, 4 (President), Student Council 4; Residence Hall Coun-
cil 4 (President).
JAMES F. MULLAN — 706 Tyson Avenue, Philadelphia 11, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Government — International Relations Club
2, 3, 4 (Vice-President); St. Thomas More Society 4; Dean's
List 2.
RICHARD J. MULLIN, JR. — 183 8 East Pastorius Street, Phila-
delphia 3 8, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Vre-Law — College Union
Committees 3, 4; German Club 1, 2; The Masque 1, 2, 3, 4 (Sec-
retary); Podium Society 1, 2; Sigma Beta Kappa 2, 3, 4 (Presi-
dent); Student Council 1, 2, 3 (President), Freshman Class
Secretary, Sophomore Class Secretary; Blue and Gold 2, 3.
FRANCIS X. MURPHY — 7165 Cottage Street, Philadelphia 3 5,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in History — Caisson Club 3, 4; Drill
Team 1, 2, 3, 4.
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JAMES W. MURRAY — 10301 B Air Lane, Philadelphia 14, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in English — Benilde Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Collegian
1, 2, 3 (News Editor), 4 (News Editor); Explorer 3 (Asst. Copy
Editor); Le Cercle Claudel 1, 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma
Beta Kappa 1, 2, 3, 4; Tricon 3 (Associated Editor), 4; Herbert
S. Weber Society 3, 4.
JOSEPH P. MYLOTTE — 1045 South 5 th Street, Philadelphia 43,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Economics — Caisson Club 3, 4; Col-
legian 3; Economics Club 4; Podium Society 2; St. Thomas More
Society 3, 4.
ALBERT C. NELSON — 53 1 S. Maple Avenue, Maple Shade, N. J.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — Industrial Rela-
tions Commission 2, 3, 4.
ROBERT M. NEUMANN — 1544 Mayland Street, Philadelphia 3 8,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Insurance — Dean's List 4, 5, 6.
WILLIAM J. NEVILLE — 239 Josephine Avenue, West Consho-
hocken, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management —
S.A.M. 2, 3.
MARTIN F. NEY — 107 North Chelsea Avenue, Atlantic City, N. J.
— Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Benilde Club 1, 2, 3;
Caisson Club 3, 4; College Union Committees 3, 4; Marketing
Association 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Residence Council 1, 2; Pi
Sigma Epsilon 3, 4.
THOMAS J. NICKLE — 574 East 4th Street, Brooklyn 18, N. Y.— Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association
1, 2, 3, 4; Alpha Phi Omega 1, 2, 3 (Vice-President), 4; College
Union Committees 3, 4; College Union Board 3, 4; Collegian 3, 4;
Polish Club 3; History Club 3.
JOHN M. NOLAN — 5 114 North 15th Street, Philadelphia 41, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Explorer 4; Marketing
Association 2, 3, 4; Masque 1, 2; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Pi Sigma
Epsilon 3, 4 (Social Director).
RICHARD J. OBERHOLZER — Locust Valley Road, Coopersburg,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics.
CRAIG J. O'BRIEN — 573 5 Florence Avenue, Philadelphia 43, Pa.— Bachelor of Arts in Education — Crew 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity
Club 2, 3, 4.
JOSEPH P. O'BRIEN — 63 18 Bingham Street, Philadelphia 11,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Account-
ing Association 1; S.A.M. 2, 3, 4.
CHARLES J. O'CONNOR — 8732 Lykens Lane, Philadelphia 28,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations.
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JOHN J. O'DONNELL — 5 000 Akron Street, Philadelphia 24, Pa.— Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics.
RAYMOND J. O'DONNELL — 2534 East Clearfield Street, Phila-
delphia 34, Pa. — Certificate of Proficiency in Accounting —
Accounting Association 3, 4.
JOHN J. O'DRISCOLL — 293 Glenview Street, Philadelphia 49,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in General Business — Accounting
Association 1 ; Marketing Association 6.
MARTIN J. O'GARA — 5907 Bennington Street — Philadelphia
20, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Eco-
nomics Club 4; International Relations Club 3, 4; Marketing
Association 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; S.A.M. 1, 2, 3, 4; Sociology
Club 4.
EDMUND J. O'KEEFE — 162 5 Van Kirk Street, Philadelphia 49,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
tion 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
JOSEPH OLESZYCKI — 4042 North 6th Street, Philadelphia 40,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Insurance — Dean's List 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6; Marketing Association 6.
JAMES T. O'NEILL — 1926 North Howard Street, Philadelphia
22, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — So-
ciety of Advancement of Management 6.
JOHN J. O'NEILL — 93 3 8 Andover Road, Philadelphia 14, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Golden Circle
1, 2; Society for Advancement of Management 1, 2, 3.
JOSEPH P. O'REILLY — 122 Seymour Street, Philadelphia 44, Pa
— Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics — Kappa Mu Epsilon 4.
DANIEL R. ORTOLANI — 3 17 Oak Road, Glenside, Pa. — Bache-
lor of Science in Industrial Management — Dean's List 2, 3;
Society for Advancement of Management 5, 6.
WILLIAM J. O'TOOLE — 5 244 Saul Street, Philadelphia 24, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in History — Le Cercle Claudel 1, 2; Masque
1, 2, 3, 4; Podium Society 2.
MICHAEL J. OTT — 6901 Castor Avenue, Philadelphia 49, Pa. —
Bachelor of Scienec in Business Administration — Accounting As-
sociation 1; College Union Committees 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4;
S.A.M. 4; Secretary, Junior Class; Secretary, Senior Class.
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ROBERT J. PACE — 6431 Grays Avenue, Philadelphia 42, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in English-Education — NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
EDWARD J. PADINSKE — Center Street, Seltzer City, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 1, 2,
3, 4; Baseball 2; Benilde Club 1; College Union Committees 3;
Explorer 4 (Business Manager); Masque 1, 2; Class Treasurer
1, 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Polish Club 2, 3; Sigma Beta Kappa
1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 2.
JAMES J. PALLANTE — 2 5 Pine Street, Westville, N. J. — Bache-
lor of Arts in English-Education — Industrial Relations Commis-
sion 4; Herbert S. Weber Society 4.
VINCENT J. PANNEPACKER, JR. — 63 3 North Easton Road,
Glenside, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in General Business.
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JOSEPH T. PASLAWSKI — 2121 Ruffner Street, Philadelphia 40,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Marketing Association
2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Pi Sigma Epsilon 3, 4.
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JAMES J. PASTORE — 2622 East Letterly Street, Philadelphia 25,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in trench Education — Le Cercle Claudel
4; Masque 3; Soccer 3, 4; Track 4; Varsity Club 3, 4.
NORMAN J. PASTORE — 603 1 Greenway Avenue, Philadelphia
42, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in General Business.
ARTHUR A. PERINI — 5908 North 13th Street, Philadelphia 41,
Pa. — Certificate of Proficiency in Accounting — Accounting
Association 6.
THOMAS E. PETERS — 1346 East Luzerne Street, Philadelphia 24,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
JAMES A. PETITTI — 13 15 South 8th Street, Philadelphia 47, Pa.
— Bachelor of Arts in Social Studies — II Circolo La Salliano 3, 4.
LOREN E. PETTISANI — 3 00 South East Avenue, Vineland, N. J.— Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry — Chymian Society 2, 3, 4;
College Union Committees 3, 4; NFCCS 2, 3, 4.
JOHN J. PIATKOWSKI — 440 North Easton Road, Glenside, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 1, 2,
4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
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ROBERT V. PIERCE — 3428 Henry Avenue, Philadelphia 29, Pa.
— Bachelor of Arts in Economics — Caisson Club 3, 4; Collegian
4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; President's Guard 1, 2, 3, 4.
DOMINIC A. PILEGGI — 19 70 Elston Street, Philadelphia 3 8, Pa.— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Society for
Advancement of Management 4, 6.
STANLEY J. PIRZCHALSKI — Rockwood Beach, Pasadena, Md. —
Bachelor of Arts in Vre-Eaiv — College Union Committees 3, 4;
Explorer 2; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; History Club 2, 3; The Masque
3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Polish Club 2.
ANTHONY PLATANELLA, JR. — Black Horse Pike, Mays Land-
ing, N. J. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting
Association 4; Benilde Club 2; Glee Club 2; II Circolo La Salli-
ano 2.
Graduates of 1961
CHARLES F. POWELL — 7248 Limekiln Pike, Philadelphia 38, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Marketing — College Union Committees
3,4; Marketing Association 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
JOHN E. POWELL
Bachelor of S
852 Meadowood Lane, War
in Insurance.
nster, Pa.
STANLEY T. PRAISS — 1572 Mt. Ephraim Avenue, Camden 4,
N. J. — Bachelor of Arts in Biology — El Club Hispano 1, 2, 3,
4 (Secretary); Fabrician Society 1, 2, 3, 4; History Club 3, 4;
Polish Club 2, 3 (Vice-President), 4 (President).
EDWARD P. PUSSINSKY — 2624 East Madi:
34, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accountin
ciation 2, 3, 4, 5.
Street, Philadelphia
— Accounting Asso
JOHN W. QUINN — 4247 North 6th Street, Philadelphia 40, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Caisson Club
3; International Relations Club 1, 2.
LAWRENCE J. QUINN — 5927 Colgate Street, Philadelphia 20,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Golden
Circle 4, 5, 6; Society for Advancement of Management 3, 4, 5
(Vice-President), 6 (President); Student Congress 4, 5, 6; Sen-
ior Class Representative.
JAMES V. RADCLIFF — 3 00 Maple Avenue, Doylestown, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Economics.
JOSEPH P. RAFFAELE — 2 5 14 South Alder Street, Philadelphia
48, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — Market-
ing Association 2; Society for the Advancement of Management 4.
AitMM
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THOMAS J. RAFTER — 5826 Springfield Avenue, Philadelphia
43, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Marketing Asso-
ciation 4; NFCCS 4; Pi Sigma Epsilon 3, 4.
HUGH T. REGAN — 7146 Erdrick Street, Philadelphia 3 5, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association
2, 3, 4.
JOHN J. REILLY — 415 Cottman Street, Jenkintown, Pa.
Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry.
EDWARD C. RICE — 638 E. Locust Avenue, Philadelphia 44, Pa
— Bachelor of Science in General Business — College Union Com
mittees 3, 4.
Top Row:
BROTHER RICHARD FRANCIS, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue,
Elkins Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-History.
Bottom Row:
PATRICK J. ROACH — 943 1 Academy Road, Philadelphia 14, Pa.— Bachelor of Arts in Physics — Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4 (President)
;
Newtonian Society 2.
NORMAN W. RICKERT, JR. — 83 13 Mansfield Avenue, Philadel-
phia 5 0, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — College
Union Committees 4; Collegian 1; International Relations Club
2, 3, 4; Marketing Association 2, 3, 4.
KENNETH J. ROBERTS — 8601 Durham Avenue, North Bergen,
N. J. — Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics-Education — Alpha Phi
Omega I, 2, 3, 4; Caisson Club 3, 4; Chymian Society 1; College
Union Committees 3, 4; Rifle Club 1, 4.
CHARLES W. RIEDEL — 3 06 South East Avenue, Vineland, N. J.
— Bachelor of Arts in Psychology — College Union Committees
3, 4; Fabrician 1; Psychology Club 3, 4.
BRUCE W. RODGERS — Ford and Monument Roads, Philadelphia
31, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management —
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
JON R. RINEHART — 13 309 Okinawa Avenue, Rockville, Md. —
Bachelor of Arts in History — Collegian 1, 2, 3, 4; Explorer 1,
2, 3; International Relations Club 3, 4; Historical Society 1, 2,
3, 4; Herbert S. Weber Society 1.
THEODORE M. ROGERS, JR. — 133 5 Elbridge Street, Philadel-
phia 11, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Marketing
Association 5, 6; Student Congress 2, 3; Senior Class Representa-
tive.
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STANLEY ROSEN — 8 5 17 Agusta Street, Philadelphia 15, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association
1, 5, 6; Society for Advancement of Management 6; Student
Congress 6.
SIDNEY C. ROSENSWEIG — 4028 Balwynne Park Road, Philadel-
phia 3 1, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Physics — Institute of Radio
Engineers 6.
JOHN V. ROSETTI — 1914 Jackson Street, Philadelphia 45, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 5, 6.
RONALD A. ROSSELL — 213 3 South Clinton Avenue, Trenton 10,
N. J. — Bachelor of Arts in Social Studies-Education — History
Club 3, 4.
Top Roiv:
ALFONSO F. ROSSELLI — #2, Calle Sunnycourt, Santurce, Puerto
Rico — Bachelor of Science in finance — El Club Hispano 1;
Glee Club 1; NFCCS 2, 3, 4.
Bottom Row:
ROBERT J. RUSH, JR. — 5 East Wilmot Avenue, Somers Point,
N. J. — Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry — Chymian Society 1, 2,
3, 4; Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
ALLAN P. ROSTEING — 536 South 54th Street, Philadelphia 43,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Biology — Alpha Epsilon Delta 3, 4;
Fabrician Society 1; Glee Club 1, 2, 3; Track 2, 3; Varsity Club 2.
JOSEPH J. RUZICKA — 337 Franklin Avenue, Cheltenham, Pa.— Bachelor of Arts in Government — German Club 1, 2; NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4.
ROBERT R. ROSTIEN — 5 601 North Rosehill Street, Philadelphia EDWARD S. RYBACKI — 49 2 6 Whitman Terrace, Pennsauken,
20, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in General Business. N. J. — Bachelor of Arts in Education — Baseball 1, 2, 3.
JOHN W. RUDY — 548 Farmington Avenue, Pottstown, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Psychology — Glee Club 2, 3; Le Cercle
Claudel 1; Psychology Club 3, 4; Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
ROBERT A. SAGEDY — 420 Genesee Street, Trenton 10, N. J. —
Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry — Chymian Society 4; Glee Club
2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
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MICHAEL G. SALOKA — 13 Clamer Avenue, Collegeville, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association
1, 2, 3; Alpha Phi Omega 2, 3, 4 (Vice-President); Caisson Club
3; NFCCS 2, 3, 4.
JOHN T. SAVAGE — 1913 South 65th Street, Philadelphia 42, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — S.A.M. 4.
ROMAN A. SAWYCKY — 5 138 North 15th Street, Philadelphia
41, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in German.
VINCENT J. SCALEN — 4847 North Lawrence Street, Philadel-
phia 20, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Vre-Law.
THOMAS M. SCANLON — 3217 Rorer Street, Philadelphia 34, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Soccer 2, 3, 4
(Co-Captain); Varsity Club 2, 3, 4 (Secretary).
HARRY A. SCARPIELLO — 8 62 Bridge Street, Philadelphia 24, Pa.
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ALLEN T. SCHAEFER — 7527 North 21st Street, Philadelphia 38,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Society
for Advancement of Management 5, 6.
RICHARD M. SCHIEKEN — 1S11 Arnold Street, Philadelphia 15,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Biology — Alpha Epsilon Delta 2, 3, 4
(President); Collegian 2, 3, 4; Fabrician Society 1, 2, 3, 4;
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
BART J. SCHLAGHTER — 275 Green Avenue, Penns Grove, N. J.
— Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry — Chymian Society 1, 2, 3, 4;
College Union Committees 3, 4; NFCCS 2, 3, 4.
GUSTAV E. SCHMID — 1008 Sunset Drive, Somerdale, N. J. —
Bachelor of Science in Physics — Institute of Radio Engineers 6.
HERMAN J. SCHMIDT — 1743 Solly Street, Philadelphia 15, Pa.— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Baseball
Manager 1, 2, 3, 4; Explorer 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Praefectus
Club 1, 2, 3, 4 (Secretary); S.A.M. 4; Varsity Club 4.
THOMAS J. SCHNEIDER — 754 Pawnee Street, Bethlehem, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Biology — Alpha Epsilon Delta 4; College





CHARLES W. SCHNELLBACHER — 4540 Warren Street, Wash-
ington 16, D. C. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Glee
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Marketing Association 1, 2, 3, 4; The Masque
2, 3, 4; NFCCS 2, 3, 4; Sigma Beta Kappa 1, 2, 3, 4; Pi Sigma
Epsilon 3, 4; Sociology Club 1, 2; Swimming 1; Crew 1.
RICHARD E. SCHULTZ — 4814 Fairhill Street, Philadelphia 20,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
tion 1, 2, 3, 4; Caisson Club 3, 4; Marketing Association 3;
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
JOHN R. SCOTT, JR. — 507 Brown Street, Riverside, N. J. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Dean's List 2,3.
CHARLES E. SCULLY, JR.
Pa. — Bachelor of Scienc
862 Carver Street, Philadelphia 24,
n Marketing.
JAMES T. SEDLOCK — 6 5 04 Torresdale Avenue, Philadelphia 3 5,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics — Collegian 2, 3, 4;
Kappa Mu Epsilon 3, 4; Le Cercle Claudel 1, 2; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4;
Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
JOHN F. SEIBEL — 173 7 Bleigh Avenue, Philadelphia 11, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Caisson Club
3, 4; Industrial Relations Commission 1,2; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
RAYMOND C. SEIBERLICH — 872 Anchor Street, Philadelphia
24, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
DAVID A. SERCHAK — 222 East Willow Grove Avenue, Philadel-
phia 18, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in French — Gavel Society 1, 2,
3 (Treasurer), 4 (Secretary); Le Cercle Claudel 1, 2, 3, 4;
Pi Delta Phi 2, 3 (President) 4; Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
JOSEPH T. SERMARINI — 2944 North Ringgold Street, Philadel-
phia 32, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics — Kappa Mu
Epsilon 4.
JOHN P. SHARP — 2002 Woodland Road, Abington, Pa. — Bache-
lor of Arts in Biology — Fabrician Society 1, 2, 3, 4; German
Club 1, 2, 3.
FRANK M. SHAW — #1 East Howard Street, Clayton, N. J. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Society for Ad-
vancement of Management 2, 3, 4, 5.
ROBERT T. SHEAFFER, JR. _ 3 26 Cricket Avenue, North Hills,
Pa - — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Golden Circle 4, 5;
Marketing Association 3, 4, 6; Society for Advancement of Man-
agement 2; Student Congress 2, 3, 4; Senior Class Representative.
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JOHN V. SHELLOCK— 18 Bryn Mawr Avenue, Stratford, N. J. —
Bachelor of Science in Physics.
HUGH J. SHERIDAN — 8641 Provident Road, Philadelphia 50, Pa.— Bachelor of Arts in French.
RAYMOND J. SHORT — 165 S. Poplar Avenue, Maple Shade, N. J.— Bachelor of Arts in Sociology — NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; St. Thomas
More Society 4; Sociology Club 3, 4.
JOHN J. SHORTALL — 6144 Newtown Avenue, Philadelphia 11,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
tion 3, 4, 5.
Is Salle College
JOSEPH M. SHORTALL — 7709 North Dungan Road, Philadelphia
11, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Asso-
ciation 2, 3, 4; College Union Committees 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
CHARLES J. SILK — 940 Faunce Street, Philadelphia 11, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 6.
LOUIS G. SILLI — 962 MacDade Boulevard, Yeadon, Pa. — Bache-
lor of Arts in Sociology — NFCCS 3,4; Sociology Club 3, 4; Inter-
national Relations Club 4; Psychology Club 4.
KENNETH G. SIRMARCO — 470 Ballytore Road, Wynnewood, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Society for
Advancement of Management; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
DONALD A. SIVICK — 177 West Godfrey Avenue, Philadelphia
20, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Asso-
ciation 1 ; Society for Advancement of Management.
FRANCIS R. SKILLMAN, JR. — 2916 Fanshawe Street, Philadel-
phia 49, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management —
Society for Advancement of Management 5, 6.
GERALD J. SMITH — 177 Crockett Road, Warminster, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 1, 2,
3, 4; Alpha Phi Omega 1, 2, 3, 4 (President); Caisson Club 3, 4.
JAMES F. SMITH — 5817 North Front Street, Philadelphia 20, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Golden Circle 4; Market-
ing Association 5,6; Student Congress 1.
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JOSEPH D. SMITH — 226 East 21st Street, Chester, Pa. — Bache-
lor of Arts in History — Glee Club 1; Podium Society 3, 4.
FRANCIS R. SNOCK — 810 South 3rd Street, Philadelphia 47, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association
2, 3, 4; Industrial Relations Commission 2; International Rela-
tions Club 3, 4.
PAUL E. SPADARO — 2423 North Leithgow Street, Philadelphi;
3 3, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Asso
ciation 1, 2, 3, 4; Caisson Club 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
JOHN A. SPELLMAN — 6947 Wister Street, Philadelphia 3 8, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Accounting Association 1
;
College Union Committees 3, 4; El Club Hispano 1; Marketing
Association 2, 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
Iinulmili's ofMl
WILLIAM F. SPONHEIMER — 1203 Sewell Road, Philadelphia
16, Pa.— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Society
for Advancement of Management 3, 6; Student Congress 2.
JOSEPH J. SPRISSLER, JR. — 1000 East Haines Street, Philadelphia
3 8, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry — Caisson Club 3, 4.
ANTHONY D. SPROULE — 193 South Ithan Street, Philadelphia
43, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Psychology — Psychology Club 3, 4.
WALTER J. STANTON — 217 Avon Road, Upper Darby, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 2, 3,
4 (Treasurer); Benilde Club 1, 2, 3; Collegian 1, 2, 3 (Photog-
raphy Editor), 4 (Photography Editor); NFCCS 2, 3, 4.
WILLIAM J. STANTON, JR. — 445 2 North Cleveland Street,
Philadelphia 40, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting —
Accounting Association 3; Collegian 3, 4 (Feature Editor); Stu-
dent Congress 4.
LEONARD T. STAVENSKI — 561 Crossfield Road, King of Prussia,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Physics.
JOSEPH S. STEAD, JR. — 43 1 Robbins Street, Philadelphia 11,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Physics — Dean's List 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6.
DONALD H. STOLL — 718 Rhawn Street, Philadelphia 11, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Spanish-Education — Accounting Association
2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
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FRANK L. STOUTENBURGH — 3412 North Abingdon Street, Ar-
lington 7, Va. — Bachelor of Arts in Biology — Alpha Phi Omega
1, 2, 3, 4; College Union Committees 3, 4; Fabrician Society 3, 4;
Club 1: Glee Club 4.
HUGH A. STREHLE — 5214 North Marshall Street, Philadelphia
20, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law — NFCCS 4; Student
Congress 3.
JOHN S. STRONG — 1109 Lakeview Drive, Lansdale, Pa.
Bachelor of Science in Electronic Physics.
ROBERT P. SUPINA — Penns Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts
Mathematics — Glee Club 3,4; Kappa Mu Epsilon 4.
Top Row:
ANTHONY R. SZCZUR — 4002 Old York Road, Philadelphia 40,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
tion 1, 2, 3, 4; College Union Committees 3; Explorer 4 (Senior
Editor); NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
Bottom Row:
ROBERT J. TANGI — 942 Tree Street, Philadelphia 48, Pa. —
Certificate of Proficiency in Accounting — Student Congress 3.
VICTOR G. TABONE — 1222 East Price Street, Philadelphia 3 8,
Pa. — Certificate of Proficiency in Accounting.
WILLIAM H. TAYLOR — 23 31 West Market Street, Pottsville, Pa.
— Bachelor of Arts in Physics — Newtonian Society 3, 4; Track
1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
ANTHONY B. TADDEO — 3 812 Ventnor Avenue, Atlantic City,
N. J. — Bachelor of Arts in Biology — Caisson Club 3, 4; Ex-
plorer 4; Fabrician Society 2, 3, 4; Gavel Society 1; II Circolo
La Salliano 1, 2, 3, 4; The Masque 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
BROTHER TERENCE PETER, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-German.
JOSEPH J. TAFE — 222 Kenilworth Avenue, Philadelphia 20, Pa.—Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law — College Union Committees 4;
Collegian 2; International Relations Club 4; Saint Thomas More
Society 3, 4.
JOHN V. THEVENY, JR. — 622 Richfield Avenue, Glenolden,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
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GERARD M. TIEDEKEN — 206 Holmecrest Road, Jenkintown, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Caisson Club
3, 4; Sigma Beta Kappa 1, 2, 3, 4; S.A.M. 4; Tennis 2, 3, 4; Var-
sity Club 4.
PAUL E. TILLGER — 5223 Marshall Street, Philadelphia 20, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — S.A.M. 4.
PATRICK J. TIMONEY — 7972 Fayette Street, Philadelphia 50,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — S.A.M.
5, 6.
DONALD J. TRAPPLER — 4205 North 6th Street, Philadelphia
40, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Asso-
ciation 2, 3, 4; Industrial Relations Commission 1, 2; NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4.
Top Row:
ROBERT L. TRAUTWEIN — 3 30 Gates Street, Philadelphia 2 8
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management.
Bottom Row:
DANIEL A. TUMOLO — 4300 Teesdale Street, Philadalphia 36,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Industrial
Relations Commission 2, 3, 4.
GEORGE F. TREBBI — 1674 Hamilton Av
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry.
Trenton 9, N. J. — JOSEPH A. TYLER — 1702 North Robinson Street, Philadelphia 31,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Social Studies Education — Track
1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity Club 4; Basketball 1.
JOSEPH A. TROPEA — 2 50 Kings Highway, Swedesboro, N. J. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Baseball 2, 3, 4;
Society for Advancement of Management 4; Varsity Club 3, 4.
FREDERICK G. UBERTI — 1154 East Passyunk Avenue, Philadel-
phia 47, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Biology — Fabrician Society
3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Drill Team 2, 3.
GEORGE H. TRUNK — 12 57 East Cheltenham Avenue, Philadel-
phia 24, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting
Association 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 2; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
JOHN F. UDINSKI — 33 18 Fordham Road, Philadelphia 14, Pa. —




EMIL J. UNTERKOEFLER — 63 18 Bingham Street, Philadelphia
U; Pa . — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management —
Golden Circle 4, 5; Society for Advancement of
Management 2.
EUGENE R. VALENTINE — 5970 North 7th Street, Philadelphia
20, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Biology— Alpha Epsilon Delta 3,4;
Benilde Club 1, 2 (Vice-President); Fabrician Society 1, 2, 3,
4;
NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
GEORGE E. VASS — 145 West Grange Avenue, Philadelphia 20,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English — German Club 1,2; Interna-
tional Relations Club 3, 4; Herbert S. Weber Society 3, 4.
JOHN E. VERHAAREN — 440 West Annsbury Street, Philadel-
phia 40, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in German — German Club
1, 2, 3 (Secretary); NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Podium Society 3, 4;
Herbert S. Weber Society 4.
WILLIAM J. VILLANO — 7725 Cottage Street, Philadelphia 36,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Accounting Associa-
tion 1; Marketing Association 2, 3.
BROTHER VINCENT LEO, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue, Elkins
Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-French.
FRANK M. VIOLA — 2 5 00 West Somerset Street, Philadelphia 3 2,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — College Union Com-
mittees 3; Marketing Association 2, 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Pi
Sigma Epsilon 3, 4.
EDWARD F. VOGELMAN — 13 5 Kendall Boulevard, Oaklyn,
N. J. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing.
JOHN T. WAGNER — 4202 Levick Street, Philadelphia 3 5, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Finance.
BERNARD J. WALSH — 3929 "L" Street, Philadelphia 24, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Marketing — College Union Committees 3 ;
Marketing Association 1, 2, 3, 4; Phi Sigma Upsilon 3, 4; Phi
Sigma Epsilon 3, 4.
JOHN J. WARD — 2046 Beyer Avenue, Philadelphia 15, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association
2, 3, 4; Caisson Club 4; NFCCS 2, 3, 4.
FRANCIS J. WEISS — 4161 North 8th Street, Philadelphia 40,




WILLIAM V. WELCH, III — 1827 West 72nd Avenue, Philadel-
phia 2 6, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations —
Explorer 3 (Photography Editor); Industrial Relations Commis-
sion 1 (President), 2 (President), 3 (President), 4 (Vice-Presi-
dent); NFCCS I, 2, 3, 4; Student Organizations Commission 3
(President); Student Council 3, 4 (President); Dean's List 1, 2,
3, 4.
TIMOTHY E. WELSH — 2833 Sunset Drive, Baltimore 23, Md. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Association 1, 2,
3, 4; Baseball 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Caisson Club 4; Col-
lege Union Committees 3, 4; Sigma Beta Kappa 1, 2, 3; Varsity
Club 2, 3, 4.
BERNHARD T. WESTERMANN — 8 07 Rhawn Street, Philadel-
phia 11, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics — Kappa Mu
Epsilon 4.
ALOYSIUS E. WHALEN — 1415 North 8th Street, Philadelphia
22, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Collegian 2, 3, 4;
History Club 3, 4; Marketing Association 2, 3; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4;
Pi Sigma Epsilon 3, 4; Dean's List 2, 3, 4.
HERBERT WHITEHEAD — 66 5 9 Sprague Street, Philadelphia
19, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Society for Ad-
vancement of Management 5, 6.
MILTON F. WHITEHEAD — 1113 Hilltop Road, Southampton, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Business Administration-Insurance —
Dean's List 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
FRANCIS W. WILENT — 289 Black Horse Pike, Mt. Ephraim,
N. J. — Bachelor of Arts in Economics — Caisson Club 3, 4;
Chymian Society 1; Economics Club 3, 4; German Club 1, 2,
3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
BROTHER WILLIAM OF MARY, F.S.C. — 915 Spring Avenue,
Elkins Park, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-History.
DAVID W. WILSON — 2124 45th Street, Pennsauken 8, N. J. —
Bachelor of Arts in Accounting — Accounting Association 1, 2,
3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4.
RICHARD A. WILSON — 338 E. Gorgas Lane, Philadelphia 19,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Sociology-Education — Sociology
Club 2.
JOSEPH F. WISNIEWSKI — 4492 Salmon Street, Philadelphia 3 7,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
tion 6.
GERALD P. WIXTED — 2615 East Allegheny Avenue, Philadel-
phia 34, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — College Union
Committee 3, 4; Golden Circle 4; Marketing Association 1, 2,
3, 4; Pi Sigma Epsilon 3, 4 (Treasurer); NFCCS 3, 4.
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Top Row:
WILLIAM D. WOLFF — 6414 Dorcas Street, Philadelphia 11, Pa.
— Bachelor of Science in Industrial Relations — Glee Club 1, 2;
Industrial Relations Commission 2, 3, 4 (President); NFCCS
1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma Beta Kappa 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer 2, 4; Varsity Club
2, 3, 4; Student Organizations Commission 4; Student Council 4.
THOMAS L. WOODIN — 274 Magnolia Dr
Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry.
Levittown, Pa. —
JAMES P. WRIGHT — 2 540 North Marshall Street, Philadelphia
3 3, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
JAMES W. WRIGHT
— Bachelor of S.
Advancement of Ma
6020 Shisler Street, Philadelphia 49, Pa.
hi Industrial Management — Society for
gement 6.
PETER YAREMKO — 904 Bayard Street, Bristol, Pa.
of Arts in Political Science — Soccer 2.
Bottom Row:
ROBERT J. YOUNG — 40 North Cedar Avenue, Maple Shade,
N. J. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting — Accounting Associa-
tion 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Senior Class Representative.
FRANCIS ZARZECKI — Welsh and Bridle Roads, Philadelphia 15,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Glee Club
2; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; S.A.M. 4.
GERALD J. ZICCARDI — 1033 Winton Street, Philadelphia 48,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Psychology — Benilde Club 1, 2; Fa-
brician Society 1; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Psychology Club 3, 4.
JOSEPH P. ZIEGLER — 3608 East Crown Avenue, Philadelphia 14,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management — Collegian
2 (Photographic Editor) ,3 (Photographing Editor), 4 Photo-
graphing Editor); Golden Circle 3, 4; Society for Advancement
of Marketing 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Student Congress 2, 3, 4; Senior
Class Representative.
AUSTIN F. ZUERLEIN — 1344 Princeton Avenue, Philadelphia
11, Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Marketing — Marketing Asso-
ciation 1, 2, 3, 4; NFCCS 1, 2, 3, 4; Phi Sigma Epsilon 3, 4.
NOT PHOTOGRAPHED
HENRY F. BABECKI — 90 Hart Avenue, Trenton 9, N. J. —
Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law.
FRANCIS X. BRADY — 1939 W. Girard Avenue, Philadelphia 30,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in English.
FRANK J. CALIDONNA — 177 Deer Run Road, Willow Grove,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Sociology.
VINCENT J. CALLAHAN — 6 541 Walnut Park Drive, Philadel-
phia 20, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law.
WILLIAM A. DI ANTONIO, JR. — 1613 40th Street, Pennsauken
5, N. J. — Bahcelor of Science in Accounting.
RONALD F. GALLAGHER — 2320 Hoyt Terrace, Philadelphia 45,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Government.
EDWARD P. GALLEN — 800 Eaton Road, Drexel Hill, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Marketing.
PAUL C. GENOVESI — 114 8th Avenue, Haddon Heights, N. J. —
Bachelor of Arts in Education-English.
RAYMOND GROCHOWSKI — 65 Hendrix Street, Philadelphia
3 7, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry.
JOHN M. LEMBO — 3 2 Valley Street, Lewistown, Pa. — Bachelor
of Arts in Philosophy.
GEORGE LEWYCKY — 2102 West Poplar Street, Philadelphia 3 0,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law.
WILLIAM C. LISS — 219 Rockledge Avenue, Philadelphia 11, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Marketing.
FRANCIS J. LOFTUS — 446 Markle Street, Philadelphia 28, Pa. —
Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
CHARLES J. LYDON — 40 Chestnut Street, Haddonfield, N. J. —
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management.
HARRY J. McERLANE — 5 247 Sylvester Street, Philadelphia 24,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Education-English.
ROBERT J. McNICHOLAS — 123 2 W. Airdrie Street, Philadelphia
40, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics.
EUGENE J. MATHER — 220 E. Willard Street, Philadelphia 34,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
DONALD J. MIGNOGNA — 3144 Cottman Street, Philadelphia 49,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
JOHN C. MONAHAN — 503 S. Hancock Street, Philadelphia 47,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Biology.
FRANCIS J. MORAN — 519 East Hilton Street, Philadelphia 34,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Government.
ROBERT J. MURPHY — 711 Upsal Road, Jenkintown, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in French.
ANDREW J. O'JEDA — 65 5 Lincoln Highway, Berwyn, Pa. —
Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry.
WILLIAM J. REILLY — 1231 West Venango Street, Philadelphia
40, Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Government.
FRANCIS S. SABIA — 8102 New Second Street, Elkins Park 17,
Pa. — Bachelor of Science in Accounting.
OWEN J. SECKINGER — 22 Merion Road, Merion, Pa. — Bache-
lor of Arts in Pre-Law.
SALVADORE J. SPOSATO — 241 West Main Street, Weatherly,
Pa. — Bachelor of Arts in Mathematics.
JOHN A. SWEENEY — 34 Court Drive, Wilmington, Del. —
Bachelor of Arts in Pre-Law.
JOHN J. UFFELMAN — 4202 Aldine Street, Philadelphia 3 6, Pa.
Bachelor of Arts in English.




The Explorer Awards are pre-
sented to those seniors who have
been recognized as exemplifying
those characteristics that make the
La Salle gentleman. This year the
awards went to seven truly out-
standing La Salle men.
PRESIDENT of the Evening Division Senior Class, Charles A. Agnew,
Jr., is the recipient of the Dr. Joseph J. Sprissler Award for outstanding
participation in activities. Because of his interest and effort in many
;xtra-curricular activities, he richly deserves the selection for the
Activities Award of the Evening Division. A graduate of both North-
;ast Catholic High School and Philadelphia Textile Institute, Charles is
jresently employed as a salesman by the Aetna Insurance Company.
Sis La Salle College career began after his Service days ended in
ieptember of 19 5 5 and ends with his reception of the Bachelor of
icience Degree in Business Administration. Married and the father




HOLDER of the top Student Govern-
ment post at La Salle, that of Presi-
dent of Student Council, William V.
Welch was selected as the outstand-
ing, ALL-AROUND SENIOR of 1961.
In his junior year he was president of
the newly organized Student Organi-
zations Committee and vice-president
of the Council. In addition to these
positions, he held the office of vice-
president of the Industrial Relations
Commission during the last year. In
his junior year he also was chairman
of Open House and the photography




THE AWARD for the outstanding
Ail-Around Senior of the Evening Di-
vision "was conferred on Thomas C.
Melley, President of the Student Con-
gress of the Evening Division. This
award capped a long record of active
participation in college affairs for the
thirty-year-old Philadelphian. Pres-
ently employed by the Continental Can
Corporation as a Quality Control
Technician and the father of two
children, Mr. Melley will receive his
Bachelor of Science Degree in Business
Administration. A graduate of North-
east Catholic High School and a Vet-
eran, he majored in Industrial Manage-
ment while at La Salle.
ACTIVITIES AWARD
Evening Division














BROTHER GREGORY PETER, F.S.C, is the winner of the highest
Academic Award given to a senior at La Salle. The award for the
highest cumulative index, in this case 3.99, is the latest in a long
series of such honors for Brother Gregory. He attended West Catholic
High Schol for Boys for two years and was graduated from La Salle Hall
in Ammendale, Maryland. He held top honors at both schools. A
Classics major, he received only one grade lower than "A" while at
La Salle. This grade was a "B" in Public Speaking, a one-semester
course.
QUALITY of participation is the important factor considered by the
committee which confers the Activities Award. Ron Casani merits this
award because of his excellent leadership of the Newtonian Society and
the Student Organizations Committee. He headed both groups in his
senior year. A physics major, this former Reading Catholic graduate
holds a 3.3 8 Index. A Who's Who selection, he attended La Salle on
a full tuitional scholarship.
LA SALLE COLLEGE is proud to present her Athletic Auard to senior
William Taylor. Holder of numerous shot-put records, the most im-
portant of which are Middle Atlantic Conference—University Division
record (51' ll'/i"), La Salle College record (51' llVi"), and the La
Salle College Stadium record (51' 9V2"), Bill set all of these during
the 1960 season. He has been MAC Champion for shot-put in 1959
and 19 60. Meet records garnered by William include those versus
Temple, West Chester, Lafayette, St. John's, and Rutgers.
Amazingly enough, the Pottsville High graduate weighs only 170
pounds. No man of his weight has ever put the shot that distance.
He competes regularly on an equal basis against men weighing from 225
to 2 50 pounds. In the opinion of his coach, Frank Wetzler, Bill Taylor
is pound for pound, the greatest man ever to compete in the shot-put.
A physics major, Bill has an academic index of 3.5 and has been on
the Dean's List since his sophomore year.
A NATIVE-BORN Philadelphian and Olneyite (Olney High, Class of
193 5), Joseph Oleszycki of the Evening Division receives the Academic
Award for the senior with the highest scholastic average (3.91). Mr.
le Dean's Honor List for the twelve terms he
•ting in February, 1955. An Insurance Major,
helor of Science in Business Administration,
mployed by National Dairy Corporation as a
e is married and has one child. Between his graduation
from Olney High and his attendance at La Salle, he spent four years
in the United States Army.
Oleszycki has been
has been at La Sail
he will receive hi










The final complement for the training of the whole man at
the true liberal arts college is sports. Man has ample opportunity
at La Salle College to engage in collegiate athletics. Tht athletic
program fields teams in nine different sports: Baseball, Basket-
ball, Crew, Golf, Ride, Soccer, Swimming, tennis, and Track.
This athletic program measures the inclinations and the abilities
of all students.
The College Sports Program enables individuals to develop
physically, to learn co-ordination, to excel in team play,
and
to control the power, the stress, and the strain of
competition
among teams and among individuals.
Student participation in the spectator role is made possible
by the presence of active participants, thereby the
men of La
Salle are trained in the arts of control and good
sportsmanship.
Physical exercise is a necessary composite for the
full devel-
opment of man. Proper motivation is the keynote.
Sparta was






THE LA SALLE COLLEGE FRESH-
MAN BASKETBALL TEAM: Front
row: Joe Quinn, Tony Martin, Bob
Grandjean, Paul Gallagher, Jim
Conway, Frank Gallo, and Vince
Ebbecke. Back row: Coach Charley
Greenberg, Frank Corace, Jim Flav-
in, Ted Conklin, Ron Zazarra, Harry
Carpenter and manager Dick Moley.
>£**, ttl
JOE CAREY, jumping-jack cor-
ner man, breaks loose from
three St. Joe defenders for a
quick two-pointer. Carey, who
blossomed into a full-fledged
star after a disappointing soph-
omore campaign, led the squad
in rebounding and was the num-
ber three scorer.
3?<
LA SALLE COLLEGE 1960-61
BASKETBALL TEAM: Tony
Abbot, John Beck, Bob McAteer,
Jim Roshick, Bill Raftery, Joe
Carey, Vince Berry, Larry Chil-
son, George Friedrich, Dennis
Murphy, Paul Dornish, Tim
Welsh, Ed Bowler, and (center)
Coach Donald "Dudey" Moore.
SOPH EDDIE BOWLER out-
wrestles a Miami defender for
possession. Bowler was the de-
ciding factor in the Explorers
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At the beginning of the 1960-61 basketball season, the Explor-
ers were taken for granted. The press placed them at the bottom
of the Big Five. The handful of cynics among the so-called hoop-
ball experts crowed that amiable Dudey Moore would have trouble
notching a .500-won-lost log. But, as they had done for the past
years, the Blue and Gold fooled the forecasters.
By defeating Muhlenberg, 82-67, La Salle players assured them-
selves of a winning season. At the time, their record was twelve
wins, five losses, not bad for a squad with only one senior!
Billy Raftery, soph sensation from Kearny, N. J., lived up to
his advanced billing as an all-around star. Captain Bob McAteer,
from North Arlington, N. J., created quite a stir around the city
with his brilliant drives and ball handling. Joe Carey and George
Friedrich performed well in the frontcourt. Tony Abbott, the
surprise of the season, sparked the Explorers in numerous games.
JUNIOR GEORGE FRIEDRICH
leaps high to snare a rebound from
Manhattan. Friedrich, somewhat a
disappointment as a "tyro," came
into his own during the past season,
leading the squad in field goal per-
centage and finishing second in re-
bounding.
BILL RAFTERY scores on his pat-
ented lay-up against Miami. Raf-
tery, improving as the season pro-
gressed, was widely heralded as one
of the top sophs in the nation.
(ABOVE) Tony Abbott, the sparkplug of La Salle's fast break, waits for his
teammates during the Manhattan game.
(BELOW) Senior Tim Welsh snares a rebound against St. Joe's. Tim came into
his own during the first half of the Miami game with an eight-point tear.
SV*i
soccer
THE LA SALLE COLLEGE 1960 soc-
cer team (First Row) : Joe Schmidt,
Frank Mlynarczyk, Jim Pastore (Co-
captain), Aldo Delpino (Co-captain),
Tommy Scanlon (Co-captain), George
Bohnenberger and John Peduto. (Sec-
ond Row) : Roman Zylawy, Phil Ro-
gers, Jerry Slomiana, Bill McShain, Jack
Fenerty, Frank Prokop, Jack Hannon
and Gordie Gray. (Third Rotv) : Pat
Connor (Manager), Tony Baratta, Pete
O'Neill, Joe Smith (Coach), Bob Wat-
son, Cliff Gillespie and Frank O'Neill.
(Below) : Aldo Delpino and George
Bohnenberger battle a host of Drexel
Dragons during Explorer 4-1 loss.
ALDO DELPINO, La Salle's great
scorer, battles an unidentified Temple
Owl for possession as Walt Chyzowich
(left) moves toward the action. Tem-
ple downed La Salle in a hard-fought
match to stop the Explorers' bid for a
Middle Atlantic Conference title.
******
TOMMY SCANLON, Explorer star for
three seasons, illustrates his fine foot-
work. Scanlon climaxed his final sea-
son by being named first team All-
American.
Although the soccer team crashed the .500 mark for
the second time in the school's history, disappointment
rather than happiness reigned at the termination of the
year. This was to be THE season, but injuries to key
players and heartbreaking losses spoiled the Big Blue's
dream of a Middle Atlantic Conference championship.
All was not lost, however. Frank Prokop booted the
winning goal to make Soccer Day a success, John Peduto
beat arch-rival Saint Joseph's in overtime, Aldo Delpino
ruined Lafayette in the opener, and Tommy Scanlon was
named to the All-American team.
Seniors Scanlon, Delpino, Jim Pastore, and Cliff Gil-
lespie all bowed out of collegiate competition with fine
seasons. Had Delpino not suffered a series of injuries
which kept him inactive for half the games, the record




The Blue and Gold oarsmen were coached for the final time by Tom
(Bear) Curran who retired after eight years of successful effort at La
Salle. The La Salle College Varsity Crews won five out of eight Dad
Vail championships, finishing up well among the contenders in the non-
championship years. In the spring of 1960, the Varsity Crew finished
fourth in the Dad Vail Regatta, the keenest competition of the sculling
season. La Salle was the host for this event. One of the highlights of
the rowing season was La Salle's trip to Florida where the crew won two
of three races, defeating tough competition of Tampa University and
Rollins College, while losing to a superb Florida Southern. La Salle also
defeated American International College, Marietta College, and Fordham
University. Coach Joseph Dougherty succeeds Tom Curran.
UNDER SULTRY SKIES La Salle's dark-jerseyed Varsity Crew Team tests the
strength of the Freshman Team on the 'waters of the Schuylkill River. Such
practice sessions strengthen crew men for the stiff competition they are sure
to experience in their try for sculling honors. Regardless of weather and
water conditions, practice sessions are held twice daily during the regular
season. Early morning practice takes place from six A.M. to eight A.M. After
a day's activity crewmen return to Boat House Row for another practice,
beginning at three-thirty and ending when the coach is satisfied with the
results.
THE OARSMEN follow a strenuous practice pattern. Each schoolday morn-
ing, they work out on the Schuylkill River under the leadership of Tom (Bear)
Curran. Pictured below are the Varsity (foreground) and the Junior Varsity
squads during one of their practice sessions.
*#*. V*/" V
COACH DOUGHERTY emphasizes some valuable pointers on the fine art of
crew to smiling captain Bill Keenan as the Blue and Gold oarsmen prepare to
shove off from a dock on the Schuylkill. Looking on are Lou Oswald, Don
Kerper, Jerry Hipp, Bill Feasten, Matt Ledwith, Ken Shaw, and Joe Sweeney.
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SWIMMING
1961 SWIMMING 3 Loyola 53 42
SCHEDULE 8 Villanova . 56 39
January 11 F.&M 59 26
LSC OPP. 18 Bucknell 54 41
7 Temple 51 42 21 Pennsylvania 50 44
14 E. Stroudsburg 46 49 24 Merchant Marine 63 32





1 West Chester. 53 42 Third P ace
Th 1961 La Salle College swimming team (first
Row) : George Benz, Robert McKenna, Phil
Rogers, Phil Ranier, Gerald Burrows, and
Larry Bogarty. (Second Row) : Chick Webb
(Assistant Coach), Lenny Bordzol, Neal Mc-
Donnell, Tom Duffy, Adolph Birkenberger,
Tony Mecklenberg, Herb Treffeisen, and Jack
Mulholland (Manager). Coach Joe Kirk, recu-
perating from an illness, is absent.
NEAL McDONNELL, M.A.C. champion in 200-
yard individual medley, finished second in 200-yard
Backstroke Championships and set a pool record at
Temple.




CLIFF GILLESPIE returns Coach
Art Condon's serve as Ed Bachofer,
Jerry Bieler, Phil Sullivan, Tony
Johnston, and Jerry Tiedeken wait
their turns. The tennis squad is












25 West Chester U l/2
26 Haverford 9
May
2 St. Joseph's 14/2
6 Rutgers (South Jersey) 10
10 Temple 8/2
17 Villanova 9 !/4


















St. Joseph's 6 3
Haverford 9
Lafayette l/z 8/2




P. M. C 4 5





West Chester 4 5
(Le/rJ: COACH ROBERT COURTNEY ex-
plains the proper grip to John Moran, Rod Ryan,
Tom O'Brien, and Dick Champlain. (Above):
The linxmen put theory into practice. The
golfers achieved the highest pinnacle in the
school's history during the 1960 campaign by
splitting even in twelve matches.
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SPEEDY SHORTSTOP, Bob Egizio, breezes home with
La Salle's third run of the game, scoring on a single by
Ray Snyder. Egizio, 'who previously drove in two runs
with a blazing double to left-center, is waved home by
Dick Prendergast, who scored on his double.
SLUGGING JOE TROPEA displays some of his great hitting ability. His
mighty bat helped La Salle earn a winning season. Hs powerful torso enables
him to hit the long ball with little effort. Hitting slightly over 400, Joe made
five of his home-runs within a three-day period.
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While compiling a 13-4 log, best in eight years,
the baseballers gave their fans some of the greatest
ball in the history of the school. Who can ever
forget Connie Newman's great four-hitter against
St. Joseph's, Ray Snyder's dramatic home run
against Penn to climax a 12-11 victory after Penn
had scored seven runs in the first inning, Ed
O'Mara's stout-hearted shut-out of Temple, Joe
Tropea's seven home runs, Eddie Rybacki's tre-
mendous play against Villanova, Tropea's fielding
gem in the same game? In all those games La Salle,
well behind at the outset, used teamwork and sheer
hustle to battle to victory. Such excellent play was
sparked by Coach Gene McDonnell's brilliant lead-
ership.
r. ; ; :
1 m m
BLINDING SPEED combined with a
variety of pitches, made La Salle's little
guy one of the top pitchers in the city.
Behind a strong hitting team, Eddie
O'Mara greatly aided La Salle in win-
ning games against some of the best
teams in the area. When not on the
mound, Eddie is a capable hitting out-
fielder.
A HIGH THROW by an opposing
pitcher was the only cue Bob Egizio
needed. Kicking up plenty of dust, he
slides into home with another run for
La Salle as the opposing pitcher awaits
the throw from his catcher. Chuck







9 Pennsylvania 48 82
15 Quantico Relays No Firsts
19 West Chester 76 50
22 Iona Relays No Firsts
26 Temple 94/2 33 l/2
29 Penn Relays No Firsts
May
4 Rutgers 93 38
7 Villanova 41 85
10 St. John's 5 5 76
13 M.A.C.'s WON
17 St. Joseph's 88 37
21 Lafayette 64/2 Siy2




18 Pennsylvania 31 25
21 Temple and Delaware First
26 St. Joseph's 28 27
29 West Chester and St. John's Third
November
2 Villanova 38 19




(Left): LA SALLE COLLEGE'S 1960 cross-country
team. (First Row) : Jack Walsh, John McMenamin,
Charles Del Rossi, John Caras, Henry Washington, Pat-
rick Walsh, and John Holbrook. (Second Row) : Coach
Frank Wetzler, Bob Ward, Ed Morgan, John Gaines,
Dick Flint, Frank Remus, and Tim Coonahan (Mana-
ger.) (Above) : Paul Petit demonstrates his pole vault-
ing form in the St. Joe's meet.
(Top right): SHOWN LIMBERING UP during a
work-out is La Salle's number one cross-country runner,
junior Pat Walsh. Pat -won first places last season
against Delaware, Temple, and Lafayette. (Bottom
right) : Joe Tyler, one of Coach Wetzler's dependable
cindermen, completes a leap in his specialty—the
hurdles. Joe holds the M.A.C. record for the 120 high
hurdles with a 15.1 time.
It I
Coach Wetzler's track team achieved the pinnacle of
proficiency last season when they captured the M.A.C.
championship.
The Explorers won five individual titles and tied for
first in another event while notching 64 points.
Pete Walheim won the mile race; Tommy Lynaugh,
the half mile; Tom Maher, the 120-yard high hurdles;
Bill Taylor, the shotput; Bob Taylor, the discus; and Paul
Petit, the pole vault.
EX-LA SALLE COLLEGE CINDERMEN Ira Davis (left) and
Al Cantello talk over the coming Olympic games with Coach
Frank Wetzler during Olympic Night activities at Connie Mack
Stadium. Davis finished better than any previous American
in the hop-step-jump and Cantello was the sole American to
qualify for the javelin event in Rome.
DASHMEN Charley Del Rossi,
Joe Hepp, Vinny Leonetti, Tony
Wengraitis and Al Rosteing
step off a quick hundred in
preparation for the Rutgers
meet.
EXPLORER HARRIER Dick
Flint makes his move during
the Villanova meet. Flint fin-
ished sixth in the meet and was
the second L.S.C. man across
the line.
Loss of Pete Walheim and lack of experience hampered the L.S.C.
cross-country team in 1960. The thinclads posted victories over Dela-
ware, Temple and Lafayette, while falling to Penn, St. Joseph's, St.
John's, West Chester and Villanova. Coach Wetzler's men ranked 17th
in the IC4A and 2nd in the M.A.C.
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THE CROSS-COUNTRY TEAMS of La Salle and Villa-
nova break from the starting line in a meet 'which
Villanova won. Explorer Pat Walsh (extreme left)
gave the McCarthy Stadium fans something to cheer
about when he posted 24:54 time for the 5-mile 'woods
course. Walsh finished a strong second to Wildcat Pat
Traynor, who ran a powerful 24:52. RIFLE
The ROTC rifle team, under the capable coach-
ing of Master Sergeant Fred Ross, compiled an
enviable mark in the 1960 season. Much of the
same can be expected in future years. Sharp-
shooters Mike Rea, John Balestrieri, Dick Zaleski,
Jerry Harley, Ken Roberts, Jim Durborow, Bill
Powers, Frank Cook, Frank Hopkins and John
Smoluk return to give the gunners a staunch back-
bone of attack for the gruelling matches ahead.
SERGEANT FRED ROSS (right, standing),
Coach of the ROTC rifle team, inspects the
progress of his stalwart sharpshooters.
SERGEANT ROSS, with an assist from
Captain Reilly, shows the proper posi-
tion as riflers Mike Rea, John Bales-
triera, Dick Zaleski, Gerald Harley,
Ken Roberts, Jim Burborow, Bill
Powers, Frank Cook, Frank Hopkins,
and John Smoluk take notes.
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A PLACE II SOCIETY
IS ESTABLISHED BY
INDIVIDUAL EFFORTS
Man, the social animal that he is, must not live by books and
sports alone. A time for recreation is the balancing factor in
the calendar of one's life. At La Salle, through the various
clubs and organizations chartered by the college, this factor
is available to all students.
Fraternities, or collegiate professional clubs, supply a perfect
outlet for time and energies which, while productively spent,
do not drain one to the point of fatigue. Dances, socials, pic-
nics, and club meetings are the balancing factors for religious,
academic, and athletic activities in La Salle's world. Such a
program forms a perfect circle. An over emphasis on any one
















THE PREMIER DANCE, which opened the year's
social calendar at La Salle, was held in the spacious
College Union Ballroom and served to welcome La Salle
men back to college for another year. The Impromp-
tones, a ten-piece band which appears frequently at
La Salle, furnished the music. The entire College Union
was specially decorated for the affair and all the facili-
ties, including the Snack Bar and the Cafeteria, were
available for La Salle men and their guests.
FOR THE SECOND YEAR the annual Harvest Dance
was held in the College Union Ballroom and provided
a welcome diversion from the rigors of the school year.
The Harvest Dance was under the direction of the
Student Council and was open to all students, including
freshmen. The Dance was informal.
LA SALLE COLLEGE DANCES are always
popular with the undergraduates and the Win-
ter Welcome Dance, inaugurated last year, was
no exception. The Serenaders and the Im-
promptones furnished the music from nine to
one o'clock. The Snack Bar was open for re-
freshments.
STUDENT COUNCIL
UNDER THE WATCHFUL. EYE of William Welch,
Judge of Elections, Thomas Lynch of C.O.E., Ronald
Casani of the Student Organizations Commission, and
Gerard Lahr of the N.F.C.C.S. are tirelessly counting
the returns of the Freshman Class elections. Very
likely, the candidates are nearby in the College Union
eagerly awaiting the results.
As the governing organization of the student
body, the Student Council operates as the recog-
nized voice of the students. The Council is com-
posed of twenty-six voting members: the Presi-
dent, the elected officers of each class, the officers
of the Residence Hall Council, the Student Or-
zanization Commission, and the senior delegates of
the N.F.C.C.S.
A STUDENT COUNCIL MEETING is addressed by
William Welch. First Rotv: Philip Rogers, William
Keenan, Eugene McVey, Michael Ott, Edward Padinske.
Second Row: Thomas Brennan, Edward Slavish, Albert
Fortuna, Joseph Donato, Daniel Kerrane. Third Rotv:
James Kirschke, Michael Casey, James Mulhern, John
Johnson. Fourth Rotv: Ronald Casani, Leonard Kuntz-
weiler, John McClellan, James Matarese, Nicholas Lisi,
Edward Kelly, and Wayne Kullman.
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Student Organizations Commission
Responsible to the Student Council, the Student Organizations
Commission is charged with the co-ordination of the clubs, fra-
ternities, and other student organizations on campus. The Com-
mission is comprised of the Presidents of all student organizations,
the editors of the Collegian and the Explorer, and the junior dele-
gate of the National Federation of Catholic College Students. In
addition to its many duties, the Commission initially approves
new organizations desiring official campus recognition.
DISCUSSING PLANS for an up-coming
meeting of the Student Organizations
Commission are Ronald Casani (Presi-
dent), Jack McClelland (Treasurer),
William Wolff (Secretary), and James
Matarese (Vice-President).
MATTHEW JANCZEWSKI and Neil Creeden are
preoccupied as President Ronald Casani (standing)
addresses a regular meeting of the Student Or-
ganizations Commission. Pictured below are Jack
McClelland, James Matarese, John Egan, Richard
Mullin, William Wolff, Neil Creeden, Howard Mor-
gan, Matthew Janczewski, Eugene McVey, William







GATHERED INFORMALLY in the Lounge of St. Albert's Hall to discuss the
Christmas program for the dormitory students are Residence Hall Council
members Kevin O'Hara, William Powers, John Sweeney (Secretary), Philip
Rogers (President), John Mulholland (Vice-President), Nicholas Lisi (Treas-
urer), and Leo Ganster.
The Residence Hall Council satisfies the needs of the out-of-town stu-
dents through several committees which organize the religious, social, and
athletic aspects of dormitory life. The members of the Religious Com-
mittee work with the Chaplain in developing the religious program while
the Social and Athletic Committees sponsor activities for relaxation.
(11ISSIIX (LI II
Sponsored by the Reserve Officers Training Corps, the Caisson Club is
composed of outstanding members of the advanced course of the ROTC.
Among other events, the Caisson Club promotes the annual Military
Ball. ROTC men aim to maintain a high standard of military education
at the College and to encourage the essential qualities of efficient leader-
ship.
THE RESPONSIBILITIES of today's Army Officer were ably discussed by
Captain Albert Smith of Fort Dix at the first Communion Breakfast of the
Caisson Club which was held on Sunday, November 20, in the College Union
Cafeteria. The success of this event was evident in the decision to make the













JAMES MURRAY AND MATTHEW JANCZEWSKI take time out to volunteer
grammatical criticism on one of Joseph Hepp's track articles.
BEGINNING AT 10:05 every Monday evening, the Evening
Division staff readies material for its section of the Collegian,
traditionally page seven. Joseph Flynn, John Golden, Thomas
Kelly, Edward Dehner, Robert McDowell, William Evans, James
Croke, Richard Rowe, Mr. Robert Rowland, Sr. (Moderator),
and Ronald Armitage are industrious even at this late hour.
(Upper left): MONDAY is a busy day in the
Collegian Office. With the deadline swiftly
approaching, Frank Bilovsky, Joseph Wilkins,
Joseph McAuliffe, Robert Lyons, James Sedlock,
John Christel, John Ford, and Philip Rogers
work diligently to complete their assignments
as Brother F. Patrick, Adviser, checks their
copy. (Left) : La Salle's presidential poll turned
out to be an accurate forecast of the Philadel-
phia area's balloting with John F. Kennedy re-
ceiving an overwhelming majority.
COLLEGIA*
DAY DIVISION STAFF
Editor-in-Chief Robert S. Lyons
Associate Editor James Murray-
News Editor Aloysius E. Whalen
Features Editor Joseph McAuliffe
Copy Editor Peter Gibbons
Sports Editor James Sedlock
Cartoonist Raymond Pentzell
Business Manager Thomas Gheen
Circulation Manager Hugh Carney
Librarian Joseph Hepp
Picture Editor . . . . Walter Stanton
Faculty Moderator Brother F. Patrick, F.S.C.
STAFF
William Mistichelli, Alfred Hills, Matthew
Janczewski, Richard Schieken, Douglas McRae,
Robert Rinehart, Jack Mulholland, Thomas
Nickle, Daniel Kerrane, Frank Bilovsky, James
Davidheiser, John Robrecht, James McGrath,
Joseph Little, Mark Malone, Joseph Ford, Peter




News Editor Joseph Flynn
Feature Editor Thomas Kelly
Photography Editor Edward Dehner
Faculty Moderator Mr. Robert J. Rowland, Sr.
STAFF
John Golden, Robert McDowell, John McGin-
ley, William Barras, James Croke, Michael
Gaydos, and Michael McGroarty.
RECEIVING ASSIGNMENTS from Editor-in-Chief Howard Morgan
(back to camera) at one of the regular Friday afternoon staff meetings
are: Michael Dugan, Nicholas Cavarrocchi, Anthony Szczur, Anthony
Evangelisto, John Leporati, Edward Padinske, William Elliott, William
Mclntyre, Joseph Tittermary, Philip Maguire, Cliff Gillespie, Edward
Dehner, Charles Agnew, John Golden, and Philip Fisher.
SOLVING "DUMMY" PROBLEMS, Howard Morgan, Editor
(seated) , checks unfinished material with staff members Michael
Dugan, Anthony Szczur, and Robert Kelly.
THE 1961
A KICK-OFF DINNER in early Octo-
ber in the College Union dining room
launches work on the 1961 Explorer as
members of the Day and Evening staffs
give rapt attention to Mr. William T.
Cooke, of William T. Cooke Publishing,
Inc., as he explains the effectiveness of
well-planned photography and expertly
written captions. Brother G. Paul,
Vice-President for Student Affairs;
Howard Morgan, Editor; Brother G.
Francis, Adviser; and Mr. Daniel Solari,




Assistant Editor Philip Fisher
Business Manager Edward Padinske
Photography Editor Wilson Elliott
Copy Editor Michael Dugan
Senior Editors
Anthony Szczur and Anthony Evangelisto
Activity Editor William Mclntyre
Sports Editor Frank Bilovsky






















The Weber English Club, whose membership is
open to all students of the College, particularly
those who concentrate in English studies, had a
two-semester calendar bulging with discussions on
literature and creative writing as well as on dra-
matic productions and TV programs. Outstand-
ing among the visiting guest speakers was Katherine
Anne Porter who gave a dramatic reading of one
of her unpublished short stories, "Saint Augustine
and the Bullfight." At the conclusion of the read-
ing, she answered many questions from the audi-
ence and later autographed copies of her books.
Another popular Weber program was the Three
Modern Poets which had an SRO audience. Twice
in December the Club presented the NBC produc-
tion of "Medea," starring Judith Anderson, for the
La Salle College Community. The bi-weekly club
meetings covered a range of activities from the
viewing and discussions of various "Play of the
Week" productions and the listening to recordings
of Dylan Thomas and other poets reading their
own poetry to discussions of individual authors and
works. The Weber Club also produces the student
literary publication, Tricon.
WEBER SOCIETY
IN THE COLLEGE UNION LOBBY, Miss Katherine
Anne Porter graciously autographs Jerome Curry's copy
of Pale Horse, Pale Rider as Martin Durkin and Joseph
Hannabach await their turns.
(First Roiv) : Donald Alloway, David Bruhin, Hugh
Gilmore, Alfred Hills, Raymond De Masi, John Egan,
John Mulholland (President), and Jerome Shea. (Sec-
ond Roiv) : James Kirschke, William Mistichelli, Joseph
Folz, Jerome Curry, and James Petrillo discuss elements
of poetry with John Fandel, Manhattan College; Adri-
enne Rich, Cambridge, Massachusetts; and Samuel Hazo,






£/ Club Hispano is one of the language clubs at La
Salle. Its organization provides for the development of
the knowledge of the cultural and social aspects of Spain
and its people. Close faculty-student association and co-
operation highlight the advantages gained by club mem-
bers. Students who are interested in Spain, its language
and customs, are eligible for membership in the Club.
MEMBERS OF THE SPANISH CLUB broaden their
knowledge of the Spanish language by discussing pieces
of information contained in a Spanish textbook during
one of their casual afternoon meetings. Seated in a
Wister Hall classroom are William Mitchell, Harvey
Karchen, Patrick Conner (President), and Stanley
Praiss ( Secretary )
.
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Interest in the vast treasures of Italian culture is all that
is required for admission to the 11 Circolo La Salliano.
This interest in the art, language, and culture of Italy is
fostered by museum trips, films, and various social activi-
ties. Many members of the Club are Italian born. They
add much first-hand knowledge about their native land.
ITilLIM CLUB
MEMBERS OF THE ITALIAN CLUB, Anthony Pappas,
Andrew Betancourt, Peter De Filippis, Anthony Mur-
docca, and Anthony Baratta, listen attentively to Club
President Victor Cimino as he explains the functions and
purposes of II Circolo La Salliano at the main entrance
to Wister Hall.
MEETING IN THE PATIO of the College Union Building are
members of the German Club: Edward McKeogh, John Singer,
Charles Hug, James Ziccardi, Robert Meisner, Charles Orlando,
Bruce Hall, James Sloan, Francis Knuettel, Patrick McMahon,
Thomas Walsh, Werner Schmidt (President), John McAlary,
Helmut Gauss, William Watts, Alfred Ruff, Harold Bliss, John
Kautz, Lawrence Leese, John Meschler, and Michael Miles.
GERMM CLUB
FRENCH CLUB
OF GREAT INTEREST to French Club members is the discus-
sion concerning the trip to New York. Enthusiastic participants
are John Egan, Peter Bossow, David Hepburn (Secretary),
Daniel Campbell, James Murray, Joseph Hepp, Robert Fritz-
sche, Peter Ciliberto, Peter De Filippis, Joseph Ward, Joseph
McAuliffe (Vice-President), Vincent Anderson (Treasurer), and
Jack McClellan (President).
The German Club was organized at La Salle to
create an opportunity for those students interested
in German culture to participate in organized
German cultural activities on the campus and to
plan visits to German shows, clubs, and other places
of interest to students studying the German lan-
guage.
Le Cercle Claudel, the French Club of La Salle
College, does not exist solely for French majors but
numbers among its members students of business
and science in addition to liberal arts students. The
Club conducts both cultural and social events,
sponsoring guest speakers and field trips to various
points of interest. Outstanding in the Club's cal-
endar is the annual New York trip, a combined
social-cultural excursion, during which club mem-
bers sample French cooking, view French art, and







Fzrsr Roit/: Joseph Zalesak, Thomas Dobroskey, Vincent Cooney,
Victor
Cimio, Frank Di Ciurcio, Joseph Fudala, Michael Figura, John
Breick-
ner. Second Roiv. Robert Zercher, William Gatta, Gerald
Carpency,
Joseph Capello, Robert Pinizzotto, Robert Houlihan,
Brian Monahan.
Third Roiv: Robert May, Charles Franklin, Patrick McMahon,
Leroy
Indorato, John Wilgeroth, Bruce Bennett, Paul Bellanca,
Thomas Ma-
loney. Fourth Rotv: Robert Sagedy, John Murray,
Dennis Misiewicz,
Daniel O'Brien, Robert Albertelli, Russell Consentino,
Lawrence Bo-
garty, Robert Supina, William Logan. Director:
Reverend William
Sailer. Accompanist: John Dulik.
La Salle's cultural program is enhanced by the several concerts
sponsored each semester by the Glee Club. The choral group
has a reciprocal agreement with the girls' colleges of the surround-
ing area whereby joint recitals are presented at each of the
insti-
tutions. The group also performs at "Open House" each year,
giving a preview of their traditional Spring Recital. Not only
is the Glee Club a musical group, but it is also a friendly group
whose members are bonded by a fraternal spirit of comradeship.
FATHER WILLIAM SAILER evokes these pleasant
smiles from Frank Di Ciurcio, Charles Franklin, Robert
Houlihan, and (seated) John Dulik and Robert Piniz-
zotto.
MASQUE
HELEN (Dolores Bazin) listens attentively as the sailor Olipes (William Ben-
senhoefer), Senator (Michael Feerick), and a Topman (Thomas Grant), re-
create for the citizens of Troy the story of her kidnapping from Greece. Listen-
ing to their tale are Hector (Daniel O'Brien), Ulysses (James McCullough), a
Senator (Peter Moore), Paris (John Fenerty), a Lady-in-waiting (Susan Grey),
and Laundress (Lolli Fuentes).
DIRECTOR OF SETTINGS AND LIGHTING for the
Masque, Mr. Sidney MacLeod, Assistant to Mr. Daniel
Rodden, explains to Stanley Pirzchalski, Assistant Stage
Manager, the lighting effects which are needed for the
Masque's fall semester production of "Tiger at the
Gates."
PARIS (John Fenerty) introduces the famed Helen
(Dolores Bazin) to Hector (Daniel O'Brien), the son
of King Priam of Troy. Paris relates to Hector the
circumstances which surrounded his abduction of Helen
from her native country, Greece.
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La Salle's dramatic group, The Masque, presents an
annual program which includes short presentations and
full-length plays plus an annual musical. Outstanding
among its many successes are such stage hits as "Guys and
Dolls," "Oklahoma," "The Caine Mutiny Court Martial,"
and "The Potting Shed." Last December The Masque
presented Giraudoux' "Tiger at the Gates," a satire con-
cerning men, war, and the causes of war. The play por-
trayed, too, the oft-time comical preoccupation of the
ancient Greeks with politics, love, and honor to the gods.
Participation in The Masque involves all aspects of stage
work, including acting, make-up, costume work, scenery
construction, lighting, and various aspects of promotion
and programming.
THE MAN WHO RUNS THE SHOWS, Mr.
Daniel Rodden, has a blazing list of show credits
behind him. He has directed such successful
Masque productions as "Guys and Dolls," "The
Potting Shed," "The Caine Mutiny Court Mar-
tial," "Detective Story," "South Pacific," and
"Oklahoma." In addition to these, Mr. Rodden
brought glory to La Salle last December with
the superb production of "Tiger at the Gates."
THE MATHEMATICIAN (Raymond Pent-
zell), Senator (Peter Moore), Abneos (Joseph
Hitchings), Demokos (Patrick Cronin), and
Senator (Michael Feerick) plead with King
Priam (Peter Doyle) not to consent to Helen's
return to Greece. Disregarding the warning of
his son, Hector, Priam decided to defy the
Greeks.
AS THE MASQUE of La Salle College opened its second
season in the College Union Theater, and its twenty-
sixth season of continuous productions, there were only
a few members who remembered those contrasting per-
formances in the College Hall Auditorium. Pictured
are: Raymond Pentzell, Michael Fordyce, John Maher,
Peter Bossow, Patrick Cronin, Frank Kosinski, John
Gustis, Gabriel Zinni, Robert Caffrey, Denis Renihan,
Richard Leach, William Logan, and Joseph Momorella.
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SOCIOLOGY
(Beloiv) : WELL-PLANNED ACTIVITIES per-
mit the members of the Sociology Club to enjoy
profitable field trips, discussions, etc., in their
busy calendar of activity. Officers of the Club,
Richard Wilson (Treasurer), Frank Helverson
(President), William Carey (Secretary), and
Edward Biddle (Vice-President), meet in the
College Union Lounge to plan in detail some of
the Club's events.
MEMBERS OF THE SOCIOLOGY CLUB convene outside the College
Union Book Store to discuss Club affairs. Conversants include Joseph
Lendvay, Issac Wade, William Pearman, Frank Calidonna, William
Carey, Frank Helverson (President), Richard Wilson, James McDevitt,
Raymond Short, William Kent, Edward Biddle, Louis Silli, John Balloch,
Giulio Minchella, and Mr. Richard Leonard (Moderator). Club meet-
ings consist of spirited debates on the problems of social groups and
communities. Occasional field trips are taken to give these embryo
sociologists some first-hand experience in social affairs.
NEWTOIIM
THE NEWTONIAN SOCIETY meets frequently to
conduct experiments in various physical phenomena.
The members' purpose is to foster the study of ex-
perimentation in physics. Housed in the fully
equipped Science Center, the Newtonians have the
latest equipment at their disposal. Gathered for an
experiment are Carl Brummer, Nicholas Tavani,
Carl Paperiello, Stanley Dworak, Thomas Falasca,
William Donavan, Harry Norton, John Mclntyre,
Ronald Casani (President), Dr. Thomas Ward
(Moderator), Paul Grexa, Theodore Grabowski, Ira
Bellew, Ernest Gruut, Edward Devinney, Michael
Kavanaugh, Philip Loscoe, William Taylor, Mario




TRADITION AND THE FUTURE
blend into one picture as a La Salle
campus scene is used as a background
for the following doctors of tomorrow:
John Carabello, Joseph Doto, Reginald
Wray, Alan Rosteing, Paul Balson, Jer-
ome Singer, John Monahan, William
Cunningham, Joseph De Venute, Jack
Lisiewski, Thomas Schneider, Louis
Betz, Nicholas Masington, Frank Mly-
narczyk, Robert Ellis, Henry Di Rienzo,
Anthony Curcio, John Barbazon, Eu-
gene Draganosky, Leo Marx, Richard
Schieken, Eugene Lepine, Otto Nebel,
Frederick McEliece, Andrew Ojeda, and
Eugene Valentine.
Pennsylvania's Delta Chapter of
Alpha Epsilon Delta, the National
Premedical Honor Society, encour-
ages and aids student members and
educators in developing a more ade-
quate program in the study of
medicine. The society promotes
scholarly interest in the field and
binds together the premed students
by means of activities which center
around their mutual interests. AED
stresses an appreciation of the im-
portance of premedical education in
the study of medicine. The mem-
bers frequently attend lectures and
forums sponsored by hospitals in the
Philadelphia area.
FABRICIAN SOCIETY MEMBERS fall
in line behind their Moderator, Dr.
Roland Holroyd, and their President,
John Bieniek, on the steps of their new
home, the Science Center. Pictured are:
Joseph Grosso, Eugene Draganosky,
Anthony Taddeo, Alexander Macaione,
Henry Di Rienzo, Joseph Hanuscin,
Eugene Valentine, Thomas Schneider,
Joseph Thompson, Jerome Singer, Paul
Tosselli, William Wishner, Stanley
Praiss, William Deighan, John Brabazon,
Jeffrey Damsken, Alan Rosteing, Jack
Lisiewski, Gerard Marple, Edward Cor-
coran, Louis Betz, John Monahan, and
Bruce Hall.
Originally known as the Premedi-
cal Society of La Salle College, the
Fabrician Society holds seniority
among the college clubs. Since its
founding in 1933, this organization
has endeavored to encourage excel-
lence in scholarship as well as strong
bonds of friendship among students
contemplating medicine and the al-
lied fields. Periodical seminars are
arranged to aid members in keeping





the Clothing Drive is mapped
out by Gerard Lahr (Senior
Delegate), James Purvis, Dan-
iel Vicario, Brother D. Augus-
tine (Regional Moderator),
John Egan (Junior Delegate),
Albert Sagore, Robert Durkin,
Joseph Donato, and Albert For-
tuna.
The National Federation of Catholic College
Students is an organization composed of the stu-
dent bodies of more than 180 Catholic colleges and
universities throughout the country. The President
of Student Council and two delegates appointed
by him are the official representatives of La Salle
College at the Federation's annual National Con-
gress. The two appointed delegates represent La
Salle on the Regional Council of the N.F.C.C.S.
Commissions, of which the N.F.C.C.S. is a part.
Now active in the Philadelphia area are The Con-
fraternity of Christian Doctrine, Family Life,
Forensics, Industrial Relations, International Re-
lations, Inter-racial Justice, Literary, Mariology,
Missions, and Student Government.
Pi Delta Phi is an honor society which purposes
to provide recognition for those students who have
demonstrated outstanding excellence in the study
of French language and literature and an interest
in the civilization and culture of France. Mem-
bership is by invitation only and strict academic
standards must be met by the candidates. The
activities of the Club include lectures by scholars




the French Honor Society are
David Serchak, Joseph McAul-
iffe, Vincent Anderson, and
Peter De Filippis. Both regular
and honorary members attend
the annual dinner at the Com-
modore John Barry Club.
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First Roiv: Robert Mitchell, Al-
fred Giuffrida, Eugene McVey,
James Horshock, Robert Ellis,
Jerome Lombard, William Mc-
Shain, and William Keenan. Sec-
ond Rotv: Dennis McHale,
Charles Dees, Wayne Kullman,
James Mcllvaine, Peter Keenan,
George Ward, Edward Flynn,
James Binns, John Moran, and
Charles Giannetti. Third Rotv:
Richard O'Connor, Louis Os-
wald, Richard Lafterty, Cliff
Gillespie, William Regli, Robert
Ryan, Robert Les, Douglas Mc-
Rae, Bernard Walsh, Matthew
Ledwith, Daniel Kerrane, and
Gerald Hipp.
In May of 1960, Phi Sigma Upsilon was formally
recognized on the La Salle campus. Although it is
primarily a social fraternity, its most important ac-
complishments were those which it has achieved at
St. Francis Vocational School in Eddington, where
it organized and participated in athletic contests
with the orphans. Phi Sigma Upsilon has pledged
to donate the vestments for the Chapel to be built
on campus in the near future. Membership in the
organization numbers forty individuals. The fra-
ternity is the first non-sectarian social fraternity to





PROBLEMS in the Cafeteria are
Phi Sigma Upsilon officers Robert
Ryan, Chaplain; Dennis McHale,
Historian; John Moran, Sergeant-at-
Arms; William Keenan, President;
Cliff Gillespie, Pledge Master; and
Robert Mitchell, Secretary.
PREPARING their trophy winning float for the
annual Tap-Off-Rally are Robert Ryan, John
Moran, Louis Lonzi, William Keenan, George
Ward, Wayne Kullman, and William Regli.
ENGLISH HONOR
LAMBDA IOTA TAU MEMBERS, Philip Mc-
Guire, William Mistichelli (Treasurer), Matt-
hew Janczewski (President), Paul Betz (Secre-
tary), and Hugh Gilmore, are meeting in the
Browsing Room of the Library.
The English Honor Society, Lambda Iota
Tau, is the national honorary undergraduate
English Society. Requirements for mem-
bership are a "B" average in at least nine
hours of courses in literature and an over-
all scholastic average of better than "C".
Members are also required to submit a
critical or creative paper.
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CHYMIAN SOCIETY MEMBERS meet in the patio of
the Science Center. John Reilly, Joseph McBride, Charles
McDonough, Eugene McGonigle, Theodore Nawilinski,
John Flannery, Frank Prokop, George Kugler, Patrick
McDonough, Joseph Wreen, Richard Deigert, Bart
Schlachter, Frank Dollarton, Robert Sagedy, Dr. Max
Barth (Moderator), James Knebel, William Walchek,
Matthew Krezeszkiewicz, Ronald Harding, and David
Swankoski.
nmiiiN
Organized for the purpose of fostering
interest in chemistry and restricted to
chemistry majors, the Chymian Society re-
ceived a charter in 1949 from the Ameri-
can Chemical Society as a Chapter of
student affiliates. The Society's bi-weekly
program includes lectures, films, and plant
visits, as well as occasional social programs.
CHYMIAN SOCIETY OFFICERS Richard Deig-
ert (Secretary) and James Knebel (Treasurer)
regularly work in the lab after hours. This
particular experiment is the Gravimetric Iron
Analysis to determine the percentage of iron
in an unknown.
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Vincent P. Anderson Paul F. Betz James J. Binns John J. Brabazon Ronald T. Casani Cornelius T. Creeden
fe
WHO'S WHO
Membership in Who's Who in American Col-
leges and Universities is extended to graduating
seniors who have been conspicuous on the campus
as leaders in their fields. This year thirty men rep-
resented La Salle in this national organization.
(c
Peter De Filippis Eugene E. Draganosky Richard R. Flint Peter J. Gibbons Clifford M. Gillespie Edward S. Grycznski
JS^i^k
Francis J. Helverson James J. Horshock Matthew D. Janzewski William J. Keenan Joseph S. McAuliffe William L. Mclntyre
i
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Michael G. Saloka Thomas M. Scanlon Richard M. Schieken James T. Sedlock Gerald J. Smith William V. Welch
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PREPARING GIFTS
for their annual Christ-
mas Party, given for





ca, James Scanio, Brian
McNulty, Richard Tra-
valine, and Michael Mc-
Garvey.
SIGMA BETA KAPPA
Sigma Beta Kappa is a national Catholic social fra-
ternity. The Gamma chapter of SBK was recognized on
the La Salle campus in 1947. The fraternity sponsors
several outstanding social events each year, including the
Thanksgiving Dance and the Mardi Gras Dance. This
year's Thanksgiving Dance was held at Canstatter's and
was highlighted by the appearance of Cozy Morley, a
local supper club entertainer. As in the past, the pro-
ceeds of the Thanksgiving Dance were donated to St.
John's Orphanage in Philadelphia.
STEPHEN CHENEY is caught day-dreaming
"while manning the ticket booth for SBK's an-
nual Thanksgiving Dance.
THIS YEAR'S THANKSGIVING DANCE was,
by far, the most successful of the annual au-
tumn affairs sponsored by SBK. The overflow
crowd danced to the music of Leroy Bostic and
his band and, at the intermission, were enter-
tained by Cozy Morley, a local night-spot
celebrity.
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APO MEMBERS assembled in the
Union Building at 10:00 A.M., No-
vember 20, 1960, for the all im-
portant "straw vote." The meeting
was finally adjourned at 10:00 P.M.
after the brothers had accepted
twenty-two candidates as pledges.
ALPHA PHI
ONEGA
The nation's largest fraternity has service to the school, the
community, the nation, and the fraternity members as its theme.
The Lambda Pi Chapter of APO was chartered at La Salle in
195 5 and since this time has sponsored such well-known campus
events as the Ugly Man Contest and the Ugly Man Dance, the
proceeds of which are given to various charities. The La Salle
Chapter was one of the hosts for the fraternity's National Con-
vention which was held in Philadelphia in December, 1960. APO
was also the recipient of the President's trophy, awarded for the
float which best represented the theme of this year's Tap-Off-
Rally, the "Victory Bell of La Salle."
OBSERVING THE TALLY being kept by Club
Officers for the "Ugly Man Contest," are Pledge
Charles Makowski, Pledge James Ziccardi, Werner
Schmidt, Drew Lapps, Thomas Nickle, Brian Whis-
man, Robert Meisner, James Clark, Christopher
Carey, Pledge Charles Borelli, and Pledge Joseph
Tancredi. The officers in charge of the contest are
John Parabello, Gerald Smith (President), Michael





THE PI SIGMA EPSILON Fraternity
members pose near McShain Hall. They
are: Eugene McVey, James Digan,
Howard Morgan, Robert Kelly, Donald
Brennan, Robert Mulligan, Austin Zuer-
lein, Bernard Walsh, Cliff Gillespie,
Charles Powell, Frank Viola, John
Nolan, George Bauder, Paul Gola, Paul
Adams, James Lion, William Keenan,
Edward Flynn, and William Mclntyre.
SAINT THOMAS MORE
Facing Group: Anthony Baratta. First Row: James Binns, Harry
Bliss, Patrick Scoles, Donald McCrossan, Joseph Tafe, Richard
Kernan, Joseph Mylotte, James Madden. Second Row: James Moy,
Gerald Dunn, Henry Cimberg, Joseph Oliver, Thomas Lindemath,
Anthony Betancourt, Daniel Kerrane, Louis Natali, Raymond Short,
Martin Lowther, Peter Horty, Thomas Malony.
The XI Chapter of Pi Sigma Epsilon, the na-
tional professional fraternity in marketing, sales
management, and selling, was chartered on the La
Salle campus in May, 1960. The Chapter was
officially recognized and received into Pi Sigma
Epsilon at a dinner which was held at the Benjamin
Franklin Hotel. This dinner was attended by the
members of the Sales Managers Association of
Philadelphia, the sponsors of the XI Chapter at La
Salle, and by the fifty-eight charter members of
the student body.
SALES MANAGERS of the Greater Philadelphia area
were the guests of Pi Sigma Epsilon at its first fraternity
function of the year. The dinner, held early in October
in the College Union Cafeteria, gave the members an
opportunity to meet and converse with some potential
employers.
The St. Thomas More Society has as its pur-
pose the fostering of interest in the study of law.
Membership is made up of those students who are
following a pre-law curriculum. The Society
presents guest speakers at regular meetings. These
speakers are deans of local law schools and promi-
nent lawyers from the Philadelphia area.
m
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UNDER THE CAPABLE LEADERSHIP OF Thomas Lynch (left), Sigma Phi
Lambda has been largely responsible for the recent rise in La Salle spirit.
Although they appear to be sedate, S.P.L. members are among the most en-
thusiastic and vigorous students on campus. At their -weekly meetings, attended
by S.P.L. members: (facing the group) Joseph Brennan, Nicholas Lisi, and
Robert Shipferling. (First Row) Michael Mullen, Frank Maranto, Anthony
Mecklenburg, Lawrence Harasym, Carmen Fabrizio. (Second Row) Ronald
Giletti, Edward Coverdale, John Richardson, Richard Deigert, Martin Durkin,
Leonard Kuntzweiler, and Kevin Bennett, S.P.L. plans and co-ordinates its
spirit-raising activities.
SIGMA PHI L.tHBII I
Previously C. O. E., Sigma Phi
Lambda was reactivated in February,
1961 and is the official spirit group
on campus. As a special committee
operating under Student Council,
S.P.L. is charged with the conduc-
tion of all pep rallies, the cheer-
leading at athletic events, the
organization of the annual Tap-Off -
Rally which officially ushers in the
coming basketball season, and the
annual Dink Dance for incoming
freshmen.
BEARING THE LA SALLE VICTORY BELL and the "Explorer", the S.P.L.
float led the 1960 Tap-Off-Rally down Broad Street. Thirty-three floats,
representing the various campus organizations, helped make this year's rally
the largest and most successful spirit effort in La Salle's history. In addition
to the many floats entered in the parade, there were several high school bands
from the many Catholic high schools in the Philadelphia area. This year's
Tap-Off-Rally -was highlighted by the first La Salle College Invitation Tourna-




PLANS FOR A FUTURE FIELD TRIP are being
formulated by (at table) : David Myers (Presi-
dent), Harry Stonelake (Vice-President). First
Row: Michael Leavy, James Kelly, Michael
Franconi. Second Roiv: John Neary, Roger
Essner, Charles Borcky (Treasurer), John
Gallagher, Pasquale Rocco, members of the So-
ciety for the Advancement of Management.
The Society for the Advancement of
Management is a national professional so-
ciety of management men. In order to
develop the managerial talent of the stu-
dent members, the society sponsors trips to
plants in the Philadelphia area. Activities
of the group prepare the college men for
a more effective role in industrial manage-
ment.
POLISH
First Row: Unberto Tabaczynski, Robert Sabol,
Stanley Praiss, Arthur Winiarski, Francis Mly-
narczyk. Second Roiv: Theodore Nawalinski,
Michael Dobrowolski, Thomas Jurasinski, Joseph
Dorman. Third Roiv: Charles Harvey, John
O'Donoghue, Lee Williames, Anthony Gait, Ed-
ward Wroblewski, Owen Killian, Raymond
Kurian.
To promote an interest in the language,
culture, and literature of Poland is the ob-
jective of the Polish Club. The club
sponsors lectures by noted authorities on
Poland and presents exhibits featuring
Polish music, dress, art, and folklore.
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Head Table: Mr. Walter Kaiser (Moderator), Thomas Dough-
erty (Secretary), Mr. Taylor (Librand and Ross Co.), Peter
Gibbons (President), Mr. F. Lombardi (Librand and Ross Co.),
Walter Stanton (Treasurer). First Table: Robert Masucci,
Joseph Alter, John Ward, George Barker, Richard Moy, Nicholas
Cavarocchi, Stanley Piatkowski, Richard Darcy, Gerard Lyons.
Second Table: Christopher Carey, Robert Baker, Charles Oettle,
Thomas Nickle, Joseph Watkins, Charles Del Rossi, William
Masapollo, James McDonnell, William Kugler, Anthony Szczur.
Third Table: Paul Spadaro, Joseph Shortall, Richard Schultz,
Joseph Donovan, Joseph Lang, Thomas Burke, John Dougherty.
AMOUNTING
Designed to inform the student of the oppor-
tunities and developments in the accounting
profession, the Accounting Association achieves
this purpose by means of guest speakers at monthly
meetings and an annual Accounting Forum which
is held on Campus. The Eighteenth Annual Ac-
counting Forum was held this year in December.
Prominent business executives attended and ad-
dressed the Forum, making this activity a highlight
of the year.
MARKETING
Standing: Eugene McVey, William Keenan, Richard O'Connor.
First Rotv: Edward Flynn, Matthew Ledwith, Robert Mulligan,
John Nolan, Robert Kelly, Howard Morgan, Paul Gola. Secotid
Row: Robert Mitchell, Wayne Kullman, Cliff Gillespie, Peter
Keenan, Robert Ryan, Paul Kulowitch, James Digan. Third
Rotv: John Kelly, Wayne Messick, James Kelly, Joseph Elm,
William Lditz, George Wright.
The Marketing Association, an affiliated member
of the American Marketing Association, encour-
ages interest in the field generally and the promo-
tion of high ethical standards. Speakers from
related business areas are invited to address the
regular meetings.
BEIIIJE
MEMBERS OF THE BENILDE CLUB pay heed to Sister Rose Henry, M.S.H.,
as she instructs them in catechetical teaching. Listening are: First Rotv: Francis
Smith, Joseph Hirschman, James Foley, William McNulty. Second Rotv: Henry
Betz, John Wilgeroth, Robert Zercher, Nicholas Francis. Third Row: Robert
Farley, Anthony Evangelisto, Sister Virginella, H.S.M., Thomas Lombardi, and
Francis Salerno.
The Benilde Club, in co-operation with the Archconfraternity of
Christian Doctrine, has as its purpose the fostering of interest in, and
understanding of, vocations among the student body. It attains its
objectives through weekly discussion groups, lectures by faculty mem-
bers and invited guests, and motion pictures.
Participating in many tournaments and individual debates, the Gavel
Society is the forensic organization on campus. It attracts those students
who are interested in formal argumentation and provides members for
La Salle's intercollegiate debating teams. Early in the fall semester the
members of the Gavel Society made an impressive showing at the Lehigh
University tournament.
"RESOLVED: That the government of the United States should adopt a
program of compulsory health insurance for all citizens," was the topic of
inter-collegiate debate for the year 1960-1961. Preparing for their meeting
with the debaters of the University of Pennsylvania are La Salle's debaters
John Breickner, Raymond De Masi, Gerard Carpency, Mr. Charles Kelly (Moder-







MR. BENJAMIN SEGAL, Head of the Education Department of the Interna-
tional Union of Electrical Workers, disperses material to I.R.C. members
(sitting): Raymond Marasco, James Hagen, Michael McGarvey; (standing):
Maurice Abbott, Charles Franklin, Thomas Pyle, William Wolff, William
Welch, Michael McCarthy, Wesley Davis, Jerome Mastal, Anthony Kavetski,
Mr. Charles Halpin (Moderator), and Gerard Nordin as they visit I.U.E.W.
headquarters in Washington.
The Industrial Relations Commission aids students in realizing their
potential in the growing area of industrial relations. IRC annually
presents a "Man of the Year" award to an outstanding individual in the
industrial relations field. This year the award was made to Robert Ken-
nedy, Attorney General of the United States. Former award recipients
have been James Mitchell, Secretary of Labor, and James Carey, Presi-
dent of the International Union of Electrical Workers. The annual
field trip is a highlight of the year's activities. This year IRC members
visited the nerve-center of the International Union of Electrical Workers
in Washington, D. C.
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RESPLENDENT in their new uniforms, the
President's Guard stand at attention as they
prepare to provide the half-time entertainment
during the Philadelphia Eagles-New York
Giants football games. The La Salle drill team
gave an outstanding performance, as did the
Eagles who beat the Giants, 31-27.
''*''*&'$%
AS FIFTY-EIGHT THOUSAND SPECTATORS WATCH, the Presi-
dent's Guard, La Salle's R.O.T.C. fancy drill team, executes one of the
many precision maneuvers which thrilled the overflow crowd at
Franklin Field in November. The Guard was also represented the same
day in the Tap-Off-Rally by its basic drill team.
THE PRESIDENT'S
GUARD
CAPTAIN LAWRENCE WILLIAMS, Moderator of the President's
Guard, gives Cadet Captain Francis Murphy some last minute instruc-
tions as the drill team prepares to march to Franklin Field. The La Salle
representatives presented a show that will be well remembered by
Eagle fans.




Ion (Secretary). Second Rotv:
Anthony Johnson, Matthew
Ledwith, Philip Ranieri, Theo-
dore Hennings, Richard Champ-
lain, Joseph Ambrose, John
Caras, Charles Del Rossi, Joseph
Hepp, William Keenan, Charles
Dees, Gerald Tiedeken, George
Carroll. Third Row: Frank
Prokop, Gerald Bieler, Raymond
Snyder, Thomas Jurasinski,
Daniel McDyre, Aldo Delpino,
Timothy Coonahan, Thomas
Duffy, Jack Hannon, Lawrence
Patterson, Gerald Hipp. Fourth
Row: Joseph Tropea, Adolf
Birkenberger, Anthony Baratta,
William Wolff, Joseph Miamona,
Richard Flint, John Brabazon,
William Reilly, William Kent,
Herman Schmidt, Patrick Con-
nor.
VARSITY and
PRAEFECTUS CLUB MEMBERS Timothy
Coonahan and Walter Dunn check the contents
of their major item of equipment, the trainers'
kit.
Players and managers who have earned a Varsity letter are
automatically members of the Varsity Club. They have for
their purpose the advancement of varsity and intramural athletics,
the stimulation of student interest, and the support of La Salle's
athletic teams. Traditionally, the Varsity Club sponsors dances
to gain the means to provide financial assistance, when needed,
for athletes.
MR. JAMES HENRY, La Salle's
Athletic Director, delivered the
speech at the Praefectus Club's
annual dinner. Praefectus Club
members who were present are:
John Mulholland, Martin Dur-
kin, Carmen Fabrizio, William
Pietrangelo, Herman Schmidt
(Treasurer), Richard Champ-
lain (Vice-President), Mr. Hen-
ry, Timothy Coonahan (Presi-
dent), Donald Moore (Secre-
tary), William Peacock, Walter
Dunn, and Patrick Conner.
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THE UNION COMMITTEES are pictured at two of their
quarterly general meetings. The Union Board, the governing
board of the Committees, is composed of eighteen members.
There are five non-voting members, composed of the President
of La Salle College, the Dean of Students, the Union Director,
the Alumni Director, and the Director of the News Bureau.
The thirteen voting members are students, consisting of the
Chairman of the Union Board, the Treasurer, and the individual
Chairmen of the eleven Union Committees.
UHIOH COMMITTEES
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INTERMISSION at the dances held in the Union
Building may be spent in the Music Room listening to
stereo concerts or in the Game Room playing shuffle-
board.
CHAIRMAN OF THE UNION BOARD, William Mc-
Intyre, prepares a report for a general meeting of the
Committees concerning the La Salle delegation he headed
to the Region III Conference of the Association of
College Unions, held at West Virginia University.
The opening of the College Union in the fall of
1959 inaugurated the formation of a new type
of campus organization. The College Union Com-
mittees were founded for the express purpose of
aiding the Union Director in conducting the edu-
cational, social, cultural, and recreational programs
which are presented in the Union. Since October
of 1959, the Committees have arranged such
campus affairs as the annual Premier Dance and
the stereo presentation of Handel's Messiah. The
Committees also present the daily stereo concerts,
the fine film and feature film series, as well as the
weekday film program. This year the Committees
were proud to present the "Sleeping Beauty Bal-
let" and Miss Eva Pogoyni, a renowned pianist.
Perhaps the most outstanding speaker presented
this year was Dr. Enrique Menocal, a defected
member of Cuban Premier Castro's Cabinet who
spoke on the current political crisis in Cuba.
RONALD HARDING attaches the cinemascope lens to
the projector as Edward Rice threads the reel with "The
Battle of Gettysburg" as La Salle commemorates the
Civil War Centennial.
ARRIVING EARLY and eager to begin the festivities,
Eugene McAteer, Maureen McGovern, Sandy Gallagher,
and Joseph Lavin are greeted by Gerald Scalley of the
Dance Committee.
THE COLORFUL POSTERS seen daily in the Union
Building result from many hours of toil spent in CU
3 04 by Art Committee members Dennis McGrath, James
Sherlock, and Thomas Hughes.
With emphasis on Catholic social philosophy, the mem-
bers of the Economics Club strive to increase their under-
standing of the theoretical and the practical phases of
economic life. By means of field trips to such places as
the New York Stock Exchange and the A. T. and T.
offices in the Bourse Building, Philadelphia, economic
majors gain valuable first-hand experience. Membership
in the Club is open to all interested students.
GATHERED INFORMALLY in front of the statue of
the College Patron, Saint John Baptist De La Salle, are
members of the Economics Club: Patrick Dooner, Don-
ald Jeffrey, George Carroll, Francis Froschle, James
Digan, Daniel Campbell, Frank Wilent, Gerald Hipp,
William Hoban, Jack Leporati, Norman Hinz, and Al-
fred Giuffrida. Despite the chilling winds of the day,
the economists readily agreed to remove their topcoats.
INTEMATIOM RELATIONS
DISCUSSING THE RESULTS of the 1960 Presidential
Election and the probable Cabinet appointments, are
International Relations Club members William Heil
(Treasurer), James Mullan (Vice-President), Peter
De Filippis, Joseph Ward, Frank Moran (President),
and George Vass (Secretary).
ECONOMICS
Affiliated with the Carnegie Foundation for Interna-
tional Peace and the National Federation of Catholic Col-
lege Students, the International Relations Club partici-
pates in monthly intercollegiate meetings and frequently
represents La Salle College in discussions over Radio Sta-
tion WFIL.
EARLY IN OCTOBER members of the Student Congress of the Evening
Division met in the College Union Theater to plan details for the 1960-61
activities. Thomas Melley, President of the Congress, opened the meeting
auspiciously by distributing printed schedules for the outstanding events of
the year and by recruiting members for the various student organizations.
The meeting ended with the members' conviction that the social season of the
new scholastic year was off to a good start.
ACTIVITIES FOR 1960-61
Mass of the Holy Ghost
On Campus September 26, 1960
Fall Frolic
Philadelphia Rifle Club September 30, 1960
Winter Dance
Sheraton Hotel January 14, 1961
Malvern Retreat
Malvern Retreat House Jan. 27, 28, 29, 1961
Communion Breakfast
On Campus March 19, 1961
Spring Dance
Four Chefs May 19, 1961
OFFICERS of various student organizations meet to
plan and discuss activities of the Evening Division.
John Lavin (Vice-President of Student Congress),
Thomas Melley (President of Student Congress),
Lawrence Quinn (President of SAM), Frank Varga
(President of Accounting Association), and Dennis
O'Neill plan the Fall Frolic, the opening event of the
Evening Division social season.
STUDENT CONGRESS
ADDRESSING A BUSINESS MEETING of the
Industrial Relations Society, John Held (Presi-
dent) directs the attention of the members to
activities which -will provide a greater under-
standing between employer and employee. Seated
in the front row are Joseph Keough (Treas-
urer), William Haines (Vice-President), and
Malachy O'Neill (Secretary).
The primary objective of the Industrial
Relations Society is to achieve a broader
knowledge of all aspects of industrial rela-
tions. In part, this objective is achieved by
inviting representatives of Management and
of Labor, as well as professional mediators,
to their meetings. Established in 1953, the
Society enables members to be better in-
formed concerning employer-employee dis-
putes. Membership in this organization af-
fords students the opportunity to exchange
viewpoints on controversial subjects con-
cerning the settlement of the mutual wants
and needs of man.
INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS SOCIETY
PUBLIC RELATIONS EXPERT for Trav-
elers Life Insurance Company, Mr. Robert
Estes, acts as moderator for the Seminar on
Social Security as the various benefits under
this program are considered.
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JUST PRIOR to listening to Mr. John R. Mur-
ray of the Federal Mediation Service, principal
speaker at the annual Father and Son Commun-
ion Breakfast, October 30th, John Thorn, John
Katz, Malachy O'Neill, John Held, William
Haines, and Joseph Keough look over some of
the regulations concerning labor-management
disputes.
THIRTY-SEVEN MEMBERS of the Society for
the Advancement of Management toured the
Red Lion Plant of the Budd Company on Octo-
ber 26th under the guidance of the plant's Se-
curity Officer, Mr. William Mitchell. One fea-
ture of their tour was the inspection of a
subway car scheduled for next day delivery.
Of outstanding interest to all students of
business administration was the Fifth An-
nual Management Conference which was
held on Saturday, 'February 11. Meeting in
four separate workshops, the members ex-
amined the problems which would confront
an organization contemplating the pur-
chase of a company for the production of
new materials. After the opening session,
conferees separated to attend a workshop in
Industrial Relations, Fiscal Management,
Production Management, or Marketing,
each moderated by local management ex-
ecutives. The afternoon session consisted
of a panel discussion and a final decision
on the actions proposed by the various
workshops.
DATA PROCESSING in the small plant
was the general subject when Mr. Francis
Crowe, manager of the Electronic Data
Processing Unit of the J. J. Nesbitt Com-
pany, addressed the meeting on October 18.
S:1.M.
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TOURING the Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Plant
in Eddystone are, First Row. Vincent Morelli
(Chairman of the Committee), Carl Seib, Jack
Fleck, James Kenyon, Robert Swope. Second
Row: Richard Pickup, Linwood Fauntleroy,
Benjamin Fisher. Third Roiv: Thomas Gall,
Vincent Di Paolo, and officials of the Baldwin
Plant.
ACCOUNTING
THE FIRST PLANT TOUR in its history was made in
mid-October by the Accounting Association of the
Evening Division. Led by David Kemper of the At-
lantic Refining Company, the members witnessed a
special work job from start to finish.
Among the many rewarding activities of the
Accounting Association was the dinner meeting,
held on November 16th at Howard Johnson's on
the Boulevard, at which Mr. Ralph Mark of the
Post-Rite Systems Company explained the Peg
Board System, a method of multiple posting in a
single operation. After his presentation, during
which he used a unique projection machine, Mr.
Mark presided at a question-answer period. New
accounting techniques increase the demand for
specially qualified accountants in industry and in
government. A knowledge of the theory involved,
added to practical experience, will enable the La
Salle men to meet the requirements in economic
expansion.
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INTERESTED IN THE LATEST
TECHNIQUES and machinery in use
in the field, accounting majors watch a
special operation as they tour the ac-
counting department of the Atlantic
Refining Company under the direction




THE ANNUAL "TURKEY SHOOT" of the Marketing
Association finds Evening Division men firing at the target.
James Butler, James Read, and Manus Conway watch Ron-
ald Armitage, William Boyle, Anthony Trotter, and Thomas
Melley as they pull the triggers.
THE PHILADELPHIA RIFLE CLUB is the scene
for this meeting of the Marketing Association. The
speaker on this occasion was Mr. Ernest Engles of
Schmidt's Breweries.
Marketing has a major role in an expanding
economy. America's production capacity has
grown enormously because of better production
methods, improved product designs, and the use
of various types of mechanical and electronic de-
vices. It is the responsibility of marketing to
satisfy known and established wants and to un-
cover new wants. Every business organization
must have an intimate knowledge of its customers,
their buying motives and habits, income, tastes,
education, location, and other characteristics. Suc-
cessful marketing is, essentially, gearing the entire
set of buying conditions (product, place, price,
and promotion) to the unique characteristics of
the specific group of customers. La Salle's market-
ing men realize that this is the heart of marketing.
THE HISTORY AND INNO-
VATIONS in the packaging
industry was the subject mat-
ter for guest speaker, Mr. J. W.
Mesman, District Sales Manager
of the Continental Can Com-
pany, when he addressed the
Marketing Association in Octo-
ber.
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AN ELECTRICAL PANEL is
of interest to Evening Division
men at a regular meeting of the
Institute of Radio Engineers on
October 20. Edmond Haskins





The aims of the Institute of Radio Engineers
include the advancement of the theory and
practice of radio, allied engineering, and related
arts and sciences. Membership is open to stu-
dents registered in the Electronic Physics cur-
riculum. The highlight of an early IRE meet-
ing was the showing of a film entitled "The
Nike-Hercules Story." This is the awe-in-
spiring narrative of the many powerful
weapons in America's growing arsenal for de-
fense.
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THE PH. T. AWARD
Each year at commencement time the Eve-
ning Division strives to recognize many indi-
viduals who are indirectly responsible for many
of the degrees which are awarded. Quietly en-
couraging their husbands in the pursuit of
learning, these faithful wives cheerfully assume
additional responsibilities and duties so that
their husbands will be more free to attend
classes after a day's work at the office. The
Ph.T. (Putting Him Through) award was in-
stituted to honor the wives of La Salle graduates.
Because of their long litany of sacrifies, Ph.T.
winners richly deserve this award.
WELL DESERVING the Ph.T.
degree are Mrs. Charles Agnew,
Mrs. Donald Markol, and Mrs.
Edward Dehner, who are hap-
pily pictured here with their
husbands. They represent the
many wives who have helped
their husbands to obtain a col-
lege degree at La Salle.
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CHARLES A. AGNEW, JR. (seated) joy-
ously displays the Dr. Joseph J. Sprissler
plaque to members of the Award Commit-
tee: James Meehan, John Wagner, and David
McMaster. President of the Senior Class,
Charles Agnew was active in the Industrial
Relations Society during his entire stay at
La Salle. He also held official positions in
this organization for three years. For six
terms he was a member of the Student Con-
gress. He also belonged to the Golden






Inaugurated in 1952 by the Student Congress to honor and perpetuate
the name of the Founder of the Evening Division of La Salle College, the
Dr. Joseph J. Sprissler Award is the most coveted of all the prizes avail-
able to the Evening Division seniors. A committee of three selects for
this award the senior who has maintained a good scholastic standing
and who has participated in an outstanding manner in extra-curricular
activities.
RUNNERS-UP for the Dr. Joseph J. Sprissler Award
admire the plaque and discuss some of the activities
which were a basis for the final judgment of the
winner. From left: Lawrence Quinn, Frederick
Aiken, Ronald Armitage, Philip Fisher, Thomas Mel-





THE SENIOR CLASS-FACULTY BASKETBALL
GAME (Evening Division) resulted in a victory
for the seniors (24-21). Charles Agnew (holding
ball) coached the team, and Philip Fisher (to
Agnetv's right) acted as captain.
SKILL IS NECESSARY for success in this game of
darts. This is another diversion at the Evening
Division Senior Stag. The outcome of this activity
was not available for publication, but Joseph Cloran
and John Drakely gave artful exhibitions.
MUCH INTEREST is evident in this Senior Stag
shuffleboard game as all eyes center on the disk
moving toward its goal. This was a fun-for-all
social which served as a kick-off for the social sea-
son of the Class of 1961.
CHARLES AGNEW, Senior Class President, leads
a group in song at the annual Senior Stag which
was held at the Franklinville Quartette Club in
October.
THE ANNUAL WINTER DANCE sponsored by the
Student Congress of the Evening Division was held on
January 14th in the Grand Ballroom of the Sheraton












Mr. Daniel Solari of the William T. Cooke Publishing.
Miss Louise Crisci and the Staff of the Carl Wolf Studio.
Mr. Ralph Howard of the La Salle College News Bureau.
Mr. Michael Maicher of the Mike Maicher Studio.
LA SALLE COLLEGE IS opportunity
FOR THOSE WHO ACCEPT
THE CHALLENGE




